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THE COMPASS, LEAD LINE, LOG LINE, &c.

THE COMPASS.

IT is requiSite that e\·ery young person who has any

idea of being a sailor, should learn the compass; also

·.

the marks and deeps on the lead line, and the knots
on the log line.
We will begin with the compass. First, commence
with the north point, and go· round with the sun :B

.
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North ; north by east; north, north east ; north east
by north ; north east ; north east by east ; east, north
east; east by north ; east; east by south ; east, south
east · south east by east ; south east ; south east by
south; s"o uth, south east; south by east; south; south
by west; south, south west ; south west by south ;
south west ; south west by west ; west, south west ;
west by south ; west ; west by north ; west, north
west; north west by west ; north west ; north west
by north ; north, north west ; north by west ; north.
It would also be as well to learn the compass the
reverse way, for that will give a more perfect knowledge
of it; it is as follows : -North; north by west; north,
north west ; north west by north ; north west; north
west bv west · north, north west; west by north ; west ;
west by south; west, south west; south west by west;
south west ; south west by south ; south, south west ;
south by west; south ; south by east; south, south
east ; south east by south; ·south east; south east by
east ; east, south· east ; east by south ; east; east by
north; east, north east; north east by east ; north
east bv north · north north east ; north by east; north.
Aft~r this 'is le~ned, I should recommend the
following questions and answers to be studied ; and
not only the few that I have pu! down, but the whole
of the compass ; it is called boxmg the compass.

What is the opposite point to W. by S. Yz S. ?
E. by N. Yz N.
What is the opposite point to W.N. W. ? E.S.E.
What is the opposite point to W.S.W. ? E.N.E.
What is the opposite point to N.W. by N.? S.E.
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What is the opposite point to North ? South.
What is the opposite point to East? West
Wbat is the opposite point to N.E.? S.W.
What is the opposite point to N.W.? S.E.
What is the opposite point S.W. by S. Yz S.?
N.E. by N. Yz N.
Wl1at is the opposite point to N.E. by E. ? S. W.
byW.
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by s.

·what is the opposite point toW. by N.? E. by S.
What is the opposite point to S. by W.? N. by E.
What is the opposite point to S.S.E.? N.N.W.
What is the opposite point to S.E. by E.?
N.W. byW.
THE LEAD Ll~TE.

~HE_ hand lead '''eighs eleven pounds, and the hand
hne.ts from twenty to thirty fathoms in length.
The way to mark the lead line is, two strips of
black leather at two fathoms, three strips of black
leather at three, white bunting at five, red at seven,
bl~ck leathe: with a hole in it at ten, blue bunting at
thtrteen, wh;te at fifteen, red at seventeen. and two
knots at twenty. There are nine marks a~d ele,·en
deeps in a hand line ; the deeps are as follows :-One
f~ur, six, eight, nine1 eleven, twelve, fourteen, sixteen:
e1ghteen and nineteen.
To take soundings, a man stands in the weather
":lain channe~, . with a breast rope secured to the
nggmg, or, tf m a paddle-wheel steamer, the man
~t:mds on the paddle box, and throws the lead fomard
w~ile the vessel has head-way; if the depth corresponds
wJth _the mark on the line, as above stated, say the blue
huntmg, he caUs out, "By the mark thirteen;" if it is
~ deep, the fathoms of which have no mark upon the
hne, as four, six, eight, nine, &c. he calls out, " By the
deep four," &c. If he judges the depth to be a quarter
or a half more than a particular fathom, as for instance
Ux, he calls out, "And a quarter six,"' or, "And ~
B2
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half six;" if it is six and three quarters, he calls out,.
"Quarter less seven," and so on.
THE DEEP-SEA LEAD LINE.

THE length of the line is one hrn:tdred fathoms, and
it is wound upon a reel; the weight of the lead IS
from twenty to thirty pounds.
The first twenty fathoms are marked the same as
the hand line, with an additional kJ:lot at e~ery ten
fathoms, and a single knot at each mtermed1ate five
fathoms.
To sound by the deep-sea lead, take_ the reel aft on
the quarter deck, pass the end of the ~me fon\·ard, on
the weather side, outside of eve!}'thmg, to the cat
head, and bend it to the lead, which must be armed
with tallow; one man holds the lead, ready fo~ heaving, the others range themselves a!ong_ the. Side, at
intervals each with a coil of the !me m his hand.
All being ready, the word is given, "Stand by ; "
the officer calls out, "Heave." ~s soon as the m~?,
heaves the lead, be calls out, "Watch t~ere, watch, .
and each man as the last fake of the c01l goes out_ of
his hand, repeats, " ' Vatch there, watch." Th~ !me
then runs out until it brings up by the lead bemg on
the bottom, or until there is enough out to ~how that
the bottom is not to be reached. The_ officer notes
the depth by the line, which is hauled m and ~eeled
up ; if the lead has been on ~he botto_m, the armmg of
tallow will bring up some of It, b_r which the character
of the soundings may be ascertamed.
THE LOG LINE.

THE nte of a ship's sailing or steaming is measured by
a log line and a twenty:eight seco~d gla~s.
-.
In marking a log lme, what IS tem:ed stray lme
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should be given, to which is attached the log ship ;
this line is supposed to carry the log ship clear of the
eddy water in the ship's wake ; it is from twenty to
forty fathoms in length, according whether it is a
steam or sailing vessel, at which distance is placed a
piece of white bunting, from which commences the
rate the ship is going. The line is marked with a
knot for each mile; the real d istance between each
knot is 47-ft. 6-in., being the 128th part of a mile, as
twenty-eight seconds are the 128th part of an houra kneJt being thus the same portion of a mile that
twenty-eight seconds are of an hour. The line is
marked up to seven or eight knots. At the first knot
is a piece of leather, to denote the ship has gone one
knot; and if it takes twenty-eight seconds for the first
knot to run out, the ship is going one mile per hour;
and if six knots run out in twenty-eight seconds, the
ship is going six miles per hour, and so on. The
second knot is marked with two knots, '"ith a rope
yam put through the line, the third with three, &c.,
and in the centre, between the knots, is placed a
single knot, called the half knot mark ; this is found
very useful when the ship is going fast through the
water, and the fourteen second glass is used instead of
the twenty-eight, then the knots count double.
As the line is liable to stretch, and the glass to be
affected by the weather, in order to avoid all danger
of a vessel over running her reckoning, and to be on
the safe side, it is recommended to mark 46-ft. 6-in. to
a knot ; but nearly every master of a ship has his own
method of marking the log line.

FORE ASO AFT

n

I
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ROPES, KNOTS, SPLICES,
HIT CHES, &-c.

TRIPOD :\lASTS.

T RIPOD masts are of great advantage in turret ships dispensing
with lower rigging, while allowing
great range of training to the .
turret guns.
The centre leg of the tripod
corresponds with an ordinary iron
lower mast, standing r.early upright : the two after legs, which ·
take the place of rigging, are
fixed to its head be\0\\ lht. trestletrees, having about the same
angle that the after swifter would
have had, and the lower ends
bolt to an iron plate in the deck ;
three or four small wire shrouds
are necessary on each side for
sending men aloft, which being
fitted !"-ith slips, are easily cleared
away.
The legs of the tripod may be
placed before the mast if necessary.

7

Gnid~.

BENDS,

Taos~ ro~es _in a ship which a re stationary are called
standmg nggmg. as shroud:;, stays, back stays, which
are four-stranded rope. laiJ right handed, and a re
called SHROUD ROPES.
Those which reeve through blocks
or sheave holes, and arc hauled o.nl
!bet go, are called mnning rigging, as -~
,
races, halliards, c\e,·.-lines, buntlines, &c., which are three-stranded
rope, called HAWSER Lun RoPE.
A rope is composed of thrE>ads of hemp, or other
stuff, these threads are called yarns ; a number of these
yams twisted together form a strand, and three or
more strands twisted together form a rope.

CABLE LATD ROPE.

laid rope is composed of
·.
nin~ strand~ and is made ·by fi rst
~
laymg them mto three ropes of rhree ~
strands each, with the sun, and then
- --- ·~
!aying the three ropes up together
m~o one, l~ft ~anded or against the sun- thus, cable
lat<l: rope lS ltke three small hawser laid ropes laid
up mto one large one. ·
A

CABLE

TO Kl"'<OT ROPE YARNS.
TA~E the two ends of the yarns and

split them open about two inches from
the end, and if to make a smooth knot

/
) ......,.

may scrape down a little with ~ ~
so _as to make the ends ·lay" smooth, you then
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·crutch t:."tem together as you see in the engraving.
Take two opposite ends, leaving the other two dormant ; pass o~e of the ends under, and the other over
the standing part of the yarn, connecting them together
at the same side you took them from at first, then jamb
your knot taut, and see if it will stand test by hauling
on it ; if it stands without drawing, you may trim the
ends and go on.

FIGURE OF EIGHT K.tVOT.

8
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the end of your rope
round the standing part, under ~
its own part, and through the
lower bight, and your knot is
TAKE

made.
TWO HALF HITCHES.

the end of your rope round the
standing part, and bring it up through
the bight, this is one half hitch; two
of these, one above the other, completes it.
PASS

TO MAKE A FOX.

two or three yarns and make them fast to any
place convenient, stretch them out taut, and twist them
together on your knee, then rub it down smooth with
old yarns, or a piece of old tarred parcelling ; this is
called a fox, and is used for many purposes, such as
making gaskets, mats, plats, temporary seizings, &c.
TAKE

REEF KNOT.

TO :\lAKE A SPANISH FOX. ·

a single rope yarn, make one end fast to a
belaying-pin, and untwist and twist it up again the
contrary way, and rub it smooth; this is used for
small seizings, &c.
TAKE

BOWLINE KNOT.

TO i\iAKE A KNITTLE.

A KNriTLE is made of two or three yarns laid up
together by a jack, or by hand, by twisting them
between the thumb and finger, and laying them up
a.:,o-ainst the twist of the yarn; they are used for many
purposes on board a ship; particularly for hammock
clews.
OVERHANDED KNOT.
~
~

:.

To make an overhanded knot, pass the
end of the rope over the standing part
and through the bight.

the end of your rope in your right
hand, and the standing part in the left,
b.y the end over the standing part, then
with your left hand tum the bight of the
uanding part over the end part, so as to
fonn a cuckold's neck on the standing
put; then lead the end through the
.ttmding part above, and stick it down
through the cuckold's neck, and it will
~ as in th_
e. engraving.
TAKE

~
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FISHERMAN'S BEND,
BOWLINE ON THE BIGHT.

TAKe the bight of the rope in your right
hand, and the standing part in the other:
c throw a cuckold's neck over the bight
with the standing parts, then haul enouah
of the bight up through the cuckold's
neck to go under and over all parts; jamb
all taut and it will appear as in the
engraving.

the end of a rope take two round
turns round a spar, or through the ring
of a kedge anchor; take one half h:tch
round the standing parts and under all
parts of the turns, then one half hitch
round the standing parts above all, and stop the end
to the standing part ; or you can dispense with the
last half hitch, and tuck the end under one of the
round turns, and it becomes a studding sail bend.
WITH

CARRICK BEND.

RUNNING BOWLINE.

TAKE the end of the rope round the
standing part, through the bight, and
make a single bowline upon the running
part, and the knot is made.

FoRM a bight by laying the end of a
rope on the top of the standing part,
so as to form a cross ; take the end
of a second rope and reeve it down
through the bight, up and over the
cross, then pass the end down through
the bight again, on the opposite side
from the other end, for one end must
be on the top, and the other underneath, as you see in the engraving.
If both ends come out at the top, it
will be a granny's knot.
CAT'S PAW.

TIMBER HITCH.

TAKE the end of a
rope round a spar,
pass it"uncler and O'('er
the: ~~llig· ~rt;
then· pass thfee':tuins
round::itS·-•o\va, par-f,i
and it is done.

LAv the bight of the rope

.·

over the end and s.tanding
: . parr, as in left-hand figure ;
then, with a bight in each
:- i band, ta'lte ,_three or four

..:~.~~s(,~
u~
th,l~ ~~l-...:H~~ing,u .

4u1g tsdtP%}{jffi,,
r ti~IP& t%:e
toge_w er and hook
L

'
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ROLLIKG

SHEET OR BECKET BEND.

PASS the end of a rope through the bight
of another rope, or through the becket
of a block, then round both parts of the
bight or becket, and take the end under
its _own ~ as you see in the engraving.
It IS sometimes put under twice, and the
end stopped back to the standing part.

13

HITCH.

A ROLLING hitch is that used for stoppering a rope. It is formed by taking a hitch
with the stopper round ·the rope, then
taking another hitch above the first and
between the stopper and the rope, and
then dogging the tail back round the rope
witk the lay.
SALVAGEE STRAP.

To make a salvagee strap, get a couple of spike nails
and drive them into an old piece of plank, or whatever
you can find convenient to answer the purpose; or
get hvo hooks, lash them to any convenient place, as
far apart as the length you intend to make the strap ;

BLACKWALL HITCH.

THIS is used with a lanyard, in
setting up rigging, to hook a luff
tackle to, instead of a eat's paw,
where the end of the lanyard is
not long enough to form a paw ;
but a strap and toggle is preferable.
To make a blackwall over a
hook, you form a bight, or rather
kink, with the end of the lanyard
having the end part underneath
~d the standing part on the top;
stick. the hook through the bight,
keepmg the bight well up on the
back of the hook, as you see in the engraving, until
you set taut the tackle.

•,

uke the end of the ball of ropeyams and make it fast
to one of the spikes or hooks, then take it round the
other one, keep passing the rope yams round and rou~d
m this manner, hauling every turn taut as you pass 1t,
until it is as stout as you wish it to be. _ If it is to be
.& \"cry large strap, _marl it down with spunyam; if a
ml;lU strap, two rope yarns.
SHORT SPLICE.
~ce

the two ends of a rope tog~ther, you first
the rope to a sufficient length, that is twice the

15
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curcumference of the rope for lhe long ends, and once
and a half the circumference for the short ends, whip
all the ends with a yam, then crutch them together,
put a stop round the crutch, the long ends are put in
twice and the short ends once, then take the left-hand
strand and pass it over the first strand next to it, put it
underneath the second strand, which would be the
underneath strand, and haul it taut in the lay of the

the opposite strand next to it, then tum the rope
round and lay hold of the two next strands that will
come opposite their respective lays, unlay one and fill
up with the other as before, then cut off some of the
long strand, and it will appear as in engraving. To
complete the splice, take one-third out of each strand,
then take the two opposite strands and knot them
together, heave them well in, then put them once
under one strand, with all six ends, then stretch the
splice well, before you cut the ends off, and it is
finished.

14

AN EYE SPLICE.

rope; the ne:\1: strand to enter would be your right
hand strand, and the next the middle strand, haul them
taut along the lay of rope, this being the long ends,
put them in again as before, take the stop off the
crutch, and put the short ends once in the same manner, and it will appear as in the engraving ; then stretch
the splice, whip the ends and cut them off. If the
splice is to be served over, put the strands in once and
a half each way, take a few of the underneath yams
from each strand to fill up the lay of the rope for
worming, then trim the ends and marl them down for
serving.
LONG SPLICR

To make a long splice, unlay the ends of two ropes
to a sufficient length, which would be five and a-half
Long Splice, 3 strand Rope,

Long Splice,

~ strand

Rope.

~

times the circumference of the rope, crutch them together in the same marmer as a short splice, unlay one
strand, and fill up the space which it leaves with

·=·. .
~~

•

.•-

-..."f"'....,

I

,.

AN eye splice is made by opening the end of a rope,
and laying the strands at any distance upon the
standing part of the rope, according to the size of the
eye you intend to make: you then divide your strand
by putting one strand on the top and one irnderneath
the standing part, then take the middle strand, having
previously opened the lay with a marlinspike, and put

~.~

it under its respective strand, as you see in the
engraving: the next end is taken over the first strand
and under the second; the third, and last end, is
taken through the third strand on the other side. If
it is a four strand rope, the left h~nd strand is put
under two strands, or two lays of the rope, and is
covered with the next strand.
CUT SPLICE.
Un.AY

the ends, place them alongside each other in
directions, the one overlapping the other

.

...i.
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equal to the length of the eye required.

Splice the

strands of each end in, as for an eye splice,
hem over.

~d serve

FLEMISH E\"E.

PuT a whipping on the rope, at three times
and a-half the round of the rope from the
e~d; unlay the e~d to the whipping, take a
p1e:e of wood tw1ce th~ size of the rope to
make the eye on, lash 1t to any convenient
place,. and stop s~m.e yarns on top of it, to
stop the eye after 1t IS formed; if it is a four
strand rope, unlay the heart and divide it in
two, put the rope underneath the spar with
two strands and half the heart each side pass
the heart over and half knot it on the top, and heave
the rope close up to the spar, with a bolt each side.
The w1dth of the eye should be one-third the round of
~e rope ; tak~ ~ron~ each strand, two yams for every
me~ the rope IS rn Circumference. Suppose it to be a
ten-mch rope, take twenty yarns and twist them up
and half knot them on the top of the spar, heav~
them _taut, and pas~ t_hem down the lay of the rope for
wormmgs, put a setzmg of spun yarn over it close to
the toggle, and another nine inches below it · put a
yarn round the ends to keep them in the lay' of the
rope.
T~ two-thirds ~s many yams from each strand as
you dtd for wormmgs, haul them taut up from the

bosom, and half knot them on top, haul them taut,
and so continue till the yams are all expended.
Be careful to haul the yams taut up from the bosom,
or they will not bear an equal strain.
Smooth the yams down, and put a stop round all,
close underneath the toggle.
Half knot the stops that are laid on the spar, heave
them taut with a mallet or a bolt each side of the eye ;
·
form the other half knot and heave it taut.
Marl the eye with two or three yam spun yam; the
hitches to be one inch apart, commencing at the centre
of the eye, and work both ways; cut the stops as you
come to them, the marling of the eye being finished.
Pass a strand round all, close underneath the spar,
and heave it taut with bolts ; take a part of the strand
off, and put on a seizing of spunyarn, then beat the
strand down as you marl the yams down.
If it is for a stay, after the collar is spliced and
served, finish the eye by parcelling it, and serve it with
spunyam, fid the eye out and it is finished.
ARTIFICIAL EYE.

the en"d of a rope and ~
.
· '
d1stance, and form the eye by . ·
.placing the two strartds along
the standing part of the rope ;
·then take the odd strand and
cross it over the standing part, and lay it into the
ncant place you took it from at first ; work round the
qe, f11ling up the vacant strand until it comes out at
.the crutch again and lies under the other two strands.
A few yams taken out of each strand for worming, the
taDilinder tapered down, marled, and served over with
TAKE

u~lay one strand to a certain

,_,- ~yarn.

c
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TO WORM AND SERVE A ROPE.

T A.KE two round turns round the rope, pass the upper
bight down through the lower, and re7ve the up~er
end down through it; then pass the b1ght up agam,
and reeve the end over the lower bight and up between
it and the upper one. Dip the upper down through
the lower bight again, reeve the end down over what

18

rope is to fill up the vacant space between
the strands of the rope with spunyam, in order to
render the surface smooth and round for parcelling.
WoRMING a

Wormin~ a

Rope.

Sen ·ing a Rope..

~''''"'''"
Parcelling a rope is wrapping old canvas round it,
cut in strips from two to three inches wide, according
to the size of the rope.
The parcelling is put on with the lay of the rope.
The service is of spunyarn, put or hove on by a:
wooden mallet, such as you see in engraving called a
serving mallet ; it has a score in the under part,
according to the size of the rope, so as to lay on the
rope, and a handle about fifteen inches long.
Service is always laid on against the lay of the rope.
A man passes the ball of spunyarn, taking the turns
well out of it at some distance from the man that is
serving the rope ; when the required length of service
is put on, the end is put under the last two turns,
hauled taut and cut off.

19

. is now the upper bight, and between it and t~e lowe~;
and so proceed,-working round to your nght unttl
you meet the other end, when you pass through the
same bight, and follow the other e~1d round and round
until you have completed a p~alt of two, three, or
, more lays, as you wish. The nght-hand cut shows a
Turk's head of two lays.
TO S HEE PSHANK A ROPE.

TURK'S HEAD.
THIS

is intended

for shortening a

backstay; the rope
is doubled in three
parts, as seen in the engraving, and a hitch taken over
each bight with the standing part of the backstay, and
jll.lllbed taut.

C2
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TO PUT A STRAND IN A ROPE.

Tars is done in case of
~""'-"'*~
one strand of a rope
being chafed .and the
others remaining good.
To perform this, cut the strand at the place where it
is chafed, unlay it about two feet each way, then take
a strand of a rope of the same size, and lay it in the
vacancy of the rope, as you see in engraving, and half
knot and tuck the ends the same as a long splice.
TO WALL AND CROWN.

UNLAv the end of a rope, and with the three strands
form a wall knot, by taking the first strand and forming
a bight ; take the next strand and bring it round the
. end of the first; the third strand round the second,
and up through the bight of the first-; this is a wall
knot, see engraving.
Single WaiL

\Yall and Cro"'u

The Rigger's Guide.
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· To crown this, lay one end over the top of the
knot, which call the first strand, then lay the second
over it the third over the second, and through the
bight ~f the first ; it will then appear as you see in
the engraving.

DOUBLE WALL AND DOUBLE
CROWN.

You may now double wall and
double crown, by letting the
strands follow their own parts
round ; first double walling and
then double crowning, and cutting
the ends off.
~fATTHEW

WALKER.

PUT a whipping on (as \vith all knots}, open the
strands. down to the whipping, and pass the first end

22
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through its own bight, the next through its own and
the first, and the third through all three bights ; haul
the ends through. work_ the turns round and place
them ; and the knot will appear as in right-hand
figure.

The Rigger's Guide.
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their places and you will find that they will accommodate thems'elves to the knot better in this way, than
1f they were allowed to remain as they came out The
knot will then appear thus :-

SPRITSAIL SHEET Ki'iOT.
UNLAY two ends of a rope and
place the two parts w. hich are unlaid
together ; form a bight with one
strand, and wall the six together
_against the ~ay of the rope the same
as you would .a smgle ~vall With three ends ; after you
have .walled '11th t~e SIX e~ds, haul tl1em taut; you
mu_st ,hen crown With the SLX ends, and it will appear
as m the engraving.
To complete it, you must follow the lead of the
parts, and double wall and crown it
·

Then tuck the ends in as in splicing (which you can
<lo also with the common shroud knot), or tease the
strands out and marl down.
S INGL.E DIAMOND KNOT.

SHROUD IL'lOT.
OPEN out the ends of the rope that are to be knotted,
put them together as for splicing, and single wall the
strands of each_end round the main part of the oppo-

site end; then taper ilie strands off, marl down, and
serve over.
FRE?>CH !:iHROUD KNOT.

CROWN bac~wards, left-handed, the strands of each
end ; then d1p the ends that lie from you to the left
of those that fall down towards you ; haul them into

the end of a rope a sufficient ~
length to make the knot, and with the
three strands form three bights, holding the en~s fast
down the side of the rope in your left hand, Wlth the
standing part of the rope, then take the first strand
over the bight of the second strand and through t;he
bight of the third ; then take the second over t~e third
and through the bight of the first; then the third over_
the first and throuo-h
the second, haul these taut and
0
lay the ends of the s trands up again, and it \vill appear
as in the engraving.

- UNLAY

DOUBLE DIAMOND KNOT.

To make this, you make a single one, ~
.u before ·; then take a marlins pike and
o_pen the strands, and foliO\~ the lead through two
.mgte bights the ends commg out at the top of the
• lead the laSt strand · through two double bigh~
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haul them taut and lay the ends up, and it will appear
as in the engraving.
·
STOPPER K~OT.

~ A

SfOPPER knot is made by double walling.
Some persons will crown them, but there is
no need of it. The ends are hove together and seized,
and cut off within three inches of the knot.

SEA GASKET.

A SEA gasket is made by taking
three or four foxes, according
to the size you intend to make
the gasket, middle them over
a. belaying pin, and plait three or four of them together
long enough to make the eye ; then clasp both parts
together to form the eye, and plait them by bringi11$
the outside foxes on each side alternately over to the
middle; the outside one is laid with the right hand,
and the remainder held steadily with the left hand ;
work the whole together, adding a fox where necessary.
When you have got it a sufficient length, diminish by
dropping a fox at proper intervals ; to finish it, lay one
end up, leaving its bight down ; plait the others through
this bight until they are all worked through it, then
haul on the end till the bight is taut, to secure all
parts; cut the ends off, whip it, and it is complete.
HARBOUR GASKET OR FRENCH SENNIT.

~-W§MKiQ ·~
·F

A HARBOUR gasket is made
withfoxes,somethingsimilar
to the common sea gasket,
but instead of taking the
:outside fox over all the rest and bringing it into the
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. between th
"ddl }'OU interweave 1t
. ell?, b..,·
, taking the
d
m1 . e,
.d .
d takmg 1t over one an
outside fox of both Sl _es ~n
d the middle, the
under the other, wor~mg Lt towar s
same as common senmt.
COMMO - SENNIT.

SENN!T is made by plaiting ropeyarns
or spunyarn toge tb er, the
· same as a bsea
gasket: you must have an odd num er
of parts.
A PAUNCH OR WROUGHT :\lAT.

. stretc.hed to
in athehorizontal
A PIECE of small rope IS
breadth
direction, and the fox~ (acco;)dma~e middled and
you intend . to make k~ t~: fox nearest the left
in the two parts, one
hung over lt. _Then ta
hand, and twJst a tum
.t
two men being
part give to the man opp~sl the next fox has
employed to work ~he rna
d one part
. t d in Its two parb, an
.
a tum hVIS e
the remainder IS
given back to yo~ par~i!e~; is criven back, and
twisted round the . t w IC art "'and so on with
then again round Its own p
ou cret it the
the mat,
the remainder <?f the foxe~e ~otto~
f small rope the
breadth you Wish.; at t_
selvage it, by takmg a p~ecet o The two parts
same as you us~d for t e . opd tocrether at the
of the foxes . '~hich are n:te ieee" of rope put
bottom are diVIded, an~ t
hitched round it
between them ; the :oxesh ~ts own Iay with a
mel the ends put t rougd
ff d thrum it with
I. 'k
Trim the en s o an
b
cut in pieces a out
mar mspl . e.
f
,- •.-..~ of old strands o rople,
f tbe foxes with
long; open the ays o
·

tii

ot

t

-

~-.~
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a marlinspike put th
h
and open the 'ends out~ t rums through the lays,
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POINTING A ROPE.

PuT a whipping on, open out the strands down to it,
and form the heart of the inside yarns, tapered off, and
marled down hard. Having left out the outside yarns,
and laid them up into two-yarn nettles if the rope is
not very small, tell them off, one up and one
down alternately; knot the filling with a timber-hitch
over the upper ones, pass two turns, and dip the end
between both to jamb it before hauling the last turn
taut ; then bring the upper nettles down, and lay the
lower ones up, pass the filling, and so proceed, hauling
the nettles taut up after each round,
:md passing the first turn of the filling
under one or two of tl.e upper ends in
advance, each time, instead of over
them ; which allows the lower nettles
to hide the hitch when brought up.
To finish off, secure the lower nettles
with the filling, as shown in the figure.
Cut the upper ones off as they are, and
the lower ones when you have passed
two turns of the filling, hitched it, and
hauled the bight of the nettles close down.
With large ropes,. you secure
the upper nettles as well. by
taking a hitch with the lower
ones round the upper ones and the
filling thus : Grafting,-in which the rope or
strop is covered the entire length,
and not at the end only, as in
· JlOinting, is performed in exactly the
manner, w;th nettles laid
it

'

:: , •t
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Length of three-strand rope required to make three

!

bbeckket i~ sometimes worked in the end.
ec et IS a small pi
f
siz_e of the rope; form a e~t ho rope one-fourth the
twiSt the six strands
~ t, unlay the ends, and
of the inside yarns and Iagam by two's; take some
~hort splice that and the ab t~em up as a rope; then
tt down as before mentioned~c et together; and marl
TO MAKE A

GROMME~

A GROMMET
is made by unlaymg
. a strand of a rope
and
pia ·
cmg one part over the other .· wt"th the long'
A Strand:

AGrommeL

end, follow the lay until it form
.
.
parts of the strand all round. ~-ah n_ng, wtth three
and putting the ends the sa ' . ts tt by knotting,
\V
me as m a lona spr
om rope, or four-strand r
.
"
tee.
a. grommet.
ope, IS the best to make
Length of four-strand rope it will tak
a block at;;re a
and three times the round ~~ thof th_e yard, or block,
sufficient end to splice it, h" ~ thunble, then allow
the round of the rope.
w IC would be six times

t~~~~ef~i::e~~r r~th~

o:

Length to marry the strand._
Take once the round of the
d
once the round of the thimble. yar ' or blOck, and

straps:Take three times the round of the yard, or block,
three times the round of the thimble, and three times
tht; round of the rope, then allow sufficient end to
splice it, which would be si..x times the round of the
rope.
Length to marry the strand:T ake once the round of the block, or yard, once the
round of the thimble, and once the round of the rope.
ROSE LAS HI~G.

through the eyes to be lashed, middle it, and
pass racking turns, leaving off with the ends in the
same bights; pass each end between the bights of the

REEVE

bshing on either side of the crossing, as shown in the
cut. Then take two or three round turns, passing
1hem opposite ways, haul them well taut, and knot the
ends.

TO \\"EAYE A

SWORD MAT.

of wood called a. sword is used: this i~ put
~ternately between the parts of the spunyarn or small
rope stretched over two round iron bolts, as shown in
the engraving; the warp of marline is placed through
_-·~ parts which the sword has opened, and jambed
·
it, close to the head; a piece of spunyarn is
A

PIECE
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put slack through the same division at the opposite
end, and left there; the sword is taken out, passed
under and over the parts as
before, and each end of thewarp passed and jambed taut,
the piece of spunyam which
was left at the opposite end
is now lifted up, and brings
the parts as they were first
di\·ided by the · sword; the
warp is passed as before, and
so on until the mat is completed.
To finish the end, knot the
two ends of the warp together,
cut the bights of the mat at
the bolt, lay the upper ends
back, lay the lanyard athwart
the lower ends of the mat,
t;~ke the upper ends back six
inches, one at a time, and
till up the space which it
leaves with the lower end,
by bringing it over the lanyard; then half knot the two
ends together, and tuck them
under the other parts; cut the
ends off, and it is finished.
TO LONG SPLICE A THREE AND FOUR-STRAi\1>
ROPE TOGETHER.

UN LAY the ends of the two ropes to a sufficient length,
and crutch them together; then unlay one strand of

the three-strand rope, and fill up the space it leaves
with the strand of the four-strand rope; then turn the
rope round and unlay a strand of the four-strand rope,
and fill up the space it leaves 'vith a strand of ~he
three-strand rope as far as required; then there remams.
two strands from the four-strand rope, and one from
the three· then divide the single strand, by taking onethird out' of it, and knot it· to one of the strands of
the four-strand rope; then unlay the other strand, ~nd
fill up the space it leaves with the remaining two-thirds.
of the strand ; then knot them together, and put them
in once under one strand, with all eight strands, str~tc_h
the splice well before you cut the ends off, and 1t IS
finished.
The above splice is often required for royal backstays, when used for a fall for. the top-gallant breast
backstay.
There is another way to splice a thre~ _a1_1d four
~trand r_ope together, viz.-Instead of d1v1dmg the
'it rand of the three-strand rope, knot the whole of the
mand, and tuck the remaining strand of the four~Lrand rope under the strands of the rope ; but the first
way is the best
TO SHORT SPLICE A THREE AND FOUR
STRA. ' D ROPE TOGETHER.
U:-<LAY the ends of the two ropes to a sn!fi~i~nt
length, make four strands out of the three by dlVldmg
one strand in two, and lay the four strands up a
wfficient length for the ends of the other rope to _be
put in once ; then crutch them together, and sphce
them as two four-strand ropes.

A GRECIAN SPLICE.

make a Grecian splicp, tak~. the ends of two
-""...,-~ put a whipping on \t twtce the round of the~
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rope from the end, then unlay the rope to the whipping,
take the outside yarns and twist them up into foxes,
the number of yarns in each fox depends upon the
size of the rope ; for instance, take about two yams
to every inch the rope is in circumference, leaving
about one·fourth of each strand, of the inside yarns,
to be laid up as rope far enough to put the strands in
once each way; then take some of the yarns out of
each strand, and lay them in the lay of the rope for
worming, and cut the remainder off; after that, form a
cross point with the foxes, by bringing the upper fox
down, and the lower fox up, and crossing each other
aU round the rope, the last lower fox is put under the
bight of the first upper fox that was brought down,
which secures it ; commence again by putting the end
over one fox and under the bight of the other, and so
continue until you have worked close up to the
whipping ; then scrape and marl the foxes down, serve
over it with small spunyam, and it is finished.
The splice will be but very little larger than any
other part of the rope, if properly made, and is strong
enough to break the rope.
This splice is often made in standing rigging, in
preference to a shroud knot, as it is much neater,
Another way to make a Grecian splice is, to make
all the yams into foxes, leaving no heart; but the
former way is decidedly the best
A MARINER'S SPLICE.

IT is a long splice in a cable laid rope. To make this
splice, take the turns out of the rope, stretch it, and

beat it well with a mallet ; then unlay the ends of the
two ropes to a sufficient length, which would be six
times the round of the rope, crutch them together the
· · same as for a short splice, only marry them tauter ;
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put a good stop round them, leaving out the strand t.o
be unlaid ; unlay one strand, and fill ':IP the space 1t
leaves with the opposite strand next to 1t, the d1stance
of three times the round of the rope ; each of these
strands is composed of three small strands, called
readies · unlay them, and crutch them together, put a
good stop round them, leaving out the ready to ~e
unlaid; then unlay one ready, and fill ~p the space. 1t
leaves with the opposite ready the d1stance of tw1ce
the round of the rope, half knot them together, and
tuck them under one strand ; or, instead of half
knotting them, lay them across each other, and tuck
them under the next strand to it, then put the e~d
underneath two strands or readies, and the end w1ll
come out under the strand, and be out of sig~t when
cut off. Then take hold of the two next read1es that
will come opposite their respective lays, unlay the ready,
and fill up the space it leaves with the other, the same
distance as before, and splice them the same ; then .the
two readies in the place where they were first roamed,
half knot them and tuck them the same as before.
Then tum round, and take the stop off from the place
the strands were first married or crutched togeth~r,
leave out the two next strands that will come opp?s1te
their respective lays, and put the stop on agam to
secure the two strands that remain, then unlay one
strand, and fill up the space it leaves with the other,
the same distance as before from the place they w~re
married; then unlay th.e strands, marry the read1es.
together and long sphce them as before ; then turn
round t~ the two strands at the place '~here th~y
were first crutched together, and long sphce the SIX
nadies the same as before directed.
- Well stretch the splice, cu\the ends off, and it is.
ID~he~
..
D
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SPLICING AN EYE 1)1 THE END OF A ROPE.

The length of rope to go round the thimble should
be once the round of the thimble, and once the round
of the rope; from the whipping to the strand the
marlinspike is to be first entered, and after the marlinspike or fid is driven in as far as required.
Then the length from the fid to the whipping or the
first strand to be entered, should be once the round of
the thimble, and two-thirds the round of the rope.
If the splice is not to be served, whip the ends of
the strands, to 'prevent them from opening out into
yams, then put them in twice whole strand.
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for splicing an eye in the end f
to go over a boom !!aff. yard &c
h o a rope,
guys, yard tackl.e pe~d~nt~ foot' rop.e'ss~c kas spritsail
Put a
d h" ·
'
, Jac stays &c.
the roun~o~f thw tppmgfi on the rope at twice and ~-half
Th
e rope rom the end.
rounde o~e~tfeh s;:r rof:df~rnt~e ge should be once the
from the wh · · ' th c
e round of the rope ·
be fi t
tpprng to e strand the marlinspike is t~
.
~ entered. . After the marlin spike or fid is dri
ven
m Tash ar as reqmred to receive the strand .
h
.· .
en the length firom th fid
be once the round
e
to t e whippmg should
round of the rope O.:hthe spar, and tw?-thirds the
. half.
·
e strands are put m 0
d
a' and served over with spunyarn.
nee an
DIRECTIONS

LASHING EYE.
DIRECTI~NS

for the length
. d
asci bobstay collars,
" r ewgarnet blo ks
.1
.
'
top-gallant sheet blocks cth' ~opsat clewltne and
ropes, &c.
'
e mner ends of foot-

=:pssu~o

{~~~~:~t s~~~u~ ~~~~!.':;

a good
. and a-half
thePut
round
ofwhipping
th
on th e rope at twice
.
e rope from the e d E
n ·
nter the
marhnspike at the 1
then bend the rope t~pe::tfo!yt:rom the whipping,
be nine clear lays fr
th
e eye, and there will
the first strand to be ~::ere~ str~d the fi~ is under ~o
once and a-half' and served over
.
~ shtran
s are put m
Wit
spunyarn.
SPLICING A ROPE ROUND A THIMBLE.
D~RECTIONS

for splicing the end of a
thtmble, or a hook and thimble.
rope round a
Put
a
uood
whipp"
h
. and a-half
th
f
mg on t e rope at twice
e roun
the rope from the end.
.

d

°

TO

~1AKE

A ROPE-MAKER'S EYE IF A JIB
STAY.

is a thimble in the eye to receive a slip at the
jib-boom end; this eye forms a rope-maker's eye, with
two strands round the thimble.
To make the eye with a four-strand rope, unlay the
rope to a sufficient length, which would be eight times
the round of the rope, and marl two strands together
the length to go round the thimble; then from the eye
with these two strands, large enough to put the thimble
in; parcel the eye with canva£, tar it, and put the
thimble in; then unlay the other strands, one at a time,
and fill up the space it leaves ,.;th the opposite strand
that formed the eye, about two feet from the thimble;
unlay the other strand one foot from the thimble, and
lay in the other strand that formed the eye; then cross
·and tuck them, the same as a long splice. Stretch the
splice, serve over it with spunyarn, and it is finished.

THERE

JIB STAY, THREE-STRAND ROPE.

To make the eye in a three-strand rope,~ngth to
unlay the rope would be seven times the round of the
rope. Marl two st:rands together, the same as for a fourstrand rope, parcel it with canvas, tar it, form
the eye,
D 2
.

:

.,
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and put the thimble in; then unlay the third strand,
and fill up the space it leaves with one of the strands
that formed the eye, about r8 inches from the thimble,
cross the strands, or half knot it and tuck it in the
same as a long splice; the other strand that formed the
eye is divided into three equal parts, a portion of each
is put in the lays of the rope for worming, the remainder is tapered and marled down, and served over with
spunyarn, which finishes it
Frequently a Flemish eye is put in the stay, but a
ropemaker's eye is considered to be stronger. Either
of these eyes will break the rope, if properly made.

head and foot ropes mu~t be lengthened x-ft. ~j~
To do so strip the rope off four cloths. The wt
of a cloth being 24·in., the two seams would tak~ u~
-in. leavi.na the cloth r-ft. 9-in.; therefore the e~
~nd foot rop~s would _req':lire to. be lengthenet- ~-ft. ~~~t
If it is a 3.in. rope, 1t Will take 2-ft. for sp tcmg, d
will allow 6-in. to each st:r:tnd.. Cut the stran s
2 .ft. 6-in. from each other, as m Fig. x.
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FLEMISH EYE IN A JIB STAY.

To make a Flemish eye in a jib stay, take a piece of
wood a little larger than the thimble and of the same
shape, put a whipping round the rope at four times the
round of the rope from the end; then unlay the rope
to the whipping, and open the strands out into yarns;
twist up as many yarns from each strand as will fill up
the lays of the rope for wormings, and form the eye
with them round the piece of wood, half knot them on
top, and take them down the lays of the rope for
wormings; then reef knot all the remainder of the
yarns and cut them off; knot the yarns, one at a time,
round the piece of wood, at different places, tl1at the
knots may not come abreast of each other; stop them
all together with the yarns that were round the toggle
previous to forming the eye, marl the eye down with
two yarn spunyarn, parcel it with canvas, tar it,
put the thimble in, and serve over the wormings.
TO LENGTHEN THE ROPE OF A SAIL
To lengthen the bight of a rope by cutting it, and
splicing in a strand of a rope. For instance, suppose
it .wanted to give a sail one cloth more spread, the

Fig.

I.

c

Cut one strand at L and unlay it to C, then cut
another strand at R and unlay it to C ; the lays sh?uld
be counted, or the wrong strand may_ be cut, that IS to
th same strand may be cut tWice ; then cut the
sa:.:nd
c that would be the centre strand, and draw
~e rope apart, as in Fig. 2.

:t

F ig. 2.

c
Marry the end L to the end C, then lay u~ the
strand R in the lays of the stt:and. L, and marry
strand C, and it will appear as m F1g. 3·

yo

Fig. 3-

~
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Take a strand 9-ft 6-in. long, of the same size rope,
and marry one end to the strand L, and fill up the
space L and R left, and marry the otht:r end to the
strand R, and it will appear as in Fig. 4-

STRAPS FOR BLOCKS, 8-~c.

Fig. 4·
L

ft.~.fis

=

~~

B

JC s zzlxwJ{s~;;L

'!'hen splice all the strands, the same as for a long
. Stret~ the splice, whip the ends, and cut
off wlthin one mch of the rope.
N.B.-A strand was cut at z-ft. s-in. each side of
th~ centre. 1-ft. '~as for splicing; then 1-ft. s-in., and
3-m. !he rope will stretc_h, will lengthen the rope
x-f~. 8-m., and the cloth Will take up 1-in. in tabling,
which would be equal to 1-ft. 9-in.
_Suppose it is required. to lengthen a 3-in. ropes-ft.
6-m. Allow 1-ft. each s1de of the centre for splicing
that would be 6-ft 6-in. ; then cut a strand at th;
centre, and one at 6-ft each side of the centre · the
rope will stretch 6-in. The length of strand req:rued
t? fill up the vacant space should be xs-ft of the same
size rope.
N.B.- For all size ropes take eight times the round
o_f the rope for splicing, that would be four times each
Side of the centre strand that is cut· this must be
allowed in add!tion to what is wanted 'to lengthen the
rope. If a 6m. rope, allow zft. each side of the
centre.
spite~.

THE rope is set up and stretched: it is wonned,
parcelled, tarred, and served with spun-yam.
Strapping under 3 ~ inches IS not wormed or parcelled only served with two and three-yam spu~-~a~Th~ size of the strapping should be one-thir
e
length of the block, for a lashing eye, such as leachlines, slab-lines, leading blocks, top-gallant. and roya~
braces, &c., giving the advantage of half-an-HH~h to ~
tackle and leading blo~ks, for runners, stays, ya d

tackles, &c.
. · d
b
Put a chalk mark at the length re_qmr~ to . e
married, leaving sufficient end to sphce It, whtc~
ould be twice the round of the rope for the Ion,
which .is put in. twice,_ and once and a-half for
the short end, which IS put 10 once.
You unlay both ends of the rope to_ the chalk
mark, then crutch them together, and bnng the two
.
a
chalk marks abreast of each ot~er. .
Marry the splice slack, or It will not make a ,ood
splice; put the strands in twice one _way, and o~ce
the other; stretch the splice, and bring )11~. service
close up to the strands ; cut the stra~ off m wake
f the block the other strands are whtpped and cut
0
'
. d.
off after the block is setze m.
.
If the strap is not to be served, allow twtce the
round of the rope at each end, and put the strands
in twice each way.

:nd,
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For all straps where the r
.
over. such as the fore tasp rce IS to be served all
for brace blocks the
s y collar, yard-arm straps
&c., allow twice ' the r:~ fo~ s~anker brail blocks,
from the marrying m k ti 0 t ~ _rope at each end
are put in once and a-::.lf or h sphcmg; the strands
and marled down, and serv:~caltay, th~y are tapered
over With spun-yam.
DIRECTIONS FOR Curr
ING THE L&VGTH 0 F THE
TRAPS FOR BLOCKS BY M
R
'
EASURlNG THE EXTREME
OUND OF THE BLOCKS &
A LSO THE LEN
'
C.
GTH TO MARRY THE STRAPS.

s

1

SINGLE BLOCKS WITH LASHL"VG EYES

LENGTH to cut the stra . T
..
:
the block, and once thep . dakfe htwice the round of
Le h
roun o t e rope.
ngt to marry the strap . T k
.
the round of the block and h;uf ha e once and a-half
'
t e round of the rope
SINGLE BLOCKS WITH THIMBLES OR HOOK .
AND THIMBLE.
'

SucH as pendant bl k
tackle, j
luff
• ng to cut the strap . T k h ·
·
the block, and once the ro.und a;~ VIce the round of
Length to marry the
o e rope.
of the block, once the r~:p : Take _once the round
the round of the rope.
d of the thrmble, and once

ta~~e, ;~ef

i~~r 'u:;~~ ~~~e:~; ~~~~~::·

SINGLE BLOCKS WITH A
'
AN EYE SPLICED INL~~gHs1_%P, AND

SucH as clewgamet blocks
.
. .
royal clewline blocks.
' mrzen topsail sheet, or
Length to cut the strap : Take ~ th
•-;,ce e round of
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the block, twice the round of the rope, and once the
round of the yard.
The length of the strap, after the two eyes are
spliced, would be once the round of the block, and
once the round of the yard ; and after the block is
seized in, the length of the strap from the block would
be half the round of the yard, and what the seizing
and the strap take up in going round the yard, will
give sufficient drift between the eyes for lashing.
SINGLE BLOCKS WITH LONG STRAPS AND
HOOKS.

.SUCH as fore and main runner tackles, yard and stay
tackles, Burton tackles, and the lower block ·for
topsail halliards.
The length the strap should be from the block
depends on the class of the ship.
Topsail halliard blocks vary from zoin. to z6in. ;
runner, and yard and stay tackle, from x8in. to 24-in.;
and Burton tackle blocks, from 12in. to x8in.
Length to cut the strap : Take once and a-half
the round of the block, twice the length of the strap
should be from the block, and half the round of the
rope.
Length to marry the strap : Take once the round
-of the block, twice the length the strap should be from
the block, and half the round of the rope.
SINGLE BLOCKS WITH STRAPS TO. FID OUT.

. SucH as fore and main lifts, and topsail lift blocks
to go over the yard arms.
Length to cut the strap: Take once the round of
·tJJe yard, once and a-half the round of the block, az:d
-once and a-half the round of the rope.
•.-~~-·-:~.:.."-Length to marry the strap: Take once the round
__./
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of the yard, once the round of the block, and once-·
the round of the rope.
SHOE BLOCKS FOR FORE AND MAIN
BUNTLINES.

Tru:s~ are tl\'O single blocks, put into one strap, with
a se!Zlng round the strap between the two blocks.
Length to cut the strap: Take twice and a-half the
round of one block, and once and a-half the round of ·
the rope.
Length to marry the strap: Take once the round of ·
each block, and once the round of the rope.
LOWER STUDDING-SAIL HALLIARD BLOCK.

THrs block is fitted with a long strap to ao over the
topmast studding-sail boom end; th~ length of strap
between the block and the boom should be 9in.
Length to marry the strap: Take once the round
of the boom, once the round of the block, and twice
the length the strap should be between the boom and
the block; then allow sufficient end to splide it
LOWER STUDDI.N"G-SAIL HALLIARD PENDANT.

THERE is a single block spliced in one end of the
pendent, and a long eye in the other end to reeve
the block through, after it is passed round the topmast head; some prefer a long-tackle block, (commonly called a fiddle block,) or a double block, in
~e p~ndant, for the topmast studdingsail-boom toppmg ltft and lower studding-sail halliards.
LOWER AND TOPMAST STUDDINC.SAIL
TACK BLOCKS.

THESE are single blocks strapped with a double strap
so that the sheave will stand fore and aft.
'
Length to marry the strap: Take twice the· round _
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of the boom, twice the round of the ~lock, three
times the round of the rope, and suffictent end to
splice it.
TOPMAST STUDDING-SAIL HALLIARD
SPAN BLOCKS.

THERE are two single blocks seized in one strap, to
lash athwart the topmast cap. The length of strap
between the blocks should be the width and the
depth of the cap.
Length to cut the strap: Take twice and a-half the
round of one block, once and a-half the round of the
rope and twice the width and depth of the cap.
kngth to marry the strap : Take once the r~und of
each block, once the round of the rope, and twtce the
width and depth of the cap.
TOP-GALLA.l.~T STUDDING-SAIL HALLIARD
SPAN BLOCKS.

.

THERE are two single blocks seized in one strap, to
lash round the top-gallant funnel.
.
Length to cut the strap : Take three ttmes the
round of one block, once the round of the funnel, and
twice the round of the rope.
.
Length after the two eyes are spliced and served~
Take once the round of each block and the _funnel ;
then double the strap up, and seize a block m each
bight; the length of span between the blo<:ks would
be half the round of the top-gallant funnel.
TOP-GALLANT STUDDING-SAIL HALLIARD
BLOCK.

THtS block is fitted with an eye, to go over the eyebolt at the top-gallant yard-arm.
-.~~ Length to cut the strap : Take twice the round of
• the block, and twice the round 9f the rope.

The Rigge1''s Guide.
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REEF TACKLE BLOCKS, FOR TOPSAILS.

Length to marry the strap . T k
the round of the bl k
.d a e once and a-half
round of the rope.
oc ' an once and a-half the
TOP-GALLANT STUDDING-SAIL TACK BLOCK.

studdml-s~ilt~~m~:n~

THIS block is fitted with an e e
the eyebolt at the top-gallant
Length
to
cut
the
strap
·
T
k
·
the block,
d
·
a e tWice the round of
L
th an once and a-half the round of the rope.
eng to marry the strap. Tak
the round of the block, and
the
a-half
is not so large as the one in th:

gal'f!~ ;;.~~olt

o~ce ~o~~~eo:n~

r~~;-

TOP-GALLANT At'fD ROYAL-YARD ROPE BLOCKS.

THESE are fitted with a long eye . the ard
.
half-hitched over the strap th b.
y
rope IS
eye, and a toggle put thro~gh
Ig t. put through the

ft. h

theL~~ct ~~u:!: ~t~~p =-h ~athke

twice the round of
Length t
h
a a
e round of the rope.
o marry t e strap · Take
d
.
once
an of
a-half
the round of the block' and . twice
the
round
the
rope.
TOP-GALLANT HALLIARD BLOCKS FOR LARGE
SHIPS.
,

THESE
a doubl
.
'th e and a smgle
block; the double
block isare
fitted
WI
an eye and a lizard.
th~~fc~. to cut the strap: Take twice the· round of
Length to .marry the stra . Tak
the round of the block.
p.
e once and a-half
The single block is fitted with a hook.

A SINGLE block strapped with a thimble, and a small
strap with two thimbles placed under the splice of the
strap, for the reef tackle to lead through.
Length to cut the strap : Take twice the round of
the block, and once the round of the rope.
Length to marry the strap : Take once the round
of the block, once the round of the thimble, and once
the round of the rope.
These blocks are used in preference to strap bored
blocks.

STRAP BORED BLOCKS.

THEY are fitted to lash round the clews of topsails
and courses, for topsail clewlines and clewgamets.
These blocks have a shoulder on each side, with a
bole bored through it, to reeve the strap.
Length to cut the strap: Take three and a-half
times the round of the block.
The length from eye to eye should be once the
round of the block and three times the length of the
block. Splice an eye in one end, and measure the
length for the other eye, then reeve it round the block
and splice the other eye.
·
The length of the strap from the block when fitted
should be once and a-half the length of the block.
SPAN BLOCKS F OR S1'ANKER BRAILS.

THESE are two blocks, either double or single, fitted
with a lashing eye; the span is rove through them,
and spliced and served over with spunyarn. Put
three seizings on the span, and close to the strap of
each block, and one at -the centre of the span, which
would be the centre of the splice, which is a fiat

t
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Th~ length of span between the blocks should be
two-thirds the round of the gaff where it is lashed on.
Length to cut the span: T <tke once and a-half the
round of the gaff and four times the round of the
rope.
Marry the span at once and a-half the round of the
gaff.

..a-half the round of the yard, once the round of the
block, and half the round of the rope.
Length to cut the short strap: Take half the round
of the yard, once and a-half the round of the block,
and once the round of _the rope.
Length to marry the short strap : Take half the
round of the yard, once the round of the block, and
:half the round of the rope.
Why should a topsail sheet block be strapped with
a double strap, placed twice round the block?
Because the sheave should stand athwartships, fair
for the sheet to lead through from the yard-arm.
Why should the jear block be strapped with two
single straps?
Because the sheave should stand fore and aft, to
-correspond with the mast-head block.
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SINGLE THICK DOUBLE SCORED BLOCKS.

T~ESE are fitted for topsail sheets, called quarter
blocks. They are fitted with a long strap placed
round the block; the two bights go round the yard
and lash on top.
'
Length to cut the strap: Take twice and a-half
the round of the block, twice the round of the yard
and once and a-half the round of the rope.
'
Length to marry the strap : Take twice the round
of the block, twice the round of the yard. and once
the round of the rope.
.
The length of the strap from the block when fitted
would be half the round of the yard· and what the
strap. takes . up in going round the ~ard, will give
sufficrent drift between the eyes for lashing.
JEER BLOCKS.

T_HESE are single, thick, double-scored blocks, fitted
With two straps, one long and one short.
.
The length of the long strap from the block, when
iitted, should be three-fourths the round of the yard.
The length of the short strap from the block should
be one-fourth the round of the yard
Length to cut the long strap : Take once and a-half
the round of the yard. once and a-half the round of
the block, and once the round of the rope.
.
Length ·to marry the long strap: Take once and

BRACE BLOCKS FOR LOWER YARDS.

THESE are single, thin, double-scored blocks. They
are fitted with a double strap with a thimble, and a
thimble rove through it; they are called union
thimbles for the yard-aim strap.
Length to marry the strap. Take twice the round
-of the block, twice the round of the thimble, and
three times the round of the rope, then allow sufficient
end to splice it. This would be the length to cut the
strap.
FORE AND MAL.'l TOPSAIL .BRACE BLOCKS.

THESE are single, thin, double-scored blocks, and are
fitted with two straps with the union thimbles.
Length to marry each strap: Take once the round
of the block, once the round of the thimble, and once
the round of the rope, then allow sufficient end to
• _- splice it This would be the length to cut the strap.
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Yf'.RD-ARM STRAP FOR BRACE BLOCKS.

DOUBLE BLOCKS FOR TOPSAIL AND TOP·
GALLANT CLEWLINES.

THis strap is fitted round the thimble that is rove
through the thimble of the brace block, before the
block is strapped.
Length to marry the strap : Take once the round of
the yard-arm, once the round of the thimble, and
once and a-half the round of the rope.
Why should a topsail brace block have two separate
straps, and a fore and mai~ brace block be strapped
with one strap placed twice round the block and
thimble?
The fore and main brace blocks, being strapped
with one strap placed twice round the block and
thimble, the sheave will lay horizontal; whereas the
topsail brace block, being strapped with two straps,
the sheave will stand perpendicular.
In placing the fore and main brace block on the
yard, how should the head of the pin be?
The head of the pin should be on the upper side of
the block, or otherwise it is liable to fall our.
DOUBLE BLOCKS WITH LASHING EYE.

LENGTH to cut the strap: Take twice the round of
the block.
Length to marry the strap : Take once and a-half
the round of the block.
DOUBLE BLOCKS WITH THDIBLES, OR HOOK
AND TRIMBLE.

SucH as fore and main tackle blocks, luff tackles or
jigger tackles, &c.
Length to cut the strap : Take twice the round of
the bl_ock.
Length to marry the strap : Take once the round
of the block, once the .round of the thimble, and twothirds the ro~d of the rope.

THESE are double blocks, fitted with a _long s~p
with an eye spliced in each end, for topsail clewlmes
and top-gallant sheet blocks ; also for top-gallant
clewline and royal sheet blocks.
Length to cut the strap : Take twice the round of
the block, once the round.of the yard, and twice the
round of the rope.
After the two eyes are spliced in, the length from
eye to eye should be once the round of the block, and
once the round of the yard.
Mter the block is seized in, the length of the strap
from the block would be half the round of the yard.
What the strap takes up in going round the y~rd,
will give sufficient drift between the eyes for lashmg.
JEER BLOCK FOR MAST-HEAD.

Tms is a double block with two scores, and the _strap
is placed twice round the block, with two long btghts,
to
up through the after hole in the fore part of the
top, and is lashed at the after part of the mas!·
Length to cut the strap : Take· four ttmes the
round of the mast-head, twice and a-half the round of
the block, and once the round of the rope. .
Length to marry the strap: T ake four times the
round of the mast-head, twice the round of the block,
and once the round of the rope.
The length the bights of the strap should be from
the block when fitted, is once the roun~ of the mast·. head. The block is seized in the two btghts, and the
seizing is crossed both ways.

go

FISH TACKLE BLOCKS.

are four double blocks, doubled scored ; two
for the davits and two with fish-hooks ; and
.

E
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two single blocks, double scored, for the davit, for
the leading part of the fish fall.
A line-()f-battle ship's fish-hook block is fitted with
a long strap, two feet from the block, with two seizings
on it, one close to the block, the other close to the
thimble. In smaller ships the hook is strapped close
to the block.
Length to marry the long strap : Take twice the
round of the block, once the round of the rope, and
four times the length of the strap from the block, then
allow sufficient end to splice it.
·
Length to marry the short strap : Take nvice the
round of the block, twice the round of" the thimble,
and three times the round of the rope, and sufficient
end to splice it.
DOUBLE BLOCKS FOR THE DAVIT.

LENGTH to marry the strap : Take nvice the round
of the block, twice the round of the davit, and four
times the round of the rope that will fit taut on the
davit, allO\ving six inches extra, that it may be put on
and off easily, and sufficient end to splice it.
SINGLE BLOCKS FOR THE DAVIT.

LENGTH to marry the strap : Take nvice the round
of the block, twice the round of the davit, and three
times the round of the rope that will fit taut on the
davit, allowing six inches extra, that it may be put on
and off easily, and sufficient end to splice it.
PINNACE PURCHASE FOR PADDLE-WHEEL
STEAMERS.

THERE is a pendant, one. end of it is spliced round.
a double block, and a clump block rove on the·
pendant, with a lizard to carry out on the fore yard ;..
the pendant is cut long enough to go over the cap~
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and is secured to the lower yard ; the lower ~lock is a
. le one fitted with a long strap and a hoo
sm~ccasi~nally the purchase may b~ seen reversed,
. ·-The double block is fitted With a long ~~p
~.a hook, the pendant spliced ~ound t~e smg e
~ k and a single block fitted With a thimble to

~~~:~~\~~~d::~~r~e t~~~!~gle~~l~~:~e~~~

II

!

the clump block is rove on the pendant after t e
leading block is on.
PROPELLER PURCHASE.

THERE are nvo metal sheaves in the propeller fra~~;~
and two iron block~ on the spanker boom, an
.
boom is supported wtth crutches.
f. l ge ships are nvo I 8-m.
The purchase b 1ocks, or ar
. , d 0 ble double
trebld

do;~!e b~~~~d,a~~dfi~~~ ~;t~· a ;ouble

strap,

~~~~~d twice round the J;>lock ; t~e length the strap
b
d of
should be from the block IS z-ft. 6-m. .
Lenoth to marry the strap: Take t\V!ce t e roun
l;ck and four times the length the strap S~lou~d
~ef~om the block, then allow sufficient en~ to sp~tce ~t ..
There are two pendants with a becke~ m e~ce ;~o~
h
dant is rove through the bloc on
.
t e pen d d
throuah the block in the frammg,
"' .th round turn and two
from fonvar , own b
and up round the oom \VI a
half bitches.
h"tch and seize it

thr~~e~ ~~g~:ap~~ J:~~:~l~ ~~ck~ :rake the dou~~
blockg forward to the main-tack cavil, and reeve

da
d nvo I 2 in
purchase fall.
Small ships have only one pen nt, an h ld ~
double blocks ; and the length the strap s ou
~ from the block is 2-ft.
Ez
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GUN-TACKLE BLOCKS.

Ftlun.

3in. rope, three times the round of it . . .
And three times the round of the rope at
each end for splicing

THE straps for these blocks are grommet straps, made
from one-eighth or quarter worn rope, and one length
of rope will make three straps.
Directions for the length are as follow, Viz. :For a double roin. block, 3,l-in. rope:
Fthm. Ft..

I

Length to marry the strand:
Take once the round of the block
Once the round of the thimble
And once the round of the rope

lu

Length to cut the rope for three blocks
would be
5 7
To prove it
roin. block, take three times the round
Of it
I
I
0
Thimbles 8in. take three times the round
of it . . .
o 2 o
3~in. rope, take three times the r.o und
of it
o o ro
And three times the round of the rope
at e.1ch end for splicing
o 1 9

Length to marry the strand :
Take once the round of the block
Once the round of the thimble
And once the round of the rope
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5 7

0
0

2
0

4
8

0

0

3~

0
3 3}
Mark the rope for marrying at that length before
you unlay it.
For a double Sin. block:
Length to cut the rope for three straps
1
4 o
would be
To prove it.
Take three times the round of the block :. 1 0 0
Three times the round of the thimble,
o I 9
7in. in circumference

The length to marry the strand

T~~- ti~~-sr r~-~nd of~~~ thim~~~:

'three times the round of the rope, 2}-m.
And three times the round of the rope
at each end for splicing
Length to marry the strand :
Take once the round of the block
Once the round of the thimble
And once the round of the rope
The length to marry the strand
For a single 6in. block :
Length to cut the rope for three straps .. .
To prove it.
Take three times the round of the block
Three times the round of the thimble . -.
Three times the round of the rope

ln.

o

9

0

I

6

I

4

0

0

2

0

0
0

0
0

7

0

z

10

I

rei

4

6

o

o

6
7}

0

I

3

I

10

0

0

6
6

0

0

21

0

2

21
"!f

For a double 6in. block:
Length to cut the rope for thre~ straps... I
To prove 1t.
Take three times the round of the block o
•

Ft..

o

2

0

0

"!f

3i

I

rei

0

3

0

I

6

0

0

7i

'.

__________................

--------~·
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Fthm.

And three times the length of the rope
at each end for splicing
o

Ft. In.
I

I

Length to marry the strand :
Take once the round of the block
Once the round of the thimble ...
And once the round of the rope
The length to marry the strand ...

3
3

If the block is double strapped, such as jee.r blocks,
topsail sheet blocks, &c.,
Allow five turns for the crossing turns, as they
cross two ways.
DIRECTIONS TO PUT THE SEIZINGS ON.

0

I

3~

0

0

6

0

0

21

0

2

0

2

If the grommet is made from four-strand rope, it
will only require three times the round of the block,

three times the round· of the thimble, and sufficient
end to splice it.
Length to marry the strand: Take once the round
of the block, and once the round of the thimble.
SEIZINGS FOR BLOCK STRAPS, &c.

to measure for the length of seizings for
straps of blocks or collars, &c.
Allowing there are seven lower turns, six riding
turns, and three crossing turns.
Measure where the centre turn would come, take
that for the average length of one turn, and the six
riding turns will take as much as the seven lower
turns, which will be fourteen turns; then allow three
turns fo~ the crossing turns and splicing the eye, and
there will be sufficient ·end left to heave the last
crossing turn on, making seventeen turns in the whole_
If there are six lower turns, five riding turns, and
three crossing turns, allow the length of tifteen turns
in the whole.
If there ·are five lower turns, four riding turns, and
. three crossing turns, allow the length of thirteen turns
in the whole. ·
DIRECTIONS
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stretch the seizing, take some turns out of it,
rub it down smooth, splice an eye in one end, put
the strands in once; but do not cut them off,. pass the
eye round the strap, reeve the end .through 1t, round
the strap as many times as is requrred for the lower
turns reeve the ends underneath the parts, and through
its O\~ eye, leaving sufficient bight to heave the turns
on. Place it square rou!l.d the strap, l~y- two strands of
the splice down the strap, for the seiZrng to lay over
it, heave the lower turns on taut, haul ~he slack through
the eye, and heave it taut; Jay the thrrd strand o~ ~he
splice on top-.Qf the lower turns, and pass the ndrng
turns over it, pUt the end between _the two last parts
of the lower turns, and put the crossmg turns on; pas_s
one round tum, that will be the centre tun;t, heave 1t
well taut; then form a half hitch ea_ch s1d_e of the
round tum, that will form a clove hitch w1th three
parts unlay the end, make a wall or a crown knot, cut
the ~nds off, and it is finished.
A double strap should be crossed both ways:_ first,
pass two turns between the strap !hat faces the_ Side_ of
the block, then bring the end out m the same drrectwn
as the sheave of the block, and pass three turns there,
as before stated-

WELL
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BOBSTA y COLLARS.

'&c.

BOBSTA y COLLARS, HEMP.

~~:~y i~ol~? length

of rope required to make a

It will take tw·i ce the round f
one foot to make a collar.
o the bowsprit and

t~Pf?~se we ~e a bowsprit for example
a col;;_ take tWice ~e _round of the bowsprit to make
The length to cut the
Ftlun.
collar would be
rope for the inner

Ft. Ia.

3

0

I
0

3

0

3

2

0

0

3

0

0

5

2

0

10

0

5

2

0

0

To prove it

O~ce the round of the bowsprit

q~n. heart, once the round of .t
rom. rope ·t .:.1 tak
I
' I Wu
· e up one-third th
.
e
round of the rope in
gorng round the
heart

Fo~

all

bob~tay coil~

above..Sin allow
·

0

alf what the seizing takes up

Length from eye to eye
Allo~ ~ft 2in. for the two h . .
. ..
splicrng . . .
alf eyes, and

Length of rope required for inner collar
.
... 3

I
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Large ships' bowsprits have three collars. The
middle collar should be cut four inches shorter than
the inner one, and the outer four inches shorter than
the middle collar ; and, when fitted, they would be two
inches shorter than each other, from the heart to the
back of the eyes, as the bowsprit is that much smaller
towards the cap.
What is the length of these collars, after the cyvo
eyes are spliced and served, before the heart is seized
in?
Take once the round of the bowsprit, once the round
of the heart, one-third the round of the rope, and half
what the seizing takes up.
After the heart is seized in, the length from the heart
to the back of the eye would be two and a-half inches
more than half the round of the bowsprit.
What these collars take up in going round the bowsprit, \vi:lh.give sufficient drift between the eyes for
"""\.
lashing.
TO FIT BOBSTAY COLLARS.

THE length has already been given. You may cut
two collars in one length, and splice an eye at each
end; the length for the eye should be eleven lays from
the strand, the marlinspike is entered to the whipping
and the tid is driven in as far as required, before the
eye is formed ; after which there are nine clear lays
from the tid to the first strand that is put in. The
strand is put in once whole strand, and once half
strand; then set it up and worm it with spun yam : if
it· is a ro-in. rope, it will take fourteen-yam spunyam, and backed with four-yam ditto to fill the lays
of the rope; then parcel it with canvas, and well
lar it, then serve length required with six-yam spun. yarn, after which lower it down, and cut it at the
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Fthm. ft.
... 2

centre, and splice the other eyes, then set it up and
stretch the other splice, and serve over it
The two eyes in each collar may be spliced before
they are set up~if so, you must deduct one inch to
every foot for stretching.

BOBSTAY COLLARS-WIRE.

What is the length of wire required to make a b
stay collar ?
It will take twice the round of the bowsprit and one
·
foot to make a collar.
For example, a 9-ft. bowsprit.
Fthm. ft. in.

Length to cut the wire for the inner collar 3
To prove it.
Once the round of the bowsprit
I
14-in. heart, once the round of it
0

I

o

3

0

3

I

in..
I

Length from eye to ey~vill short~~ the collar
.. . o o 5
Forming the two eyes~
eyes and
once the round of the rope
. Allow 6-ft. 6-in for the two
0
6
I
· splicing ···
Length of wire required for inner collar
3 I ~
.
f in circumference it will
For ~ll bowsr>ntsdun1e~~-:owspri~ and z-ft. to make
take tWice the roun o
a collar.
j-in. wire.
Allowing the bowsprit to be 8-ft. 4
... 3 0 0
Length to cut the inner collar : ..
To prove _1t.
0
2
I
Once the round of the bowspnt.
0
3 2
. heart once the round of lt

bill

TO SEIZE THE HEART IN THE COLLAR.

THE heart is seized in the centre of the collar; the
size of the seizing should be one-fourth the size of the
collar, with six lower turns, five riding turns, and three
crossing turns.
To measure for the seizings:
Measure round the collar for one turn, allowing six
lower turns ; and the five riding turns would take as
much as the six lower turns; then allow the length of
three lower turns for the crossing turns, that will be
the length of fifteen lower turns in the whole : then
there would be sufficient end left to heave the last
crossing turn on.
You may measure for all seizings in the same manner, either for rigging or blocks ; if there are to be
seven lower turns, then allow the length of seventeen
turns in the whole.

0

I
I

14-lD·

,

2

5

... 1

Length fro~ye to ey~ short~~ the collar
o o 4!Forming the t o eyes '
eyes ~d
once the ro U: d ~f t;h~ r~y:
Allow 6-ft. 6-m. .or
.. . I o 6
splicing ···
.
·· ·
o-}
Length of wire required for inner collar
_3_o_ _

hill

.
b
ft. 4.in wire.
Allowing the bowspnt to e 7.
4
· ,. h inner collar z
Length to cut the wrre .or t e .
To prove 1t.
I

I

0

0

3

2

. .. 1

4

2

0

0

4

Once the round of the bowsprit_
. heart once the rmmd of It
14-lD·

o

'

Length from eye to eye .ll hort~~ the collar
Forming the two eyes W1 s
. ..
once the round of the rop_e ...
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Fthm. Ft. ln.
0
I
9

AllOWlli.~g s-ft. 6-in. for the two half e
d
sp cmg ...
yes an
Length of rope required for inner collar

...

A thimble, once the round of it
Fthm. fL in.
0

5 6-

2

4

0

For a4-in.
bowsprit
that ht~ t~ee collars, cut the middle
less than
collar
4-in. less than the mid~ mn~r collar, and the outerthey will be two inches l e f co ar ; and, when fitted
of the eye.
ess rom the heart to the

back

Mter the heart is seized . h
to the ?ack of the eyes wo:rd tb e ~ength from the heart
bowspnt ; ~d. what the collar e alf th_e ro~nd of the
~e
lbo,~spnt, wiU give sufficien~~t u~tween
ID gomg round
or ashmg.
the eyes
1 .
Allowing the bowsprit to be 6-ft.
Le gth
3r1D- wire.
to cut the inner collar ...
2
n
To prove it.
Once the round of the b
.
I
12 in h h
owspnt
- c eart, once the round of it
0

Len~ from eye to eye
Formmg the two
.I . . .
...
colla
th
eyes WI I shorten the
r once e round of the
Allow sft. for the two half
rope
. ..
"
eyes and splicing

Len!rth
of rope reqmre
· d for mner
.
<>
coliar ...

Length from eye to eye
I
o 9
Forming the two eyes w-ill shorten the
collar once the round of the rope
o o 3
Allow 5ft. for the twO half eyes and splicing 0 5 0

•Lon-:::~:::·:::::::.:"",~;,_ :re~ '
\
Length to cut the wire for the inner collar

~

t
f

2

0

0

0

2

9'

I

2

9

0

o

0

2

2

5 3o
o

.
· to be sft. 3 1 .
Allowing the bowspnt
Length to cut the wire for the mner
.
riD Wlfe.
collar
2
0
0
To prove it
Once the round of the b owspnt
.
0
5 ().

4

I

To prove it.

Once the round of the bowsprit
A thimble, once the round of it

o

0

4

0

0

1

4

0

Length from eye to eye
Forming the two eyes will shorten the
collar on~ round of the rope
.. . o
Allow 4ft. 6in: for the two half eyes and 0
splicing ...
Length of rope required for inner collar . . . I

5 4
2

o

4

6

4

o

For a bowsprit under 7ft., which has only two
collars, cut the outer co\1ar zin. less than the inner
one; and, when fitted, it will be I in. less from the
heart to the back of the eye.
TO FIT WIRE BOBSTAY COLLARS.

THE length from eye to eye has already been given.
Put a mark on the centre of each eye, then worm,
parcel and serve each side of the centre the required
length for the eye, which is as follows:-
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For a 4}in. wrre, serve Io-in. each side of the centre
, 4-1n.
,
9-in.
,
,
8-in.
,
,
, 3}in and 3{in
, 3-in., 2f.in.or2j-in. 7-in.
,
,
,
2}-in. and 2-in.
6-in.
,
,
To form the eye, place the centre of the eye over
the bit pin, or lash it to some convenient place, put a
tackle on each part, and haul on it until the eye is.
formed, and the ends of the service are ·abreast of
each other; then put a strand round both parts, and
heave them close together with bolts, and put a spunyarn stop round them to keep them together. It will
require a jigger tackle to haul the strands in; in
putting a strap, or strand, round the wire strand
for hauling it in, put a marlinspike through the strand
as a toggle, and put a half-hitch with the strand or
strap the other side of it, towards the end.
Then to splice the eyes. The strands are put in once
whole strand, once two-thirds of a strand. and once
one-third. If it is a five-strand wire rope, put the
strand in as follows :-The first strand to be put in
would be the second strand from the right hand. then
put the left-hand strand in under three lays, and the
next to it under two lays, and the next under one lay ;
then put the back strand in, which is the right-hand
strand ; after the strands are all hove in taut, put a
stop on all to keep them from rendering back ; then·
put two-thirds of the strands in once, and put on
another stop ; then one-third of the strands in once,
and put another stop on.. Set the collar up, stretch
the splice, and break the wire yarns off close to the
rope ; then worm, parcel, and serve it frQm eye
to eye.
The heart is then seized in the collar, as before directed for the hemp collars.
·

BOWSPRIT SHROUD COLLARS, &c.
BOWSPRIT SHROUD COLLARS- HEMP.

What is the length of a rope required to make a
bowsprit shroud collar ?
.
·u
For a bowsprit that is 9-ft. in circumference, I t '~t .
and five-sixths the round of the bow~pnt ,.
take once
.., · ill take tw tc> the
and for aU bowsprits_ under 9-1 t., lt w
"'
round of the bowspnt to make a collar.
For example :-A bowsprit, g-ft.
Length to cut the r~or one ~ollar
Toprove 1t.
Once the round of the bowsprit .
1 2-inch heart, once the round of ~~
7-in. rope, one-third the r<?und of It
Len<>th from eye to eye
Allo~ 4_ft. ?-in. for the two half eyes and
splicing ...

Fthm. ft.
2
4

I

3

0 ·

2

9

0

0

2

II

I

c

7
6

F

ll bowsprits under 9-ft. in circumferen
twic~\~e round of the bowsprit to make a col..
Allowing the bowsprit to be 7-ft.

·.

6-

0

Length to cut the rope

Length to cut the rop~

in.

2

J \V
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Fthm. FL In.

It will take

To prove it.
the round of the bowsprit
I<;~· heart, once ~e round of it
6rm. rope, one-thud the round of it

... I

I

0
0

2

0

I

3 6

0

4 6

.2

2

0

4

0

Length from eye to eye
Then allow 4-ft 6-in. for the two half eyes
and splicing
Length to cut the rope
For example :- A bowsprit, sft.
Length to cut the rope·
. ..

0
4

5 0

0

Srm. rope, one-thud the round of it

0

0

2

Length from eye to eye
...
Allo\~ ~ft. 6in. for the two half eyes and
splicmg ...

I

0

6

0

3

6

4

I

I

l
f

{

Allowing the bowsprit to be·4-ft.
Length to cut the rope

I

2

0
I

To prove it.

II

Ona; the round of the bowsprit
A thimble, once the round of it
1 .
.
4rm. rope, one-third the round of it

0

4

0

0

I

0

0

0

2

L ength from· eye to eye

0

5

2

2

1o

I

2

0

THE length has already been given.
An eye is spliced at each end, it is wormed,
parcell~d, tarred, and served, the same as bobstay
collars. The heart, or thimble, is seized in the collar
at cue-third, giving the long leg the advantage of four
inches more than the two-thirds.
BOWSPRIT SHROUD COLLARS, WIRE.

FoR example:-.-\ bowsprit, 8-ft. 1oin. 3~in. wire.
What is the length of wire required to make a
collar?
It will take twice the round of the bowsprit.
The bowsprit is 8-ft. Io-in., length to cut
the wire . . .
~
2
5 8
To prove it.

I

2

10

Once the round of the bo~vsprit
0 2 9
I z-in. heart, once the round of it
I
5 7
Length from eye to eye
the
will
shorten
eyes
two
Forming the
0 0 3
collar once the round of the rope
Allow 5-ft. I o-in. for the tWO half-eyes and
0 5 10
splicing
2
5 8
Length of rope required for a collar
I

4 0

Length of rope required for inner collar .. .

o

TO FIT BOWSPRIT SHROUD COLLARS.

•I

One~ the round of the bowsprit
A~ t_htmble, once t~e round of it

0

Length to cut the rope

2

To prove it.

1o-in. for the two eyes and

splicing ·; .

Fthm. fL in.

On~e

2-ft

A 3-in. wire.
The length to cut the wire wo,uld be twice the
rotmd of the bowsprit.
F
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To prove it.

On~e
Io-m.

the round of the bowsprit
heart, once the round of it

Fthm. Ft.
I
I
0

Ftlun. Ft. ln.
[n.

0

2

4

3

4

Length from eye to eye
...
Forming the two eyes will shorten the collar
once the round of the rope . ..
Allow 4-ft. 6-in. for the two half-eyes and
splicing ...
.. .
...
. ..

0

0

3

0

4

6

Length of rope required for a collar

2

2

I

A bowsprit, s-ft. 2 ~-in. wire.
The length to cut the wire would be twice
the round of the bowsprit
To prove it.
Once the round of the bowsprit
A thimble, once the round of it

I

4

0

0

5

2

0

I

0

0

z

0

0

2

0

3 8

Length from eye to eye
.. .
. ..
Forming the two eyes will shorten the collar
once the round of the rope . . .
. ..
Allow 3-ft. 8-in. for the two half-eyes and
splicing ...
...
.. .
. ..
Length of rope required for a collar

4

0

Forming the two eyes will shorten th.e collar
once the round of the rope . . .
o
Allow 3-ft. 8-in. for the two half-eyes and
splicing ...
o
Length of rope required for a collar

I

2

3

8

3

0

For a bowsprit that has four shroud collars, let the
two outer ones be four inches shorter from eye to eye
than the two inner collars.
What is the length of these collars, after the two
eyes are spliced and served, before the heart is
seized in?
Take once the round of the bowsprit, and once the
round of the heart or thimble.
The heart, or thimble, is seized in the collar at the
thirds, giving the long leg the advantage of four inches.
What the collar takes up in going round the bowsprit, will give sufficient drift between the eyes for
lashing.
Take the same directions for the eyes, according
to the size ro~ as before directed for the bobstay
collars.

""'

5 z

. FORE STAY COLLARS, &c.
FORE STAY LONG COLLARS.-HEMP OR WIRE.

FoR example,-A bowsprit 9-ft. in circumference.
What is the length of rope required to make one·collar?
It will take four times and two-thirds the round of
the bowsprit.
F2

~·.

o

0

A bowsprit, 4-ft.
It will take twice and one-fourth the round of the
bowsprit.
The length to cut the wire would be
I
3 0
To prove it.
Once the round of the bowsprit
0
4 0
Once the. round of the thimble
0
2
Length from eye to eye
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Fthm.. Ft. Ia.
0
0

Length to cut the rope
7
To prove it.
When fitted, the length of collar from the
heart would be five-sixths the round of
the bowsprit, that would be 7-ft. 6-in.,
and four times that would be
5
18-in. heart, twice the round of it
I
8}-in. rope, twice the round of it
0
The length to marry the collar ...
Allow 3-ft. 3-in. for splicing
Length of rope required for a collar

0

0
I

4

I

5

6

2

0

3

9
3

0

0

7

Cut the outer collar 2-ft. less.
Seizing,
6-fthms.
Allowing the bowsprit to be &-ft.
It will take four times and five-sixths the
round of the bowsprit to make the inner
collar
6
To prove it.
When fitted, the length of collar from the
heart would be five-sixths the round of
the bowsprit, that would be 6-ft. 8-in., and
four times that would be
4
r&-in. heart, twice the round of it
I
&-in. rope, twice the round of it
o
Length to marry the collar
Allow 3-ft. 4-in. for ~plicing
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Iz-ID.

2

8

Fthm. Ft. ln.

Allowing the bowsprit to_ be 7-ft.
It will take five times the c!Icumference

To prove it.
When fitted, the length of collar fr~m the
heart would be seven-eights the ctrcumference of the bowsprit, that would be
6-ft. I-in, and four times tha~ would be "4
I
16-in. heart, twice the round o_f 1t
0
?-in. rope, twice the round of 1t
Length to marry the c~ll_ar
Allow 3-ft. 2-in. for splicmg
Length of rope required for inner collar

°

5 5

0

4
4

I

2

5

I

IO

0

3

2

5

5

o

0

Cut the outer collar 2-ft. less. Seizing I~ -in.
s}fthms.
Allowing the bowsprit to be 5-ft. 8-in.
It will take five times and f<?ur-fifths the
10
circumference of the bowspnt
5 2
·
. To prove it.
the length of collar from the
heart would be once the round of the
bowsprit, s-ft. 8-in., and four times that
would be...
.. .
···
I 5-in. heart, on:e the round Of it_
6 Yz-in. rope, tWice the round of 1t

Wh~tted,
2 8
1 4
I 4

5

5 4

0

3

4

Length of rope required for a collar

6

Cut the outer collar 2-ft. less.
6-fthms.

Seizing, l}in.

2

8

3

4

8

I

0

2

o·

I

0

Length to marry the collar
Allow 3-ft. for splicirtg

4

5

10

0

3

0

Length of rope r~quired for inner collar

5

2 IO
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Cut the outer collar r-ft g_· 1
5-fthms.
m. ess.
Allowing the bowsprit to be 5-ft

Seizing, I-in.

It ~11 take five times and four-fifths the
Circumference of the bowsprit

Fthm. Ft. In.

1 t-~ heart, .h'nce the·~~und of
5riJt. rope, twice the round of it

ii:'

5

4

To prove it.
When fitted, the length of collar from
~~ heart ~ould be once the round of
be bowspnt, s-ft., four times that would

0

3

2

0
0

5

IO
o II

4

2
2

0

Seizing,

%:-in.

TO FIT FORE STAY COLLARS.

IN making the long collars, the rope is set up and
stretched, wormed, parcelled, and served the required
length.
The splice is married slack, and the strands of the
splice are put in once whole strand, once half strand
and once quarter strand, each way, so that the splice ·
lies neatly round the heart; the strap is set up to
stretch the splice and then serve it all over.
SECURING THE COLLAR ROUND THE HEART.

Length to many the collar
Allow 2-ft 3-in. for splicing

0

9
3

Length of rope required for inner collar

4 5 0
Cfthut the outer collar r-ft. 4-in .. less. Seizings 3/. .
4r ms.
' 7'4 -m.
Al!owing the bowsprit to be 4-ft
It ~viii take five times and four-fifths the
crrcumference of the bowsprit
3 5 2
To prove it.
When fitted, the length of collar from the
heart ~~·ould be once the round of the
~owspnt, 4-ft., four times, that is
Io-!n. heart, twice the round of it
... 2 4 0
4-!-m. rope, twice the round of it
.. · 0 4 3
0
0
9
Length to many the collar
3 3 0
Allow 2-ft. 2-in. for splicing
1

Length of rope required for inner collar

Cut the outer collar 1-ft. less.
Length, 4-fthms.

THE heart for this collar has two scores, one larger
than the other, for the splice to lie in ; the splice is
stopped in the centre of the score with a strand, and
hove taut with a bolt ; the heart is lashed to sorne
place convenient, a strand rove through the bight,
brought round a bolt, and hove taut with another.
It fitt€d.....on--board, put a tackle on, and haul the
-two parts straight till the rope is close to the heart.
Put a good stop on the two parts close to the heart,
make a chalk mark at the centre of the bight, and
bring to the centre of the heart, take the strand of the
first part and pass it round both parts and nipper it as
before; bend the two bights down, and heave them
taut, till the last part is as close round the block as
the first part; put a stop on the last two parts the
same as on the first, then set it up with a luff tackle
till the rope is close round the heart.

0

2

2

SEIZING THE HEART ROUND THE COLLAR.

3

5

2

THERE is a score each side of the heart for the
seizing to lay in, there are seven lower turns and six
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riding turns, and it crosses in three places, first above
the strap, then between the two parts of the strap,
and underneath the strap.
The wire is set up and wormed, parcelled, tarred,
and served the required length.
Splice the collar as follows, viz. :-Put the strand!>
in three times each way, once whole strand, once twothirds, and once one-third each way. Put a good
stop round each tuck, to prevent the wire yams from
starting back; then set it up, break the wire yarns off
short, by working the strands backward and forward
quickly two or three times; worm, parcel, and serve
over the splice, and seize the heart in as before
directed for the hemp collars.

It would take twelve tinles the round of
rope for the splice
Length of rope required
For example :-Allowing the bowsprit to
circumference.
.
It will take twice and a-half the ClrCUI_Uference of bowsprit for one _collar, VlZ.
T o prove 1t
From thimble to the back of eye, when
fitted, would be s-ft., twice that would be
Take once the round of thimble
.
{--in. wire rope, allow· once the round of 1t
3
Length to marry the collar would be
Allow twelve times round of rope for
splicing, that would be
Length of rope req~ed
·· ·

WIRE FORE STAY BALE SLING COLLARS.

THESE are short collars, fitted with a short splice, with
a single scored heart or thimble.
The length of rope required to make one collar for
any size bowsprit.
It will take twice and three-quarters the round of
bowsprit :
For example-Take a bowsprit of 9-ft. in circumference.
4

0

2

9

To prove it.
Length of collar when fitted from· heart to
the back of the eye would be eight-ninths;
twice that would be round of bowsprit
16-in. heart take once the round of it
s-in. wire take once the round of it

0

4· 0
3 4

0

0

5

That would be the length to marry the collar

J

I

<)

.'

. ,.

·.

°

5
4
_9
be 6-ft. m

°

2

3

o

4

0

o

3

7

o__o_-'~:~~

r

5

6
_0 __,30-.--_
2
3 °

TO Fl'~:(_HE COLLARS.

Fthm. FL ln.

Length to cut the rope

0

I

Set the rope up, worm, parcel, tar, and s~~e it the
. d lenath . bend the rope up for spltcmg, the
reqmre
•
· a11 t he stra.nd s before
; whip
.
same as for "a block-strop
ou unlay the ends, marry fhe strands at the marrymg
i:mrk and put a good stop round all ; put the
strands in once whole strand, put a good stop round
all to prevent' the ends from starting b~ck, p~t the
s~ds in two-thirds and a stop round tt! set tt up,
break the wires of the strands a few at a time, marry
your wormings, parcel, and serve over ; lash the centre
of s lice to the upper part of heart, set the collar up
withpa tackle, and heave the two parts together for
th
seizing . a flat seizing is the best.
The;e is a wire grommet fitted to go round e-.collar, under the h~, for the eye of collar, to set upto on top of bowspnt.

'
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The outer collar should be cut 8-ins. shorter than
the inner collar, and 4-ins. when fitted.

Number of lays round the spar, and number of
turns in each lay: first lay seven turns, second lay
seven turns, third lay six turns, and fourth lay five
-turns.
Tie the stops rounds_all parts to keep them together,
slack up the wedges, and marl the collar all over with
four-yarn spun-yam; give it a good coat of tar, parcel
it with canvas, tar it, and serve it with four-yam spun~ :yam; it is not served as any other rope, for every tum
is hove on with a seizing mallet.
For example, a bowsprit s-ft. ro-in. in circumference ; and the length of collar, when fitted, from
the heart to the back of the eye was s-ft. ro-in.
The collar was made from r}in. rope, the length
it took was so fathoms ; there were 38 turns round the
. cask, and I 9 turns round the spar.
Number of lays round the cask, and the number of
turns in eac~ay : first lay eight turns, second lay
eight turns, t ird lay seven turns, fourth lay six turns,
.fifth lay five
s, and the seventh lay four turns.
Number o lays round the spar, and number of
turns in each lay : first lay six turns, second lay five
turns, third lay four turns,. and the fourth lay four
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FORE STAY COLLARS- WARPED.

SoME officers prefer the above collars.
These collars are warped round a cask and over a
spar that is lashed athwart the cask. Let the cask be
as near the size of the bowsprit as you can.
For the length, take once the round of the bowsprit,
and the length of the heart, pass a line round the
cask, and half round both ends of the spar ; if that
does not give the required length, set the cask off from
the spar with wedges till you get the length required.
I will give the dimensions of two bowsprits, say
8-ft 6-in. in circumference ; and the length of the
heart was r-ft. 6-in. ; there was a cask 8-ft 6-in. in
circumference, and the spar that was lashed athwart it
was 2-ft. in circumference ; a line ro-ft. long was passed
round the cask and spar, and the cask was wedged off
from the spar to that length.
Hang a number of two-yam spunyam stops up and
down the cask, and along each end of the spar, to
stop all the parts together when passed.
The length of rope for this collar was 96 fathoms of
two-inch ; the rope was well stretched. Splice a long
eye round one end of the spar, then pass the turns
round the cask, and round the other end of the spar,
then back round the cask, and round the other end of
the spar; so continue till all the turns are passed.
Secure the end by splicing a long eye round the opposite end of th~ spar to where the first end was spliced.
Number o( lays round the cask, and number of
turns in each lay: first lay nine turns, second lay nine
turns, third lay eight turns, fourth lay seven turns,
fifth lay six turns, sixth lay six turns, and the seventh
lay five turns.
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~turns.

TO FIT THE COLLARS.

THE heart is seized in one of the eyes that are round
the spar, the other eye serves for lashing when round
·the bowsprit
The seizing is a Hat seizing, there being no riding
. turns. The length of seizing is 3?( fathoms of rj-in.
. 1<?pe.

I

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

here thought it requisite to insert ·a few
and _Answers, which will be found vay
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se~~ce<l:bl~ for a reference when rigging ships, or
fittmg nggmg, they are as follow, viz. :What is the first thing to be done when you commence clothing a bowsprit?
Rig a good stage.
Where would you place your inner bobstay collar?
Two-thirds out from the knight head to the cap.
How far out would you place the second and third •
collar?
The diameter of the bowsprit outside of the inner
collar, for the second collar ; and the same distance
outside of No. 2 collar, for the third collar.
Where would you place the bowsprit shroud collars
when there are four collars ?
Place the two inner ones outside and close to the
inner bobstay collar; the other two outside and close
to No. 2 bobstay collar.
[
Vessels that have only hvo bobstay collars · have
only_ two bowsprit shroud collars, and they are 'placed
outs1de and close to the inner bobstay collar.

How would you raise a pair of large sheers?
Have a derrick, or a small pair of sheers, abaft the
large sheers, to lift the heads ; and the purchase
that is rove to hoist the mast in, take the lower block
forward to the knight head, for raising the sheers.

I

Where wo~d you place the fore stay collar?
Place the mner stay collar outside and close to
the inner ~owsprit shroud collar; and the outer stay
collar, outs1de and close to the outer bowsprit shroud
collar.
In lashing the hvo sheers heads together, which
should be the upper leg, if the mast is to be taken
in from the starboard side of the ship?
The port leg should be the upper leg ; that would
allow the starboard leg to be the diameter of the spar
further aft than the port leg, and will give more room
for the mast to enter : the purchase fall, also wil1
lead clearer.
·'
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Which mast would you step first?
The mizen mast ; then the main, then the fore, and
then droop the sheers for the bowsprit.
In stepping the mast, and it is on the wrong slue,
how would you put it on the right slue, fair for entering
the step?
To do so, take a rope and pass three turns round
the mast, make a timber hitch in one end, and put a
.capstan bar in it ; put a timber hitch in the other part,
.and put a capstan bar in that, to prevent the mast
from going too _far round.
A ship '1ich has two gammonings, which one
would you p t on first?
The oute gammoning should be put on first; if
?thenvise, in heaving on the outer it would slacken the
mner one.
Your sheet anchor being alongside in a lighter,
.and you have no yards across, how would you get it in
its place?
Place the fish davit in the after part of the fore
-channels, or where it would plumb the centre of the
shank of the anchor.

To rig the davit, take two luff tackles for guys,
hook the double block to the davit, one fom•ard and
one aft ; take a runner and tackle for a topping lift,
lash the runner block to the davit head, reeve the
runner from aft fonvard, and make it fast to the oppo;.- site side of the ship, hook the single and a leading
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block abaft it For a purchase, take the davit head
blocks for the davit head, the spare davit head double
block, lash it to the anchor four inches from the centre
towards the fluke, then the anchor.will be a little stock
heavy ; put a jigger tackle on the lower stock, hook
the single block to a strap round a dead eye ; you
may require two jigger tackles, one forward and one
aft, for placing the anchor, and a stock tackle.
Ho"T would you get the sheet anchor aft from the
bows? it is cat and fished as a bower.
Brace the fore yard a little forward, pot the Burtonson the yard, haul them and the lift well taut alike.
Use the launch's purchase, or a runner and tackle,
on the fore yard, the yard tackles, and the fore and
main stay tackles.
How would you shift the sheet anchor from the
starboard to the nort side?
Brace the for~ yard in and the main yard forward,
use the same tackles on the yards as before stated, the
stays, and the up and down tackle; hoist the anchor
inboard, unhook the yard tackles and shift them to the
opposite side, brace the yards round the opposite way,
hook the yard purchases on, and hoist the anchor out
into its place.
Vlhat is the length of the four spritsail guys, when
fitted?
.
If hempen rope, the length from the fork of the eye
that goes over the jib-boom, to the fork of the eye that
goes over the spritsail gaff, would be one foot less than
the jib-boom is from hounds to heeL
If wire ropes, the length would be from hounds to
heel, as the wire will not stretch_

What is the length for jib-boom-foot-ropes..
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Once and a-half the length of the jib-boom from
hounds to heel is the length for the two.
What is the length of the lower pendants when
..
fitted?
The lemrth of the long leg, from the selZlng of the
~ eye to theo thimble, should be one-tn_ird the length of
i the mast from the deck to the lower side of the trestle.., trees, and the short leg one-fourth less than the long
leg. The mizen. mas~ and all small _vessels, have a
single pendant; m this case the e~e IS _form~d by a
cut splice, the starboard pendant 1s spliced mto the
- port, and the port into the starboard : they ar~ the
h!ngth as a long leg, when there are a parr on
1 same
each side of the mast
In putti~
. the pendants over the mast-head, which
should be t after leg ?
The Ion leg should be the after one.
How would you measure for a gang of heml?en
lower riggino- to cut it out and fit on board of a sh1p?
Send a m~ to the mast-head with a line, let him
hold it to the centre of the mast, the port side, above
and close to the bolster; then haul it taut down to
the forward dead-eye in the -starboard channels, mark
the lirie at that length, by putting a yam through the
lays of it, that would be the length of foremost
shroud, and twice that length would be the le_ngth of
No. 1 pair starboard shrouds. Then add t~v1ce t~e
circumference of the rope to each followmg pair,
which will allow for the rise at the mast-head, and the
i
spread in the channels.
What is the length of service required for lower
rigging?
If the rigging is warped round two Sampson posts,
similar to being warped round pins in the rigging

.

f
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house, the length for the service would be one-third
the length of the mast from the deck to the lower side
of the trestle-tress, and at that length from the post,
mark the shrouds straight across; the forward legs of
No. I and No. 2 pair are served all the way down.
If the shrouds are cut out on the straight, the length
for the service should be two-thirds the length of the
mast from the deck to the lower side of the tressletrees, and add once the circumference of the rope to
each following pair longer than each other.

eye se1zmg of the shroud, haul it taut along the
shroud and put a chalk mark on the shroud abreast
of the mark, which is one knot in the line for the
forward leg, and two knots for the after leg of No. I
pair starboard shrouds; continue to measure all the
starboard shrouds the same way, then add to each
followino- shroud twice the diameter of the rope for
the rise ';.t the mast-head, that will be the length from
the mast-head to the dead eyes in the channels, then
allow the drift for setting up. Mark the shrouds by
tying a yarn round them two feet above the ch~k
mark that was put on the shrouds at dead eyes m
channels, that will be tl1e mark for the back of the
eye that goes round the standing part for the dead
eye.
·
The two feet which were deducted from the shroud,
and what the shroud takes up in going round the
dead eye, tuld give sufficient drift for setting tl_le
shroud lip.
Length of rope it tales from the lower part of the
dead eye to the nip, is half the circumference of the
dead eye, and once the circumference of the shroud.
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EYES OF STANDING RIGGING.

THE eye should be once and one-sixth the circumference of the mast-head, above the bolster; or after the
eye is formed, take half the round of the mast-head,
.and a-third of one square; that would be from the
inside part of the eye to the first tum of seizing.
DEAD EYES LOWER RIGGING.

TURNING dead eyes in lower rigging before it is put
over the mast-head Cutter stay fashion.
STARBOARD SHROUDS.

TAKE a small line with a knot in the end of it;
measure the length the eye of the shroud should be
from the knot, then put a yam through the rope;
send the line up to the mast-head, ·pass it round the
mast, and tie the knot to the yam, that will form the
eye; haul the line taut down to the forward dead eye
in channels, there mark the line by putting a yam
through it with one knot; take the line to No. 2 dead
eye, as before, and make two knots in the yam;
continue measuring this way until you get the number
required to their respective dead eyes; now cast the
eye off from the UJast-head and tie the knot again to
form the eye; then put the knot of the line to the
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PORT SaROUDS.

MEASURE the port shrouds with the same marks in the
line as you did the starboard, but you must allow
once the rliameter of each port shroud longer than
the starboard, that will allow for the rise at the masthead
·
SHROUD LANYARDS.

LANYARDS should be half the size of the shroud.
LOWER STAYS.

FoR the length, take the distance from the after-part

-oi the mast-head to the place where they are set up,
.

G
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adding once the length of the mast-head for the half
collar.
STAY LANYARDS.

STAY lanyards are one-half inch smaller than the
shroud lanyards.
What tackles do you require for staying the masts,
and setting the lower stays and rigging up?
Runners and tackles, up and down tackles, and luff
tackles. To use them, lash the runner blocks to the
long le!!S of the pendants, and frap the two pendants
togeth~~ abaft the masts. Sometimes the runner
blocks are lashed to the mast, one block one-third
down from the hounds, the other half-way down,
which is considered more support to the mast. Lash
the up and down tackles to the short legs of the
pendants, and frap the pendants together for setting
the stays up. Hook the single block of the luff to a
strap round each stay, and the double block book to
the lanyard, and the up and down tackle to the
hauling part of the luff. After the stays are set up,
cast the .frapping off from the short legs of the
pt:ndants. Then use the up and down tackles anrl
the luff tackles for setting the lower rigging up; hook
the tackles the same as for the stays.
Stay the mizen mast with t~e main-stay tackle!. and
set the stay up with the mtzen burtons and J tgger
tackles; set the rigging up with the. b~ons and a
runner, the same way as the topmast nggmg.
How would you set the topmast stays, backstays,
and rigging up?
Tht: stays are set up with a luff tackle, the shrouds
and backstays with a runner and top Burton _tackle.
The runner is a spare piece of rope, about fo~r
fathoms in length, rove through a block; an eye IS
spliced in one end, and the other end js tapered
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and marled down and hitched to the shroud. When
used the sin ale ' block of the burton is hooked to
the ~ye, the ~nyard of the shroud is r~ve through
the strap of the runner block, and swab httched ; put
a toggle in to prevent its being jalll:bed. .
What purchase would you use m takmg your guns
in or out?
Use the top tackle purchase blocks and fall for an
up and down purchase, and the main tackle for an
out-hauler.
Reeve the pendant through the top block, send th_e
end up over the cap, take a round tu_m and secure 1t
to the opposite quarter of the yard w1th a round tum
round the yard ; hook the top block to the thim~le of
the double block of the main tackle, hook the smgle
block of the tackle to a strap round the yard-arm,
hook ~leading . block to the same place for the hauling
part ot ~the fall, and hook a leading block to the cap
for the l}auling part of the fall to lead on deck.
Using a garnett for the lower-deck guns on the
lower deck : Lash the centre of the yard to the mast,
and hook both burtons to support the yard.
How would you get a lower yard on board from
alongside?
If the yard is the port side, have the starboard
yard-arm forward, hang studdings~il booms over.the
channels, and up and down the stde; reeve the Je_er
fall, and put the up and down tackles on to ass1st
hoisting the yard in ; put a guy on each yard-arm.
If a main yard, put the fore-stay tackle on, to keep
the yard off from the rigging ; if it is a fore yard, put
.
a luff on the fore stay, and hook it to the ya_rd.
Another way to hoist the yard on board, vtz. : B:mg
it alongside, with the opposite yard~arm forward, n~ a
_ derrick .with a mizen topmast or a jtb-boom,_steppmg
G 2
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it, and lashing the heel between the main betts taking
two .sail ~ackles for guys, and a runner and ta~kle for
toppmg lift, and a luff for a martingale; reeve the
hawser through a top or snatch block at derrick head,
through the after jeer block on the yard, take the
end to the derrick head, or through a block lashed
there for that purpose, and then made fast round the
lower mast-head ; reeve the jeer-fall throuah
the upper
0
block, down through the foremast block on the yard
throu~;h the upper block, and make the end fast to th~
<:entre ?f the yard ; use two top burtons for lower
lifts, hmst 0e y~d up dear of the netting with the
hawser, takmg m the slack of the jeers; a rope's-end
on ~ch yard-arm for guys. If a main-yard, put the
fc;>re~stay . tackle on the centre, to keep it off the
nggmg ; if a fore-yard, put a luff tackle on the fore
stay.

WIRE RIGGING.
DIRECTIONS TO MEASURE FOR LOWER
RIGGING.

IF the mast i~ stepped, take a small line, put a knot
at the end of It, then measure the length the eye of the
shroud shoul?- be from the .knot, there put a yarn
throu.gh the lme ; send the lme up to the mast head,
pass lt round the mast above the bolster and tie the
knot to the yarn, that will fonn the eye; 'haul the line
taut down to the starboard channels, abreast of the
forward dead eye; (this being wire ria21ng you need to
allow the diameter of the dead eyebelo~ channels;)
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there mark the line by putting a yarn through it with
one knot It is necessary to measure for every starboard shroud separately, if the dead eyes in the
chariDels deviate much in the distance from each other,
in the opening of the gunwhale for the long gun ;
it will be seen in the table for turning the dead eyes in,
that the distance from No. 5 dead eye to No. 6, is
1 r-ft 6-in., whereas the other dead eyes do not· exceed
2-ft. g·iri. Then add to that length the circumference
of the rope to every starboard shroud, for the rise at
the mast head ; then cast the line off from the mast
head, and fonn the eye again ; from the back of
the eye to the mark in the line, that will be the length
of the starboard shroud ; then allow the circumference
of the rope to every port shroud, longer than the
starboard, for the rise at the mast-head.
A simple way to measure and cut out lower rigging,
for a man that is no scholar:-Take a small line, say
thirty fathoms of three-quarter or one inch rope, pass
it round the mast-head, form the eye by putting a
yarn through each part of the line, on top of the
bolster, and stop the tw.u._p:H"(s together with the san1e;
then haul both parts down to No. I and No. 2 dead
eyes, at that lt:ngth put a yam through each line,
make one knot in it for No. I, and two knots for
No. 2. If wire shrouds, measure the diameter of the
· dead eye below chariDels. Then ta.~e the line to
No. 3 and 4 dead eyes, proceed the same as before,
and so continue until you have the number required.
Then take the line down, and fonn the eye again with
the two yarns that were in the line, as before; and Iay
the two parts of the line straight along the deck, then.
form the back of the eye, to the first knots, No. I and
2, would be the length of No. I and 2 shrouds, that
would be No. 1 pair; put a chalk mark on the deck
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F ITTING WIRE RIGGING.

at these lengths, and measure and mark for the other
shrouds the same way,. allowing twice the diameter of
the rope to eac~ followmg shroud, in addition to the
lengths on the lme.
'~he above statement is for the starboard shrouds.
1 hen add to each port shroud the diameter of the
rope longer, for the rise at the mast-head.
The deck being marked for the · lenoth of each
starboard shroud, make another mark b~tween them
for the port shro~ds; say it is a 6-in. rope, then put a
chalk mark two mches longer than has been marked
for the starboard shrouds.
CUTTING OUT WIRE RIGGING.

WrRE rigging is not warped round pins or Sampson
posts? th_e same as hemp rigging.
Wtre IS cut on the straight, viz. : make one end fast,
~d put a tackle on the _oth~r part above where you
\\'ant to cut; when th~ wtre IS straight alona0 the deck
or ~o~r, mark the wue where it is to be cut, put a.
wh1ppmg on_ each side of the mark, then lay the axe
under the wtre at the mark, and beat it down with the
commander.
There is another way to cut the shrouds out, viz. :
lash a snatch block at the distance required for the
length of the shroud, from the pin where the end of
the shroud would be made fast.
. Ma~e one end of the wire fast to the pin, put the
btght m the snatch block, put a tackle on the other
part, haul on the tackle until both parts are straight
along the deck or floor, cut it at the marks which are
chalked on the floor for each leg, put a mark on the
ey~ to deno_
t e the n umber of the shroud; the first
patr cut ~ut IS No. I , put one knot; cast off the end,
put the btght_out of the snatch, p ut it ~de, and cut
out N o. z parr, a nd so continue.

wire requires more end for splicing than hemp.
In splicing, put the strands in as follows :- once
whole strand, once two-thirds of a strand, and once
one-third of a strand, th.at will make a good taper;
then set it up and well stretch the splice, break the
yams off close to the rope, by working them backward and forward quickly two or three times, and
parcel and serve over the splice \vlth spun yam; also
serve a sufficient length for the eyes before splicing
them.
The stays are served the same as hempen rope, and
fitted the same, except the lashing eyes, which are
spliced eyes; but in cutting stays out, you must allow
the half collar :md sufficient end for splicing, for
there is no stretch to be got out of wire rigging; the
shrouds are parcelled and served all over from end to
end; if the shrouds were not served, the ratlines
would slip down the shroud. If you turn the dead
eyes in the shrouds temporarily for setting up, stop
the shrouds round the dead eye and rack the end up
to the standing part; for if you tum it in cutter stay
fashion, and have to alter it, it is not very easy to get
the nip out of the wire. ·
The length of the eye of wire shrouds should be
· half the round of the mast-head, and one-fourth of
one square.

ALL

.

I

FUTTOCK SHROUDS.

IF the mast is st~ the top over, and the futtock
plates in their respective places, to measure for the
shrouds, take two battens of sufficient length to overlap each other, drive a nail in each uf the other ends,
hook one nail into the eye of the forward futtock
plat e, and the other into the links of the necklace it
sets up to; then mark the upper batten at the upper
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part of the lower batten, and mark it No. 1.
Measure for the remainder of the shrouds in the same
manner.
If the shrouds should be iron, that would be the
length of the shroud including the shackle.
The forward shroud would be chain.
If the shrouds are rope, lay the battens along the
shr~)Ud, with one nail at the bosom of the hook; and
I $-ill. less than the battens are from nail to nail,
would be the length of the shroud from the bosom of
the hook to the back of the lashing eye, hooks being
previously spliced in.

hanging blocks. If th~re are no hanging _b~ocks, the·
sister blocks may be setzed near the eye se!Zlng.
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DEAD EYES IN TOPMAST SHROUDS.

TURNING dead eyes in topmast shrouds, before putting
over the mast-head.
Take the leno-th of topmast from hounds to tid hole,
that will be the length of No. I pair of shrouds, from
the seizing of the eye to the nip.
Then add the diameter of the rope to every following pair of shrouds, for the rise at m_as~-head.
You need to allow from four to SIX tnches more on
the forward legs of No's. 1 and 2· pairs ; as they are
served all the way down, they will not stretch so much
as the other shrouds.

TOP BURTON PENDA.J.'JTS.

LENGTH when fitted from the fork of the eye to the
thimble, would be one-fourth the length of topmast
from hounds to heel.

TOPMAST BACKSTA YS.

DIRECHONS to cut topmast backstays : Take the length
of lower mast from deck to trestle-trees, and topmast
from upper part of bolster to tid ; if fitted ~n board,
allow for half the eye, and what the rope w1ll stretch
will give the other half, and for taking the backstay
out to the· channels.
The service is one foot more than the shrouds.

DIRECTIONS FOR CUITING TOPMAST
SHROUDS.

TAKE the length of topmast from hounds to heel ·
if fitted on board, allow for half the eye; the rope will
stretch the other half.
DIRECTIONS FOR THE SERVICE.

LENGTH from the centre of the eye will be one-fifth
the length of topmast from hounds to heel ; the foremost legs of No's. I and 2 are served all the way
down.
SISTER BLOCKS.

THEY are seized in No's. 1 and 2 pairs of shrouds.
The distance they are seized in from the seizing of
the eye would be once and three-fourths the length of
the block for No. 1 pair, and the diameter of the rope
more for No. 2, for the rise at the mast-head · that will
allow the lift and reef tackle to lead cl~ of the

SERVICE IN WAKE OF TOP RIM AND LOWER
YARDS.

I

BREAST backstay, from the fork of the eye to the
commencing of the service, would be three feet less
than the topmast is from hounds to heel, and serve
eighteen feet down for a line-of-battle ship ; for smaller
vessels less service will do.
The after backstays, from the seizing of the eye to·
the commencing of the service, would be three feet
more than the topmast is from hounds to heel, and

s~e twelreet ~own.
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TOP-GALLANT SHROUDS.

to cut top-gallant shrouds : Take the
length of topmast from hounds to heel, and top-gallant
mast from hounds to heel.
Length of service for the eye part : Take one-fifth
the length of top-gallant mast from hounds to tid hole.
Length of service in wake. of the cross-trees and
futtock bolt: Length from the seizing of the eye to
the commencing of the service, would be three feet
less than the top-gallant mast is from hounds to tid
hole, and serve twelve feet down.
DIRECTIONS

TOP-GALLANT BACKSTAYS.

to ~t top-gallant backstays: Take the
length of lower mast from deck to trestle-trees, topmast from hounds to heel, and top-gallant mast from
hounds to heel
Le~gth of service for the eye part : The service is
three mches more than the shroud.
.
.s~rvice in wake of lower yards : Length from the
serzmg of the eye to the . commencing of the service,
would be three feet more than the topmast and topgallant mast are from hounds to heel, and serve
twelve feet down.
DIRECTIONS

ROYAL BACKSTAYS.
DIRECTIONS to cut royal backstays : Take the length,
of lower mast from deck to trestle-trees, topmast from
hounds to heel, and from the hounds of the royal
mast to the heel of the top-gallant mast.
Service for the eye part : Take one-fifth the length
or the royal mast
.~rvice in wake of lower yards : Length from the
serzmg of the eye to the commencing of the service
would be three feet more than the topmast, top-gallant
and royal masts are from hounds to hee~ and serve
twelve feet down.

DIRECTIONS TO CUT OUT AND FIT THE RIGGING FOR
LoWER YARDS, TOPSAIL, ToP-GALLANT, AND
RovAL YARDS.

~ FoR directions for the blocks, refer to pages 46, 47,
, ; 48, 49, and so.

.

TRUSS STRAPS.

-chain truss
are. gen.erally s~pplied with ~hain trusses and
straps, whtch are four m number ; two
SHIP.S

for the standing part, and two for tht! truss to reeve
through : they are lashed on the yard the same as
; ropestraps.
.
.
The advantage to be gained by the cham straps 1s,
in striking lower yards, not having the truss pendants
to unreeve ; two men in the bunt of the yard can
liDScrew the eye bolts, and that \"ill free both the
hauling part and the standing part ; there should
always be lanyards in the eye of the bolts, to prevent
them falling on deck.

1
t

For the standing part.
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All of!icers prefer them before the rope straps.
Four mches less than the yard is in circumference
would b~ the extr~me length of the strap, and th;
eye that IS welded m between the links to receive the
bolt of the shackle, should be at one-third the length
of the strap.

1 The round of the yard where the strap
should be placed is .. .
Once the round of the thimble
6-in. rope, once the round of it
Length to marry the strand
Then multiply it by three

ROLLING TACKLE STRAP.

Tars is a grommet strap; a four-strand rope is he
best to make a three-strand grommet
Length of rope it will take to make four straps if
made from a folf'r-strand rope, viz. : '
. Take three times the r<?und of the yard, and three
tlmes the round of the thtmble · then allow sufficient
end to splice it, which would b~ six times .the round
of the rope.
Length to marry the strand: Take once the round
of the yard, and once the round of the thimble.
Length of rope it will take to make three straps if.
'
made from a three-strand rope, viz. : . Take three times the . round of the yard, three
ttmes the round of the thrmble, and three times the
round of the rope; then allow six times the round of
the rope to splice it.
Length to marry the strand: Take once the round
of the yard, once the round of the thimble, and once
the round of the rope.
Put a chalk mark on the rope at the length
requ~ed ~o be married, before you unlay the rope.
Dtrectl?ns where it sh~mld be placed on the yard :
At two-thirds from the shngs to the quarter iron.
To prove i t -Three-strand rope.
For example:-

Allow six times the round of the rope for
splicing
Length of rope required for three stra);IS

Ft.

lo.

6

0

I

o

0

6

7

6

0

3

22

6·

3

°

25

6

Take the same directions for head ear-ring straps,
.and all grommet straps to go round a yard or mast,
with a thimble in them.

I

LOWER YARD FOOT ROPES.
WHAT

is the length of rope required to make them?

It will take once the extreme length of the yard,

.and 4-ft. 6-in.
For example:Ft. In.
The.main yard is xos-ft. and 4-ft. 6-in. make 109 6
To prove it.
Length it will take for the eye, once the
4 0
round of the yard-arm
0
sl
Once the round of the rope
1
4
Allow for splicing
Then r-ft. from the centre of the yard to the
shoulder would be ...
47 2
Allow 1-ft. to-in. for half the thimble and

I
:

~plicing

I

10

94

Ft.

Length of rope required for one side
Multiply by two
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0

2

Will give the length of rope required for both
sides
... ro9

No.1. No. z. No.3· No.4·

ln .

54

Ft. ln.

Ft. Jn.

Ft. In.

Length from eye to eye ... 3 8 3 t? 4 o
The same length will do for the roam yard.

F•. ln.

3

10

LOWER YARD JACK STAYS, HEMP.

6

To fit them :-Splice an eye in each, to fit the yardarm, put the strands in once whole strand and once
half strand ; then set it up and stretch the splice, taper
the yarns down, and serve it with spun-yam two feet
from the fork of the eye. The thimbles are spliced in
after the . stirrups are rove on them; then the length
from the fork of the eve to the thimble should be r-ft.
less than the yard is fiom the centre to the shoulder ;
and the droop below the yard would give sufficient
drift between the thimbles for lashing, which would be
about 4-ft.
LOWER YARD FOOT ROPE STIRRUPS.

STIRRUPS are short pieces of rope, four in number on
each side for large ships, and three for smalJ ships, an
eye spliced in each end, one to reeve on the foot ropes,
and the other eye to go over the jack-stay eye bolts on
top of the yard.
The length they should be when fitted,- The extreme length from the back of one eye to the back of
the other, should be once the circumference of the
yard-arm, close to the shoulder, for the short stirrup,
which would be the first from the yard-arm; the
second, two inches longer; the third, two inches
longer than the second; the fourth, or inner one, the
same length as the second.
For example:The round of the yard would be 3-ft 8-in.

LENGTH of rope required for the two, for all classes of
ships: Take once the extreme length of the yard,
and 3-ft.
For example :ln.
Ft.
Length of main yard
To which add

ros
3

0

Length of rope required

ro8

o

4

0

To prove it.
Len<>th it will take for the eye, once the
ro"und of the yard
Once the round of the rope
Allow for splicing it . . .
...
. ..
1 .ft. 6-in. from the centre of the yard to the
shoulder of the yard-arm would be
Allow for splicing the thimble in
Length of rope required for one side
Multiply by two
Length of rope for both sides

0
I

46
I

0

4~
3

8
9

54

0

0

2

ro8

0

74
6

0

8o

4

LOWER YARD JACKSTAYS, WIRE.

For Example :Allowing the yard to be 74-ft.
It will take the extreme length of the yard . .
}\nd one-twelfth

~

4
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For example :-Allowing the yard to be ro5-ft.
F t.

One-third the extreme length of the yard
would be ...
35
To prove it.
Length required for the eye, once the round
of the yard, and once the round of the
4
rope
Allow for splicing
.
A 28-in. long tackle block ~ll. take for
7
going round the block and spltcmg
Length of pendant from the eye to the
21
block, when fitted, would be . ..

ln.

of the yard . ..
3 o
Once the round of the wire
o 2 .
Allow for splicing
r 8
1-ft. from the centre of the yard to the shoulder 33 0
2
Allow for half the thimble and splicing
4
Length for one side
Multiply by two

40

2

0

2

Length of wire required for both sides

8o

4

To fit them:-Worm, parcel and serve a sufficient
length for the eye, which would be once the round
of the yard-arm, and two-thirds the round of the
rope; then form the eye, and put a stop round the
two parts, to keep them close together while splicing;
then splice the eye, putting the strands in once whole
strand, once two-thirds of a strand, and once onethird; put a good stop round the wire at each tuck,
to prevent the ";re from starting back when breaking
the ends off; then break the strands off close to the
rope, by working them quickly backwards and fonvards
a few times ; worm, parcel, and serve it all over.
The thimbles are spliced in after it is rove through
the eye bolts on the yard.
.YARD TACKLE PENDANTS.

ALL large ships have the yard tackle pendants on the
yards.
Length of rope required to make one pendant:. It will take one-third the extreme length of the yard;
the length of pendant, when fitted, from the fork of
the eye to the block, would be one-fifth the extreme
length of the yard.

,

0

7!
8

9
0

Length of rope required for one pendant . . . 35 o
To fit the pendant:-Splice an eye at one end to
fit the yard-arm, put the strands in once and a-half,
and serve over the splice; splice a long eye in the
other end, and seize the block in it; the length of the
eye should be 9-in. longer than the block.
SMALL SHIPS' PENDANTS.

THEY are fitted with a hook in one end, to go
round the yard and hook to its own part, and a double
block at the other end ; the block is strapped with a
short eye, and the pendant spliced through it.
Length of rope required. to make one pendant : [t
will take one-third the extreme length of the yard,
and, when fitted, it would be one-fourth the length of
the yard from the hook to the block.
Allowing the yard to be 52-ft.
Ft.

One-third the length of the yard ...
To orove it.
Allow foe half the thirnbl~ and splicing
- ~

c

ln.

Ft.

To prove it.
Length it will take for the eye, once the round

ln.

I1

4

2

z

H
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And for splicing the other end through the
eye of the block strap. _.
. ..
Length of pendant from the hook to the blo~k
should be one-fourth the length of the yard
Length of rope required for one pendant

TOPSAIL
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Ft.

In.

2

2

13

0

I have seen the foot ropes taken out to the gooseneck at the yard-arm, spliced round a thimble, and
an additional stirrup fitted with an eye to go over the
yard-ann, before the jack stay is put on; tha~ does
away with the Flemish horse, and they are considered
much better for the men to stand on out at the yardarm, as they have a longer drift.
It will require once the extreme length of the yard
and one-third for the two, if fitted as above described.
To fit them :-Splice a thimble in one end, to go
over the goose neck at the yard-am1, and, after the
stirrups are rO\·e on, splice an eye in the other end to
lash on the opposite quarter of the yard.

I7 4

YARDS.

PARREL.

ToPL.-HL yard parrel& are fitted with two legs one lona
and one s_hort! with an eye in both ends of ~ach ; th~
short leg IS seized to the centre of the long one, marled
together, and leather se11·ed rOtmd both. The seizing
should be a flat seizing.
Lengt~ of the long leg from eye to eye, when fitted :
Take twice the round of the yard, and two-thirds the
round of topmast.
Length o~ the short leg from eye to eye when fitted:
T ake ~v?-thnds the round of the topmast, then allow
for splicrng the eyes.
FOOT ROPES.

DIRECTIONs for the length : Take once the extreme
len~ of the yard and one-fourth for the two.
Splice an eye in one end to go over the yard-arm,
and serve about three feet; the eye is spliced in the
other end after the stirrups are rove on . that eye
would la:sh on th_e opposite quarter of the y:U.d, a foot
less thaD one-thrrd from the centre to the yard-arm
cleat

FOOT ROPES STIRRUPS.

are short pieces of rope, three in number
on each side for the fore and main topsail yards of
large ships, and two for mizen topsail yard and for
small vessels.
.
To fit them :-Splice an eye in each end, one to
reeve on the foot rope, and the other end to go over
the jackstay eye bolts on the top of the· yard
Length when fitted: From the fork of one eye to
the fork of the other, would be once the circumference
of the yard-am1, close to the shoulder or cleat, for
the short stirrup, which will be the first from the yardarm; the second, three inches longer tha~ the first;
the third, or inner one, one and a-half mches less
than the second or middle one.
For brigs and small steamers, allow a few inches
more, as their yard-arms are very small
For example:The round of the topsail yard-arm would be 2-ft,
9-in.
STIRRUPS

I
I
i
f

i
I

I

HZ
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The lengths for ...

.. .

From eye to eye, when fitted
For half the eyes :md splicing

.. .

INo. rJ No.

2.~

•r--=--t. In. Ft. In.IFt. In.

Allow for half the thimble and splicing

~ ""l

...

62626
'2
9

I
Length of rope required for one side : 5 3

5 4!

5 6

I

From eye to eye
...
__
For half t11e eye and splicing

()
··dl
w'-1

No.

...

2•

~

4

7

4

34

°2

Length of wire required for both sides

68

0

"
"

"

"

40

"

0

2

4

for the length of rope required :-Take
from one to three feet less than the extreme length of
the yards, according to the under-mentioned scale : F.x~remc !cn~th.
Ft.

FL ln.

68

y;;d

48
45

DIRECTIONS

~

To prove it.
Length it will take for the eye, once the
round of the yard-arm
Once the rou_n~ of the rope
Allow for spltcma it
1-ft. from the ~entre of. the
to the
shoulder of the yard-arm would be

"
"

J ACK STAYS-HEMP.

9

For example:•
It will take once the extreme length of the yard to
make the jack stay.
Length of fore topsail yard

"
"

3 0
They are fitted the same as lower yard jack stays.

- - -1-

·?

JACK STAYS-WIRE.

No.

Ft. l n. Ft. ln.
2 I 2 3
2 6 2 6

Q
... h ···
.. ~

Length of rope required for one side

1.

Length for one side
Multiply it by two

For all topsail yards, the extreme length of which
are less than 54-ft., you must allow the undermentioned lengths in addition to the extreme length
of the yards : FL l n.
FL
Extreme length of yard 51 Allow o 6

The round of the mizen topsail yard-arm would be
2-ft. I -in.
The lengths for

FL ln.
2
2

2

0

IO

0

'Z

r

6

27 4

I

Loos th!\n the

yard~

Lengt~ required.
ft.

In.

0

6

71
65

2

0

52

0

I

6

49

6

I

0

47

0

Ft.

ln.

74
68

3

0

2

54
51
48

6

F or all topsail yards, the extreme lengths of which
are less than 48-ft., ta'ke the eXtreme length of the
yard to make the hempen jack stays.
To fit them :-An eye is spliced in one end of each,
to go over the yard-arm, then set them up and serve
them: the thimbles are spliced in the other ends,
after they are rove through the eye bolts on top of the

yard
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JACK STAY -HK~lP.

FLE:\HSH HORSES.

LENGTH of rope required to make the jack stay,
would be once the extreme length of the yard and
one foot.
For example:Ft. ln.

A THDIBLE is spliced in one end, to go over the
goose-neck at the yard-arm, and an eye is spliced in
the ~the~ end, to seive on top of the yard.
·
Dtrecttons for the length: Take three times the
length of the yard-arm, that would be from the
shoulder Oi cl~t to the goose-neck, and where the
eye would be setzed on the yard would be twice and
a-half the length of the yard-.arm from the goose-neck.

T OP-GALLANT

T he extreme length of the fore top-gallant
yard is
Then a_dd one foot
To prove it.
Length for the eye, once the round of the
yard and once the round of the rope
Allow for splicing

YARDS.

Len!rth of rope required for the eye
The~ r-ft. from the centre of the yard to
the shoulder of the yard-arm would be
Allow for half the thimble and splicing

PARREL

THE parret is fitted with two straps, one lono- and the
"'
other short
_1:he long strap _is spliced round the yard, and two
se1zmgs put on It, one close to the yard and the
'
other to seize the thimble in.
For the length : Take once the round of the yard,
once the round of the mast, and once the round of
the rope, that w~uld be the length to marry the strap;
then allow suffictent end to splice it
_The short strap is spliced round the yard with a
.
thimble seized in it.
For the length: Take ~mce the round of the yard,
once the round of the thrmble, and twice the round
of the rope.
The strands of the splice are put in once and
a-half, and serve all over.
These straps are spliced, served, and the seizings
put on, before placing them on the yan:l.
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Length for one side
Multiply by two

}

o
o

I

10

0

6

2

4

r8

8

I

0

22

0
2

Will give the length of rope required for
both sides

'

43
r

44

0

If wire jack stays, allow 4-ft more than above
stated.
FOOT ROPES.

AN eye is spliced in one end, to go over the _Yard-arm,
apd a lashing eye in the other end,_ to setze on the
opposite quarter of the yard, one-thtrd out from the
centre of the yard to the cleat.
Directions for the length : Take once the extreme
length of the yard and two-fifths.
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For example :-The extreme
length of the
top-gallant yard is
And two.fifths would b~· ·
Length of rope required for the two

Le~
y

Ft.

ln.

43
17

0

6o

2

2

To prove it.
for the eye, once the round of the

Once the rou_n~ of the· ;~pe
Allow for sphcwg it

8

I

21

0

2

-

0

Length of rope re9uired for the eye
Allow for the lashwg eye and r .
... 2
Then fro th
sp Icmg
I
~~~d~trm c~eat to w?ere th~
eye wo~
ter f h
e on t e opposite quarAil ~ t e yard, one-third out would be
ow or the droop below the yard
::: 26
0

Leng_th required for one side
Multiply by two

FIRST.-JEER BLOCKS.

THEY. are placed on the top of the yard, the two eyes
of the straps are lashed the foreside of the yard,
leaving sufficient room between the blocks for the
slings; the size of the lashing should be half the
circumference of the strap, and passed rose-seizing
fashion.

0

0

8

SECOND.-TOPSAIL SHEET BLOCKS.

JO
6o

HAVING given directions for cutting out and fitting
the ri&:,oing and blocks for all the yards, I will now
state how it should be placed on the yards.

5

2

BRACE BLOCKS.

TRESE blocks are str
d ·
the yard-arm.
appe With a long eye, to go over

th:

TAKE the same directions for the parr~!, jack-stay,
quarter strap, and foot ropes, as are g•ven for the
top-gallant yardS.

7

2

Length of rope required for both sides

ROYAL YARDS.

RIGGING LOWER YARDS.

...

b:
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Length to cut the stra . T k .
the yard, twice the round %£
br o~ce thde round of
a -half the round of the ro e
oc , an once and
Length to marry th
p ·
the yard, once the ro~~a%f: t~~:Cnk,ce thde round of
round of the rope.
an once the

THESE blocks are called quarter blocks; they are
lashed close to the jeer blocks, and hang under the
yard, the eyes lash on top. The size of the lashing
should be half the circumference of the strap, and is
passed rose seizing fashion; there is a span put round
the straps above the blocks to keep them in their
place; the two eyes of the span are lashed together,
and all parts frapped together with the same lashing.
THIRD.-TRUSS STRAPS, CHAIN.

THESE are four in number, two to shackle the standing
parts to, and two for the hauling parts to reeve
· through; they are lashed on the same as rope straps,
dose to quarter blocks; let one thimble be above the
other, and the shackle for the standing part the same
way. See page 91.

...-
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FOURTH.-CLEW-GARNET BLOCKS.

blocks are lashed at tw·ice the length of the·
block outside of the truss strap, the blocks underneath
the yard inclining a little forward, to clear the topsail
sheet ; the size of the lashing should be one-third the
circumference of the strap, and passed rose seizing
fashion.
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TO RIG THE YARD ARMS.

THESE

FlFTH.-YARD SLINGS CHAIN.

are two parts; the length for each part is once
the round of the yard, and one foot six inches, or two
feet, according to the size of the yard; one end of each
piece is welded through a ring, a long link at the
other end, to receive the bolt of a shackle that
connects the slip; reeve them round the centre of the
yard; the ring comes up the aft side, the two ends
come up the fore side and reeve through the ring;
haul them well taut and seize them to the ring,
keeping the ring well forward; put a bolt of a shackle
through the two end links, and the slip goes through
the shackle; the other end of the slip is shackled to
the two ends of the mast-head slings.
THERE

JACK STAY EYE BOLTS .

THE eye bolts on all the yards should be served or
bitched with a ropeyarn or line spunyarn.
ROLLING TACKLE STRAP.

Is a grommet strap worked round the yard at twothirds out from the slings to the quarter iron; a
thimble is seized in it on top of the yard abaft the
jack stay.
See page 92, and allow half the round ~1
~e rope more than is there stated, to marry at.

FIRST.-FOOT ROPES.

d arms beat them close to
PuT the eyes over the ya: ;he s~irrups over the eye
shoulder, put the eh~s b~es that are in the ends of the
bolts, lash the tw<? t 1m u to the slings of the yard.
foot ropes, and tnce them lorn the fork of the eye t?
Len_gth of the foot ro~~e foot less than the yard IS
the thimble should hbe houlder of the yard-arm.
from the centre to t e s
SECOND.-HEAD EAR-Rll'l"G STRAP.

.

d the yard-ann, seize a
MA"-E a grommet stra~ r~un home to the foot rope.
thimble in it, and beat It c ose
THIRD.-JACK STAY.

e e bolts, beat the eye
h the
the end through
d
Y n·na strap splice a
th
ea ear- "
'
"ft
close h<?me to
e
win two feet six inches dn
thimble ill eachend, allo
the size of the lanyard
for setting up wlth a_lanya '
f the jack stay.
should be half the Circumference o
REEVE

rl

Y \RD
rou~a-·

TACKLE PENDANT.

d
d to remain on the yar s,
IN large ships they are fi tte
VlZ : d
and beat it close
Put the eye over the yar -arm,
home to the ja<:k stay. are fitted with a book and
In stru!-ll shipS they d taken off as required.
thimble, and are put on an
FIFTH -BRACE BLOCKS.

· . d
with the bead of the
PUT the strap over the y~ -a~ beat it close to the
pin of the block upwar • an
yard tackle pendants.
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truss straps ; sth, place the yard slings between the
jeer blocks. Serve the eye bolts on the yard and put
the rolling tackle strap on.
·

SIXTH,-LIFT BLOCKS

PUTbthe strap over the yard-arm and b.eat
the race block.
'
it close to

YARD-ARMS.

FIRST, put the foot ropes on, put the eyes of the
stirrup~ over the jack stay eye bolts, lash the thimbles,
and trtce th~m up to the sl_ings; 2nd, head earring
strap; 3rd, Jack stay, reeve It through the eye bolts
splice the thimbles in and set it up ; 4th, the yard
tackle pendant; s th, preventor brace block; 6th, the
after brace block ; 7th, put on the lift block.
Seize the leechline and slabline blocks on the same
way as the fore.

LEACH LINE BLOCKS.

1HE~E ~re two on each side of

one IS sctzed on the jack st
fi the ya:d, the outer
of the quarter iron . th . ay, ve or SIX feet irtside
.d
• e mner one fiv
· r
ou tsI e the clew-garnet block.
'
e or stx •eet
SLABLINE BLOCKS.

Tw~ on each side, fitted with tail

•
to the jack stay at the sam I s; they are hitched
blocks. These blocks h e pdace as the leach line
abaft the sails. There arang . own before the yard
with tails made fast to t~ tw_o double blocks fitted
hang d
b
e Jeer block strap· th
.'
ey
own efore the yard to le d h
deck.
a t e slablmes on

TO RIG A

BUNT SLABLINES.

A_ SINGLE block fitted with
.
slmgs of the yard a d h a tail, made fast to the
abaft the sail
' n
angs down before the yard
Lay the yard tackle pendants
yard, and stop it to the jack stay. straight along the

J

CROSS YACK YARD.

FoR the slings, there is an iron band round the centre
of the yard, with an eye to it, and a shackle to it to
receive the slip that is shackled to the masthead slings.
1st, lash the topsail sheet blocks; 2nd, lash the
truss straps on each side.
Cross jack yards are now allowed jack stays in
Portsmouth Dock-yard, and are necessary for a man
to hold on by in going out to the yard-arm.
YARD-ARMS.

TO RIG A MAI N YARD.
FIRST, lash jeer blocks I
.
between the blocks for th eavmg_ sufficient room
blocks close to the jeer bl;cbar~ slings; 2nd, quarter
close to quarter blocks .
' 3rd, lash truss straps
lashed on twice the length 4~h,thclewgarnet ~locks are
o
e block outstde of the

FIRST, put the eye of the foot over the vard-arm
splice a thimble in the other end; the length of th~
foot rope from the eye .to the thimble should be one
foot less than the yard is from the centre to the shoulder
of tl1e yard-arm ; lash the thimbles together and trice
it up to the slings of the yard ; put the eyes of the
stirrups over the jack stay eye bolts ; if there should
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be. no jack stay, the ends of the stirrup are plaited, and
nruled round the yard.
znd, put the eye of the jack stay over the yard-arm,
~ee~e the .end through the eye bolt, and splice a thimble
ill It ; splice a lanyard in, and set it well up.
3rd, put on the brace block; 4th, put on the lifts
which are single.
'

Some officers prefer carrying the foot rope out to
the goose neck; to do so, it will require an additional
stirrup round the shoulder of the yard. Refer to
page 103.
znd, head earring strap.
3rd, jack stay. Reeve the end through the eye
bolts on too of the yard, and beat the eye close home
to the head ear-rina
strap, splice a thimble in each end,
0
allowina two feet drift for setting up with a lanyard;
splice the lanyard in, and set it well up.
4th, brace blocks. Put the strap over the yardarm. and beat it close to the foot rope.
si:h, lift blocks. Put the strap over the yard, and
beat it close to the brace block.
A mizen topsail yard has single lifts, the same as a
small ship's fore and main topsail lifts..
6th Flemish horses. Put the thtmble over the
goose' neck at the yard-ar:m,. an eye spliced in the other
end to seize on the yard mstde of the shoulder, at once
and a-half the length of the yard-arm from the
shoulder.
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RIGGING TOPSAIL YARDS.
FIRST, ~he topsail tye block; this is an iron
~lock .wtth swivel and lugs, which is bolted to
ill an uon b~nd round the yard; znd, lash the

bound
an eye
parrel;
the long leg IS passed round the yard, and is lashed to
the short leg abaft the yard; 3rd, the quarter blocks;
these are double blocks for the topsail clewlines and
top-gallant sheet to lead tluough-they are lashed outside the parrel
A mizen topsail yard has only one tye block on the
yard.
The rolling tacJ?e strap is a grommet strap made
ruund the yard, wtth a thimble seized in it, half way
out from the centre of the yard to the shoulder or
cleat
Serve the jack stay eye bolts with a ropeyam.
.

YARD-ARMS.

FIRST, foot ropes. Put the eyes over the yard-arms,
beat them close t? th.e shoulder, splice an eye in the
other end, and setze It to the opposite quarter of the
yard, a foot less than one-third from the centre to the
y~d-arm, cleat or shoulder; put the eyes of the
surtups over the jack stay eye bolts.
·

RIGGING TOP-GALLANT YARDS.
FIRST, the slings, put a strap on the centre of the
yard, with a thimble seized in it ; 2nd, .t he parrel, put
the long strap on one side of the slmgs, the short
strap on the other side ; 3rd, quarter blocks, these are
double blocks for the top-gallant clewline and royal
sheets to lead throuah · they are lashed outside of the
parrel ; 4th, a grom~et strap placed one-third out from
the centre, with a thimble seized in it.
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YARD-ARMS.

over the strap of the double block of the fore stay
tackle, and stopped roun~ the ne~k c!ose to the
seizino- and a hook and thtmble spliced m the other
end t~ hook to a thimble that is strapped round the
neck of the double block of the main stay tackle.

FIRST, the foot ropes, put the eye over the yard-arm
beat it close to the shoulder, splice an eye in the
other end, and seize them to the opposite quarter of
the yard, one-third from the centre; 2nd, the jack stay,
put the eye over the yard-arm, splice a thimble in the
other end, and set it up at the centre of the yard with
a lanyard; nail the jack stay to the yard with strips of
hide.
Make a grommet to fit slack on the yard-arm, for
the yard rope to reeve through.

FORE STAY TACKLE STRAP.

INSTEAD of having a rope strap fitted with a thimble
and lashing eyes to lash round the foremast, have a
chain necklace fitted to the foremast head, under the
bolster, with two legs to hang down abaft the mast, to
hook the fore stay tackle pendant to. All who have
seen these necklaces, consider them far better than
rope straps.

ROYAL YARDS.
THESE yards are rigged the same as a top-gallant yard.
FORE AND MAIN RUNNERS.

FoR the length: Take twice the length of mast from
deck to upper part of trestletrees, for one runner.
A long eye is spliced in one end to seize the double
block in, the same as the topsail halliard block.
FORE AND MAIN STAY TACKLE PENDANTS.

For the length : Take three-fourths the length of mast
from deck to lower side of trestle-trees, a hook and
thimble are spliced in one end; the other end is
spliced in the eye of the strap of the double block; the
strands of the splice are put in once and a-half, and
served over.
SPAl'" BETWEEN. THE FORE AND MAIN STAY
TACKLE PENDANTS.

FoR the length when fitted, you must be guided by the
longest boom boat; an eye spliced in one end to go

1

I=

I

FORE STAY TACKLE PEr-iDAN:rS FOR SCRE\Y
SHIPS.

THESE are fitted as a span; the I?end~nt is rove
through the strap of the bl~ck, a':d setzed ~ the eros~
before the hooks are spliced m; there IS a hook
spliced in each end, one end hooks to the leg of the
necklace at the foremast head, the other ~o the
spare links of the mast-nead slings, at the mammast
head.
k
For the lenath : Measure with a small lme, ma ·e
one end fast t~ the necklace abaft the foremast! the
other end to the spare link of the mast-head slmgs,
at the mainmast, allowing the bloc_k to _hang dm~n
abaft the funnel, and is a parallel !me w1th the roam
stay tackle block.
FORE .llfD i\1.-\I:-.l STAY TACKLE FALLS.

FoR the length: Take four times the length of mast,
from deck to cap.
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RU:\'NER TACKLE FALLS.

BOWSPRIT SHROUDS. -WIRE.

J.?IRECTIOKS for the length of the falls: Take four
trmes the length of mast, from deck to the cap, and
five fathoms.

DIRECTIONS to measure for the length: Make a piec~
of spunyarn fast to the eye bolt at the bows, haul It
taut to the heart or thimble of the collar, cut the
spunyam at the collar and at the bolt Then 31ll?w
four feet more for splicing the heart and the s~1p m;
and, when fitted, there should be about fifteen mches
drift for setting up with a lanyard.
To fit them: Splice a slip in one end, and the heart
in the other· the strands of the splice should be put
in once whole strand, once two-thirds, and once onethird. Put a stop round each tuck, to prevent th_e
yams from starting back in breaking them off; set It
up and stretch the splice, break the strands off, tak_e
the stop off the tucks, worm, parcel, t<tr, and serve It
all over with spunyarn.
. .
.
If chain shrouds deduct one foot srx mches from It
for setting up 'vith a lanyard; if hempen ~hrouds,
allow three feet drift for setting up. If cham, there
is a heart, iron bound, or a thimble link at or~e end, to
set up the collar with a lanyard, and a shp at the
other end, to connect to the eye bolt at the bows .
•411 chain is neat, and answers well for the above
purpose; but there should always b_e a siip at the ~nd
that comes to the bow or stem, m case of carrymg
away a spar.

FORE AJ.'\D l\IAIN TACKLE FALLS,

FoR the length: Take four times and a-half the length
of mast; from deck to cap.
TO CUT AND FIT BOBSTA YS.--HEMP OR WIRE.

DIRECTIONS for the length to cut them: Take twice
the length from the hole in the cuhvater or stern to
the bowsprit, where their respective co~·s should be
lashed. on_ the bowsprit. Set them up, and stretch
them srx mches to the fathom. Woilll, parcel, and
serve them the length required.
Commence putting the parcelling on from the
centre, and_ par~el towards the ends; in putting it on
that way, It wJII prevent the wet from penetrating
between the edges, ·as one edge overlays the other.
Tar the parcelling, and serve it over with spunyarn.
If chain bobstays, one end is fitted with a slip to.
connect to the shackle in the stern, and a thimble in
the other end, or an iron bound heart to set up to a
shackle at the bowsprit with a lanyard.
Instead of leathering bobstays, put on sennit made
of three parts of three or four-yam spunyam, plaited
up. It IS hove on over the service \vith a serving
mallet, the same as in serving with sptmyarn.
The length to be sennited would be one-si..xth the::
length of the bobstay.
If wire bobstays, allow two feet more to each
bobstay than is stated for the hempen bobstays_

RU~:\I~G-1::-l
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BOWSPRITS.

SHIPS ir:.tended to . be used as rams are fitted. with
running-in bowsprits which are wood! and four-s1ded ;
the heel is kept in place between b1tts on the forecastle and with a slip fid, chocks are bolted to the
knightsheads, and the bowsprit runs out b~tween
them over a roller let into the stem head, and lS kept
I 2

~

-
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down by an iron band which goes over it, screwmg
down to the chock.
The bowsprit cap in iron with bolts for the whiskers
and dolphin striker on it, also two matches or ironbound sheaves for the topmast stays : inside the cap
are iron-bound hearts for the bobstays to set up to;
bobstay and bowsprit shrouds are chain, and the
standing part secures to a slip to the bows, setting up
to th~ bowsprit with a lanyard in large ships, in small
vessels it is fitted with a screw, which can be tautened
when required.

>
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ScALE FOR SPRITSAIL Guvs, BEFORE THE
BowsPRIT IS. STEPPED.

z

Example:THE length of spars are as follows:Bowsprit, from the knight head to the outer edge
of the cap, 5 I -feet.
Length of jib-boom from hound to heel, 49-feet.
Length of spritsail gaffs from jaws to hounds,
24-feet 6-inches.
Length of the martingale from jaws to hounds,
2o-feet.
The jib-boom is supposed to house one-third of its
length from the outer edge of the cap.
The ja1n of the spritsail gaff, when placed tu the
bowsprit, would be ro-feet from the outer edge of the
cap, and 6-feet 4-inches from the heel of the jib-boom.
SPRITSAIL GUYS,

THE length of the fore guys, when fitted, from the
crutch of one eye to the crutch of the other, will be
one foot less than the length of the jib-boom is from.
hounds to heel.
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If wire guys, the length from eye to eye would be
_the length of jib-boom from hounds to heel.
EYE FOR JIB-BOOM.

PuT a good whipping ·or stop on the rope at twice
and a-half the circumference] of the rope, from the
end.
Length for the eye : Take once the round of the jib
boom, and once the round of the rope from the
whipping to the strand, where the marlinspike is first
entered, put the strands in once whole strand, and
once half strand, then set it up and stretch the splices,
marl the ends down and serve over it; serve eighteen
inches from the crutch.
EYE FOR THE SPRITSAIL GAFF.

the same directions as for the other eye.
The guys should be made from well stretched rope ;
one-eighth worn is the best.

TAKE

AFTER SPRITSAIL GUYS.

To measure for the guys before the bowsprit is stepped,
you must make your dra'l'f-ings as follows, viz.: First
ascertain what distance the cat head is abaft the knight
head. (Suppose the cat head was 6ft. 6in. abaft the
· knight head.)
.
In making your drawings, allow the gaff to incline a
little forward, then measure from the hounds of the
spritsail gaff to the cat head ; add to that length
sufficient to make the eye, which would be once the
round of the gaff, once the round of the rope, and
sufficient end to splice it; then what it will take to
tum or splice the thimble in the other end, will give
the drift for setting up with a lanyard to the cat.head.
If wire, allow 3ft. more.
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Mter the bowsprit is stepped, to measure for the
after guys, take a line athwart the deck from one cat
head to the other, haul it well taut, then measure from
that line to where the jaws of the spritsail gaffs should
be on the bowsprit; that will be the lenoth of the guy
from the eye to the thimble.
"

For the length of each worming for this or any
other rope, would be once and a half th~ length of rope
required to be wormed, for each wormmg.
If it is a wire stay, it would be wormed, parcelled,
tarred, and served from end to end, and the eyes
served before being spliced.

MARTINGALE GUYS, OR JUMPERS.

BACK ROPES, OR MARTINGALE GUYS.

FoR the length: Measure from the spritsail gaff to the
iron-bound clump block in the stem, and from the
clump block to the knight head· that will be the
length. Splice an eye in one end to'go over the spritsail
~· the o_ther en~ reeves through the block; a thimble
1s turned m, and 1t sets up to the knight head with a
lanyard.
Freq1_1ently the after guy and jumper is one piece of
rope, W1th a horse-shoe spliced in it

FoR the length : Measure from the hounds of the
'martingale to an eye bolt in the cat head. Cut the
two in one, splice a short piece of rope in the centre
to form the eye to go over the '?artmgale i o~ some
have a thimble seized in the btght, and 1t ts. then
shackled to a band round the martingale. A thtmble
or a block is spliced in each end, to set up to the cat
head with a lanyard.

MARTIKGALE STAY.

To measure for the martingale stay before the bowsprit
is stepped: Draw the bowsprit and jib-boom the
length and steep required.
The length of the martingale stay, from the fork of
one eye to the fork of the other, would be seveneighths the length of the jib-boom from hound to heeL
If it is a wire stay, allow it to be six inches longer
from eye to eye.
Then from the hounds of the jib boom to the hounds
of the martingale, allowing it to incline forward, that
will be the length from the fork of one eye to the
fork of the other. Splice an eye in each end, one to
go f!Ver the jib boom, the other over the martingale.
Set 1t up, \)tretch the splice, and worm it from end to
end with 1 )(-in. rope ; marl the ends of the splice
down, and serve over it ; the length of service is
1-ft. 6-in.

JIB BOOM FOOT ROPES.

r
I}J

FoR the length, take once and a-half the length _of the
jib-boom, from hounds to heel; splice a short ptec~_of
rope in the centre to form an eye to go over the Jibboom ; put the strands of the splice in once whole
strand and once half strand, marl the ends down, and
serve over it. An eye is· spliced in the other end, to
set up to an 'eye bolt in the cap.
Make a Turk's head at every three feet, to prevent
the men' s feet from slipping.
FLYING JIB GUYS.

FoR length of the flying jib guys, see drawings ;
measure from the flying jib-boom end to the end of
the spritsail gaff, and from the gaff to the cat bead,
where it will set up to.
Splice a short piece of r<?pe ~ the centre to fo"!l
an eye to go over the flymg Jlb-boo_m end~ after _1t
is rove through the spritsail gaff, sphce a th1mble m
each end to set up to the ca:t head W1th a lanyard.

The Rigger's Guide.
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F LYI NG MARTINGALE STAY

FoR the length, rneas•He from th fl . . ..
to the sheave in the
.
e ymg Jib-boom end
the knight head.
martmgale, and from ditto to
Splice an eye in one end to
.
.
boom end, and after the end . go over the flymg jtbI IS rove th~ough the sheave
hole in the martino-ale
end to set it up to "the ,kna ~ lumhp block ts turned in the
.
1g1t ead
FLYING JIB STAY

FoR the length, measure fr
h
.
to th~ flying jib-boom en~m t de fitop-ga~ant masthead
ho~e m the martingale and' fran rom dlt_to to sheave
kn1ght head
'
om the martmgale to the
Splice an eye in one end to
funnel, turn a double blo k . ~o over the top-gallant
to t~e knight head a~er ~~ t ~ other end to set up
It IS rove through the
martmgale.
FLYING JIB-BOOM FOOT

FoR the length take
ROPES.
flying_jib-boom for bot~~~~t ~~e ;;treme length of the
Sphce a short piece of ro .P .
eye to go over the flying .. bpbe m the centre to form an
sprICe an eye in each Jlend
- oom end
t
. .
foot ropes and make .
o seize to the jib-boom
'
SIX over-hand kn ts ·
rope, to prevent the men's fieet fr om
· shppmg.
_o . m each foot

t

diminish to the length of mast in the drawing, whichever it may be ; also add the thickness of the channels
to the length of the mast.
FOR THE DRAWINGS.

MEASURE the length of the mast from the upper deck
to the lower side of the trestle-trees, then add the
depth of the trestle-trees and bolster, and the thickness
of the channels to it.
Draw a perpendicular line at that length for the
mast, then draw a horizontal line from the mast for the
half-breadth of beam.
To measure for the breadth of beam, measure from
the centre part of mast-hole to the outer edge of channels, abreast of the foremast dead eye ; then draw a
line from the -top of the perpendicular line to the end
of the horizontal line, that will be the same as if it
were from the_upper part of the bolster to the lower
edge of the channels, abreast of the foremast dead
eye, that will give you the length of the first pair of
shrouds ; and by adding twice the circumference of the
rope to each following pair of shrouds, will give you
the required length of tile whole number of pairslikewise the quantity of rope you require.
Having stated the information that is rec;uired
for measuring and cutting out standing rigging, the
.reader is referred to the illustration of the fore shrouds,
u-in. rope. A SCALE FOR CUTTING FORE SHROUDS,
I !-1:\.
ROPE.

DIREcriONS FOR
BEFORE

C
TH~;:AG
OuTS LoWER

ST

IS

TEPPED.

RIGGING

FIRST ascertain if th
h
or below the upper d:c~. ~~e~~15are above, flush with
a .t
must be ascertained
before you make yo
ur rawmgs ; you- must add or

d

For example:Length of fore mast from upper deck to
.lower side of trestle-trees
Depth of trestle-trees and bolster

Ftbm. ft. iD.

9
o

:o~

1

o
8
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Channels below deck ...
Depths of channels

Fthm. Ft. ln.
0
0
8
0
0
6

9 4

Draw a perpendicular line froJO the mast, s8-ft Io-in.
and a horizontal line 24-ft. for the half breadth of
b~am, that would be from the centre of the mast hole
to the outer edge of the channels, abreast of the forward dead eye in the channels. The breadth of beam
gave 4-ft 4-in. for taking the shroud out of channels
·
Distance from the upper part of bolster to
the lower edge of channels would be . . . ro 3 3
Plac~ the ~varping pins r o-fms. 3-ft. 3-in. apart
Multtply tt by two for No. I pair of shrouds o o z
Length of No. I pair of shrouds
Ditto
,
z
ditto
Ditto
,
3
ditto
,
4
ditto
D itto
Ditto
,
5
ditto
Ditto
,
6
ditto
Ditto
,
7
ditto
Ditto
,
8
ditto
No 9 is fitted as two single shrouds
Allow for half the eyes and splicing
Length of rope required

ZI

0

6

ZI

2

21
22

6
6

0

4

22

2

23
23
23
23
3

0

6
6
6

0

6

2

4

6
6

0

0

204

4

6

. To measure fo~ ~e rigging after !he mast is stepped
wtth an angle lm:. An angle !me is twenty-three
fathoms of qua.rter-mch rope, well stretched, with an
over hand knot z-ft from the encL
. S~d a man. to the mast head by the starboard girt
!me, m a bowline. ~ot, onlr sufficiently large enough
for the man to stt m ; for if the bowline knot is too
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long, the man is liable to fall out : I have seen that
accident happen more than once.
Fthm. ft. ia..

Put the knot of the angle line close to the
centre of the mast, the starboard side,
above the bolster, haul it taut down to
the outer lower edge of the starboard
channels, abreast of the fore mast dead
eye, there mark the line with a yarn put
through the strand, measure the line, and
it will prove to be . . .
If the rigging is to be fitted on board the
ship, allow one-fourth the round of the
mast bead in addition to the angle,
which will be

10
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The simplest method to measure for rigging when
and fitted on board of a ship, is as follows,

c~t out
VlZ:-

,I

Put the knot of the angle line to the centre of the
mast, the port side, above the bolster, and haul it taut
.down to the upper part of.the foremast dead eye in the
starboard channels, then twice that length will give you
the length of No. r pair of shrouds; then add t"'-ice
the round of the rope for each following pair. That
will allow for the rise at masthead, for the spread in the
channds, and for going aft.
WARPING THE RIGGING ROUI\'D THE PINS.

MAKE one end of the hawser fast to the lower pin
with a piece of spun-yarn, haul it taut, and take the
bight round the upper pin, and haul it taut below the
lower pin. Let the men be some distance from the
pins when they haul it taut; station three men at each

128

pin, to stand on the hawser to keep it down on the
floor, close to the other part, and from rendering back;
it is passed round the pins. Every shroud follows its
own part round the pins, flat on the floor ; this allows
for the rise at the masthead and the spread in the .
channels.
There are eight pairs of shrouds, and two single
ones ; they are called swifters.
When the ninth part is warped round the pins, make
a chalk mark on the hawser, at the centre of the lower
pin, haul the han·-ser straight, and measure three
fathoms from the chalk mark, and then cut it; that
will allow sufficient rope, with what it will stretch, for
the twb eyes; put the end ef it abreast the centre of
the lower pin, round back on the bight, and centre it
above the upper pin; put a spunyarn stop on the
centre of the bight, that is where it would be cut
after it is served for the two eyes.
Dimensions for the length of service for the eye
part is, one-third the length of the mast from deck to
lower side of trestletrees, which will be I8-ft.
Draw a chalk line straight athwart the shrouds,
I8-ft. from the upper pin, except the foremost leg of
No's. I and z pairs, which are served all the way
down.
When the shrouds are cut, put two or three turns of
yarn round the rope where it is chalked.
Draw a chalk line at the centre of the shrouds, at
the back of the upper pin, that is where they would
be marked according to their respective numbers;
chalk the shrouds at the lower pin the same way,
that is where they should be cut.
Cut the bights at the lower .Pin; put the axe underneath the rope, and beat it down with a commander,
that cuts it off dean; whip all the ends.
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TO MARK THE SHROUDS.

all the rest of the shrouds with two-yarn
spunyarn, take a clove hitch round the chalk mark
at the centre of the shroud, and lay the two ends up,
make as many knots as the shrouds are in number,
the first knot to be eight inches from the shroud, viz.:
For the 8th pair, 8 knots; for the 7th pair, 7 knots ;
for the 6th pair, 6 knots; for the sth pair, 5 knots;
for the 4th pair, 4 knots; for the 3nl pair~ 3 knots;
fot the znd pair, 2 knots; and for the Ist patr, I knot.
The ninth pair will be for two single shrouds;
instead of making nine knots, put two turns of spunyam round the centre of the shroud, that is where it
will be cut, after it is served for the eyes.
MARK

FITTING THE SHROUDS.

a bend at each end of the shroud, the same as
for a clinch at the end of a rope, put a chalk mark at
4ft. from the end, and another mark Ift. 4in. from the
end. In forming the bend, these two marks are
brought abreast of each other and seized, with fourteenyarn spunyam, over the chalk marks.
Toggle one end to a ~trap that is round a post, the
other end toggles through a strap of a four-fold block,
and the fall brought to the windlass.
When the shroud is straight along the floor, chalk a
mark on the floor, opposite the back of the bend, and
then it will be seen what the shroud bas stretched,
without measuring it, and when it is stretched six
inches to the fathom, put a chalk mark on the floor
opposite the back of the bend.
The first shroud to be hove out is No. 1, and every
shroud heaves out twice the circumference of the rope,
longer than each other. Set them up by their following
numbers, and mark the floor for every pair.
MAKE

K
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Worm No. I and z pair from the quarter mark on
the after legs to the end of the fore mast legs, with
fourteen-yam spunyam, and back it with four-yam
spunyam, that will fill up the lays of the rope.
Parcel the shrouds with strips of canvas, from the
end towards the centre of the eye, and fro"m the
quarter mark towards the eye.
Why should it be parcelled towards the eye?
Because if it were parcelled from the eye towards the
end, t~e wet might penetrate between the edges of the
parcelltng and have no way to escape; but if parcelled
up, the wet cannot penetrate, as one part overlays the
edge of the other.
Put the parcelling on with the lay of the rope, and
near ~he centre of the eye put it on thicker, or else in
bendmg up_ the ~hroud to form the eye, the service
and_ parcelling Will open, which will allow the wet to
get m.
Give it a good coat of tar.
S_erve the shrouds with six-yam spunyam, put it on
agamst the lay of the rope.
The foremast legs of Nos. I and z are served all the
way do;vn; all the other shrouds are wormed, parcelled,
and serv~d from_ q~arter mark to quarter mark.
The ntnth _pa1r IS for tw? single shrouds; set it up.
and stretch tt, and at tw1ce and a-half the circumference of the rope
from the centre mark ' worm,
.
parceI and serve 1t once the circumference of masthead and one-sixth, for the eyes, each side of the
centre mark; then let it down and splice the eyes, and
put the strands in once and a-half.
After being spliced, lash the two eves too-ether
the
0
bends being left in the ends; toggle' them as b;fore,
set them up, marl the ends of the ·strands down and
serve over the splice.
'

FOR:\HNG THE EYES IN SHROUDS.

I

I

To form the eyes in shrouds, take one end of the
shroud to the other, allow one end to be a little
longer than the other for the after leg, according to
the range of the dead eyes in the channels · break
down the bight, pass three turns of a small rop~ round
the two parts of the shroud, four feet from the back of
the eye ; set two men on the floor, each side with
their feet against the shroud, and haul on the tw~ ends
of the rope; haul both sides equal, and keep the
shroud square till the two parts meet.
J:>ut a spunyam stop on, to keep the two parts close
while you prepare the seizing.
SEIZING THE EYE

I

L.~

FORE SHROUDS.

PUT a piece of tarred canvas round the two parts of
the shroud, under the seizing ; length of seizing,
5-fthm. r-ft. of rtin- rope. Splice an eye in one end,
put the strands m once, and do not cut them off·
well stretch it, pass the eye round tlie shroud, and
reeve the end through it; wind seven turns round the
shroud, ~d reeve the ends underneath the parts and
through 1ts own eye, leaving sufficient bight to heave
on; place it square round the shroud; two strands of
the splice are laid down the shroud the turns of
seizing to lay over it. Make a yam f;st to the third
strand, and pass it round the shroud, above the seizing,
to keep the eye in its place, or when you heave the
first turn, it will render too far round. Heave the
seizing on with a mallet, after the seven· turns are hove
taut on, naul the slack through the eye, and heave it
taut.
Take the yarn off the third strand, and lay the strand
.K 2
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on the top of the lower turns, and pass six riding turns
over it ; put the end between the sLxth and seventh
turns ot the lower parts.
Put a stop of spunyam round· the shroud, four
inches above the seizing, and one four inches below,
and drive the marlinspike down between the two
parts of the shroud, close to the upper part of the
seizing ; relieve the spike by driving a wedge between
it and the spike, and the spike will become loose ; take
it out, drive it in below the seizing, and relieve it with
a nother wedge; pass one crossing tum and heave it
taut, pass the second tum, let the end come up underneath its own part, and heave it well taut ; take a half
hitch round the shroud and heave it taut, unlay the
end and make a crown knot, cut the ends off, and tar
the seizing.
~

A ScALE FOR TaRNING
For example : -

DEAD

EYEs,

LowER RIGGING.

Take the length of fore mast from the upper
deck to the upper part of bolster, that
will be
The channels were 8-in. below deck

Fthm. ft. in..

9

3

0

0

8
8

Draw a perpendicular line at that length
for the mast
9 4 4
Draw a horizontal line to the the right of it,
23-ft. for the half breadth of beam, that
would be from the centre of the mast
bole to the outer edge of channels,
abreast of the forward dead eye ; the
o 3 8
breadth of beam gives
Length of foremast shroud, from bolster to
channels ...
ro

BREADTH OF BEAM.

:z o

·.

CHANNELS.

~- The drawings here laid down show the length of the shrouds, from

, :c, · . .

~~~~

upper part of bolster to the channels.
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Draw another mast, zo-fthm. 2-ft., with three-eights
of an inch rake to every SL'"( feet in length, that would
be the length of the foremast shroud from bolster to
channel; then draw a horizontal line to the left of it
for the length of channels; measure what distance
the dead eyes are apart in the channels, and mark the
same distance in the drawings. There are eleven
dead eyes in the channels, therefore two are left as
spare dead eyes.
. Draw every shroud separate from the upper part of
bolster to channels, abreast of their respective dead
eyes.
When the first pair of shrouds are over the masthead, the seizing of the eye would be one foot three
inches from the mast.
Allow once the diameter of the shroud to every
following pair for the rise at mast-head.
Tlie drift between dead eye in shrcud and dead eye
in channels, for wire shrouds, would be 2-ft ; for hemp
shrouds should be s-ft, if new rope ; if hemp, after
the shrouds have been set up two or three times, there
would be about 3-ft. drift between the dead eyes.
The ·standing part of the shroud takes up in going
haLf round the dead eye, once the circumference of
the shroud. Length of shroud it will take from the
lower part of the dead eye to the nip, dead eye 17
inches in diameter, it will take half the circumference
of the dead eye and once the circumference of the
rope.
It wiLL be found by measuring 7-ft. perpendicular up
the foremast shroud, and by drawing a line straight
athwart all the shrouds at 7-ft. perpendicular from the
channels, that the after shroud will measure 7-~. 10-in.
up the shroud from channels, and the same in proportion to every shroud for going aft, which is shown in
the table, or you can ascertain it by the drawings.
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SEIZING THE SHROUDS
EYES.
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FOR THE DEAD

PAss the end of the shroud underneath the up and
down part.
. The ends of_ the shrouds will be inside and aft, both
sides of the ship.
Nip t~e two parts together, where the end is
crossed With a strand and a bolt, so that the mark will
be at_ the centre of the nip.
Bnng the end round to its own part, and pass a
strand round the two parts, put a bolt close to the up
and down part, pass the end of the strand round the
ends of the bolts, and heave the two parts toaether
the same as for the strap of a block; when the hv~
parts are close., put a sp~nyarn stop on to keep the
~o I_>arts together,_ and It also keeps the seizina from
shppmg down ~v~tle . heaving it on. The siz~ and
lengt~ of 0~ se~mg IS 2-in., length 5-fthrn. 3-ft.
tli T~IS seizmg 1s called a throat seizing. The first
m IS put on close to the stop, and the turns passed
up towards the standing part of the shroud; it is hove
on and sec~red the same as the seizing of the eye
sheven and SIX turns, and the end is left to pass round
t e shroud.
·
•
QUARTER SEIZING.

~HIS is a fiat seizing, for there are no riding turns.
Sl2e ~d ~~~gth, r}-in. 3}-fthm.
'
-~his se12mg should be four inches below the throat
setzmg.
The shroud being seized, place the dead eye in and
beat the eye down the shroud till it is close round the
dead eye.
D!rections for the size of dead eyes that are
requued for different size shrouds:
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The diameter of the dead eye should be once and
a-half the circumference of the rope.
SHROUD LANYARDS.

I

i

'I
f

THE lanyards should be half the circu~ference of the
shrouds, if hemp; if wire the same s12e as sh_rouds;
the standing part spliced into an eye bolt m the
chains the afterside of dead eye, reeve the other end
through the after-hole in dead eyes, from in out, and
when rove full, the hauling part will be fou_nd_under the
standing part of the shroud, for there _It IS that ~he
first and greatest strain comes when settmg up, which
if the lanyard were rove any other way would be
brought on the seizing, and wou!d cause the dead ~ye
to slew. By bringing the standmg part to the cha~s,
the purchase is increased and the tendency to capstze,
which dead eyes in new rigging are liable to, is prevented. The old system was to make a Matthew's
knot in the lanyard, and rove through the hole on
which the end part of the shroud was rove, from m
out
TO CUT OUT FORE STAYS, 14-t;:-;. ROPE.

FoR example:Directions for the length: Measure from the afterpart of mast-head to the bowsprit where the collar
would be lashed on, and the length of mast-head for
the half collar· or once the round of the mast-head
twice and a-half the circumference
and four-fifths,
of the rope for splicing the half collar.
If fitted in the rigging house, it would be str~tched
six inches to the fathom, and would be sufficient to
make the two flemish eyes; if fitted on board, you
may allow half what it would take to make the eyes.

'and
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TO FIT THE FORE STAY.

round the eye twice; each turn is hove on with a
mallet, leaving sufficient room between the ~rns _on
the outside, for one turn to go between :ac~ m gC?mg
round the !'econd time; the inside turns will nde a httle
when finished.
Fid the eyes out and stop them together.

IF the stay and collar are in one piece of rope, make
a flemish eye in each end, as in page 16. Ropemaker's eyes are made in the stays, before being laid
up, which is the better way.
·•
TO SET THE STAY UP AND SERVE IT.

WIRE STAYS.

PUT the two bights of a pair of slings over the
toggle at each end, one toggle to a strap round a port,
the other to a strap of a purchase block.
T O STRETCH THE FORE STAY AND SERVE IT.

Bring the fall to the windlass, and heave the stay out
six inches to the fathom.
_Worm 19ft. at each end, from the back of the ~ye,
With fourteen-yam spunyarn, and back it with six-yarn
spunya:n- Parcel it with canvas and tar it, put the
parcellmg on towards the eye, and serve it with sixyarn spunyam.
Lower the stay down, cut 3fm. 3ft. 6iu. off from
one end to splice to the other end, to form the collar.
Take the toggles out of the eyes, lay the half collar on
the top of the other part, lash the two eyes together to
keep them square, and put two stops on the other
parts to keep them together.

1
I

I

,\

j

TO SPLICE THE HALF COLLAR.

PUT the strands of the splice in once and a-half. Put
a toggle through both eyes, and make a bend at the
end of ~he stay, and toggle it to the purchase; stretch
the sphce, taper the strands and marl them down
worm, parcel and serve ten feet down the stay fro~
the fork.
Lower the stay down and cavil up the crutch finish
the eyes by serving them with four-yam sp~yarn,

!
I .

FoR ,vire stays, allow 6ft. for the nvo half ~yes and
splicing, in addition to the measurement gJ.Ven for
hemp.
To fit them : Serve a sufficient length for th_e eyes
before splicing them; then splice the eyes, pt~ttmg the
strands in once whole strand, once nvo-thirds, and
once one-third: serve sufficient for the half collar, and
splice it; then serve ten feet down the stay from the
fork.
TO TURN THE HEART IN THE FORE STAY,
CUTTER STAY FASHION.

L&"'GT~ of rope it takes from the lower part of the
heart to the nip, would be half the round of t~e heart,
and once the round of the stay; the standmg part
would take up half the circumference of the stay.
The heart is turned in the same way as the dead
eyes in the fore rigging.
The outer or starboard stay the same as the starboard shroud.
The port or inner stay the same as the port sh:oud.
The upper stay is two feet longer than the mner

sta§'~iie the heart in ,vith zin. rope; length it will take
for each stay, 6-fm. 4-ft. 6-in.
The seizing should be -a racking seizing; and

uo
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FORE MAST.

CUTTING OUT WIRE RIGGING.

IN cutting out wire rigging, ascertain what distance
the dead eyes in the channels are from each other,
and whether the channels droop forward or aft
For example:FORE CHANNELS.
THE distance-from the forward dead eye to the after
one is 27-ft., and the after pair of shrouds, which is
No. 7, was r2-ft. 6-in. longer than the fonvard pair,
which is No I ; that is s-ft 9-in. on No. 7 leg, and
6-ft. 9-in. on No. 8 leg longer than the foremast pair,
No's. I and 2 legs.

MIZEN CHANNELS.

THE distance from the forward dead eye to the after
one is 9-ft ; the after shroud being a single one, it was
only 9-in. longer than the fonvard leg of No. r pair.
N.B.- This ts owing to the mizen mast having
more rake than the-other masts, and less spread with
the dead eyes, and only five shrouds.

~·L

ln.

o
o

o
o
6
6
2

Multiply it by
21
21

1

0

I

,

2I

2

6
6

21

2

10

,
"
",

22
22
23
23

Extreme length of No. r pair of shrouds

,
"

"
",

MAIN CHANNELS.
THE distance from the fonvard dead eye to the after
one is r8-ft., the after pair of shrouds was only 6-ft.
6-in. longer than the fonvard pair, No. r ; that was
2-ft s-i11. on No. 7 leg, and 3-ft r-in. on No. 8 leg,
longer than the fonvard pair No's. r and 2 legs.

Frhm.

Length of mast from de~k to lower side -~~ 8 3
trestletrees
2
0
Depth of trestletrees and bolster
.. .
Breadth of beam from the after centre part
f mast hole to the outer edge of c~annels
fs 2r-ft. 3-in., thus giving for carrytng the o 4
·· ·
···
··· 0 2
shrouds out
For wire allow 2-ft below chan~els
Allow for half the eye for wtre rigging, o 4
which would be
From the opposite side of mast above the
10
3
bolster, to z-ft. below channels

instead of riding turns, each turn ts put between the
racking turns, and the seizing ts crossed in two
places.

!J
1

I

"

"
"
"

,"
"
"

2

3
4

5
6

7

8

,

I

I

I

8

2

0

5

Length of wire ~equired for fore shrouds,
0
2
4}in. wire, I6-m. dead eyes
... r_76_ _
_
FORE TOPMAST SHROUDS, 7~in. ROPE.
The following table will show the length to cut the
shrouds out
For example:Fthm. FL [n.
Len~ of topmast from hounds to heel,
which would be the length of the
9 0 3
foremast shroud.
2
Multiply by
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Fthm.

l

at that
The warpmg pms are placed
distance from each other.
Length of No. I pair of shrouds
2

"
"
3
"
"
4
"
5 for two "single shrouds
Allow"for half the eye and splicing

FL

ln

I8 0
I8 I
I8 3
I8 4
I8 5
I I

6
9

4

0

93

0

3
6
0

WARPING THE SHROUDS.

r

They are warped round the pins the same as the fore
shrouds.
Fthm. FL ln.
The length required for service at the
eyes is one-fifth the length of the topmast from hounds to heel.
I
4 IO
At Iofl xoin. from the pin, draw a chalk line
straight athwart the shrouds, that is where the service
should come to (except the foremast legs of Nos. I
and 2 pairs, for they a:re served all the way
down}; put a yam on the chalk marks, cut the b ights
at the lower pin, and whip them ; mark the eyes with
two-yam spunyarn, the same as for the fore srroud;.
Set the shrouds up and heave out three inche~ to
the fathom (if fitted in the rigging house, they should
be hove out six inches to the latham) ; worm with
eight-yam spun-yam. They are fitted the same as the
fore shrouds.
SISTER BLOCK.

THERE will be a 24-in. sister block seized in the first
and second pair of shrouds ; the block should be
seized in the shroud, at the. distance of once and

.
f.
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1

th~e_e-fourths the length of ~he block from the eye
sc:umg, that would be 3-ft. 6-m. ; you must allow the
~tameter of the shroud more for No. 2 pair, for the
nse at mast head. There will be three seizings round
the shroud and block, and one close underneath
the block.

I

· • TABLE ~-oR T U R~ING DEAD EYES LX T OI')!AST ::'HROl:DS.
i)< o. 1 .
)/o. 2.
)l"o, 3No. 4· X o. ;.
- -- f - - - - - - - - 1 -

I

,\ 1 c
fl F t . ln. Ft. ln. ft. ln. Ft. In. Ft. ln.
. b:r~err;>~nth~pt':; rf:.rt o j G__;_8 54 7 5+ 8 Yf. S 5-i to
Distance the seizing i.-i from l
t
o
t
o
t
o
t
o
1
o
themost
..
..
t.
- - - - - - - -D
8 D
7 D
8 D
8 D w
f or rise :u m:t:it he:u.l
.. ,
4
4
S
For sending pan ..
..
6
6
6
6
6
For going :! round dead eye.:;
2
o
z o
2
o
2
o
o

DlR_ECT~ONS

for turning the dead eyes in, before
puttmg 1t over the mast head, viz. :-

I Drift from cop rim . .

9

I

7

0

Draw a perpendicular line at that length
for the length of the topmast
... 8
And a horizontal line 9-ft. 6-in for the half
breadth of the top, that will give f0r
taking the shroud out to the top rim . . . o
The length from upper part of bolster to
top rim ...

3 ro

from seumg to mp

I

- -- - - - - - - - ~5 oo 15
1
6 6 D
o
5 o
5
o ! ;;

2
151 6
6152
-=--;--8-::-;--;---=-;6 1---, -61--::;- ,:''
.:~
I.:~ l
I_ _ .-,. I___, __-_ ___ -,1
51

jl

..

ji

I

0

6

.>

"
\Vhat the port shroncl rises )~ 1
:tbove ohe st.~rboard
j _ _ _:_

I

o

:- - ---!- -- - ·-o

!

.)I

10

.>

1
I 51

:>

2

3

sr

8

I .:;z

...

:.£

8 j .5~

2

forward leg of Nos. r and 2 pair, as they are served
all the way down, and will not stretch as much as the
other shrouds. Allow five feet drift from top rim for
setting the shroud up.

3

Fthm. ft.

8

If the shroud was over the mast-head, the seizing
of the eye would be one foot from the mast · you
must allow the diameter of the rope to each f~llow
ing pair of shrouds for the rise at the mast-head.
The standing part takes u9 six inches in going half
round the dead eye; dead eyes eleven inches in
diameter. Length of rope it will take from the lower
part of dead eye to the nip, is half the circumference
of the dead eye, and once the circumference of the
rope. You need allow six inches mare on the

~Lo1gth o~s~rbo.~r~shroudsl

!

I Length of port shroud:;

5 5

o

..

!! Foremast shrd. being ser\'ed

Fthm. Ft. ln.

8

!

I

.

TUR.."'ifNG DEAD EYES IN TOPMAST SHROUDS
CUTTER STAY FAS HION, 7!·1t<. ROPE.

Take the length of topmast from hounds to
lower part of fid hole, that will be
Add the depth of crosstrees and bolster,
which is

H5
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'

f

I
I

I

Length of the foremast ~hroud, from the
seizing of the eye to the nip that goes
round the standing part of the shroud,
for the eye

8

3

[o.

s

FORE TOPMAST BACKSTAY!:i.

Directions to cut them :Take the length of foremast. from deck to
the lower side of trestletn:es, that will
give
Topmast from hounds to heel
Depth of crosstrees and bolster
What the channels are below deck

9
9
0

0

0
0

I

3
7
0

- --J.
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H6
. to form the other half eye ; in that case
served roJ~~~t three feet from the given length ; put
you can e .
d half and serve ten feet down
'
.
the strands m once an afrom the splice.
H ve the eyes to and seize them,
After backstays.-h ead
'tb 1 1 in . lenoth 4-}
the same as the s rou s, wt
r .'
.,
-

Fthm. FL ln.•

Place the warping pms at that distance
apart
Multiply it by
Length to cut No. I pair, viz., the breast
backstay
Length to cut No. 2 pair
No.3 pair
Ditto

~

r8

3

[Q
2

37
37
37

4

9
3
9

Length of _rope required for the three patr r r 2

3

9

3

\\'hat the rope stretches, will allow sufficient for the
eyes, and the spread to the channels.
Warp them round the pins the same way as the
shrouds.
The length of senice for the eye part would be one
foot more than the shroud.
Draw a line straight athwart the backstays, at roft.
roin. from the pin ; mark them "·ith a yarn after they
are cut, whip the ends, and mark the eyes. For the
breast backstay, put three turns with a yarn at the
centre of the pin, and mark the after backstays, No. r
and No.2.
To fit them : Set them up and 'stretch them six
inches to the fathom, and worm the part for the eye
and top rim with eight-yarn spunyarn, parcel it with
canvas, tar it. and serve it with five-yam spunyarn.
The length for service in the wake of top rim and
fore yard, is three feet less than the topmast is from
hounds to heeL
That would be from the seizing of the eye to the
commencing of the service, and serve down eighteen
feet.
Breast backstays, one on each side. Instead of
cutting the backstay to make a cut splice, serve three
feet at the centre for the eye, and splice a piece of

I
i

!

fathoms.
t out and fitted on board of
I~ the bac~:r af{;vc~r half the eyes, in addition
a shtp, you .
b
tated as there is not the conto the drrecttons a hovthes as' there is in the rigging
· e to stretc
em
·
f·
vemenc
l bel w the fifth class of a ngate.
o_
house. All vesse s
have only one pair of a stde.
FORE TOP:YlAST STAYS, S~in.' ROPE.
the length to cut the mner stay:-DrRECfiONS fior
Fthm. Ft. In·
art of toomast head to the
Fr?m thehatlter_ p the bee's of the bowsprit
mner o e m
r8 4 o
will be ...
...
3 o
From ditto to knight head . . . . .
.. . 1
half collar whtch wtll be the
Lenath of the
·
'
nd
le~gth of the mast-hea~, or once a
3
four-fifths the round of dttto
...
· d r:,or the inner sta}'
Length of rope requrre

27

4

OUTER !--TAY.

FROM the afte~ part ofbto~m7~~;a~o~~s;~~
outer hole m the ee:, o
rS 5
will be ...
...
8 0
From ditto to knight head
3
Length of the half collar
zS 2
Length of rope required for_the outer stay
L 2

0
0

I
I
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What the rope will stretch will allow sufficient to
make the Flemish eyes, and splice the half collar.
For the Flemish eyes, see page r6. The stays are set
up and stretched six inches to the fathom, and fitted
the same as the fore stays. After the half collar is
spliced, serve seven feet from the fork down.

Gu.id~.

U9

will be three feet less than the to[>'gallant mast is from
hounds to tid hole ; 'lnd serve twelve fee_t down.
Directions for the eye : The length It "·ould take
for the eye, would be once the round of the funnel,
and once the round of the shroud.
.
.
A thimble, an iron roller, or a sister. b_lock, IS se1zed
in each pair of shro~1ds, clo~e to the se~zmg of the eye,
for the top-gallant hfts; a s1ster block IS the best.

FORE TOP-GALLANT SHROUDS, 4!-in. ROPE.

DIREcrroNs for the length to cut the shrouds.

Take the length of the topmast from
hounds to heel . . .
.. .
. ..
Top-gallant mast from hounds to heel ...
Place the warping pins at that distance
apart
Multiply it by z for No. r pair
Length of No. r pair of shrouds
Ditto
No. z
ditto
Length of rope required ior the two pairs

FORE TOP-GALLANT BACKSTA YS.

Ftlun_ Ft In.

9
4

0

2

5

0

IJ 5

2

.- - -.
2

27

4

2]

6

55

z ro

Mark them at the centre of the eye with a yam
Nos. I and 2.
What the rope stretches will be sufficie~t for the
eye, and for going through the cross-trees, and over
the futtock bolt, or through a thimble in the necklace,
that may be round the topmast.
Length of service for the eye part is one-sixth the
length ~f top-gallant-mast from hounds to heel, that is
4-ft. I o-m.
Length for the service in wake of the crosstrees,
and ~o~ler in the necklace round the topmast, from
the setzmg of the eye ~o the commencing of the service,

f

DrREC1JONS for the length to cut them.
Fthm. Ft. ln.

For example:Take the length of foremast from deck to
trestletrees
Topmast .from hounds to heels
Top-gallant-mast from hounds to heel

9

9

0

°

3

4

·5

°

Place the warpmg pins at that distance
apart
23
Multiply it by two

0

3

That will give the length of No.
backstays
Length of No. 2 pair ditto

0

Length of rop~ required

2

1

6
0

92

6

\-Vhat the rope will stretch will allow for the eye,
and for the breadth of beam, for going to the after
part of the channels. Length of service for the eye
.
•
part is three inches more than the shrouds. .
1
Seize the eye the same as the shrouds, With rm.
,
length, 2;} fathoms.
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FORE TOP-GALLANT STAY, 5-I~. ROPE.
Fthm.

For example :Length f~<?m the fore top-gallant-mast head
to the Jib-boom end will be
23
From jib-boom to knight head
·· ·
Length of rope required

F~

4

0

IJ

3

0

37

I

0

FORE ROYAL BACKSTAYS, 31-Uoi. ROPE.

DIRECTIONS for the length to cut them.
For example:Take the length of foremast from deck to
· trestle-trees
Topmast from hound~· to heel .. ·
···
From the hounds of the royal-~ast to th~
heel of the top-gallant mast

Length of No. I pair
,
No. z pair
Length of rope required for two pairs

What the rope will stretch will allow for the eye and
the ~adth of beam; length of service for the eye
part, is one-fifth the length of the royal mast.
.-\n eye is seized in the bight to go over the royal
mast-head; the length for the eye is once the round
of the royal mast-head, and once the round of the
rope.
A thimble is seized in each pair, close to the
seizing of the eye for the royal lifts.

lw

Wha_t the rope stretches will allow for the eye, and
for_ gomg down through the martingale up to the
kmght head.
An eye is spliced in one end to ao over the topgallant funnel; for the length, once ~ound the funnel
and once the round of the rope ; that length must be
served for the eye, one foot from the end.
T? splice the eye, enter the marlinspike close to the
seTVI~e, put the strands in once and a-half and serve
'
over It.

Place the warping pins at that distance
apart
Multiply it by two
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I

DIRECTIONS FOR THE LENGTH OF SERVICE IN
WAKE OF THE TOP AND FORE YARD.

FoR the breast backstay: From the seizing of the eye
to the commencing of the service, will be three feet
less than the topmast, top-gallant mast, and royal mast
is from the hounds to heel, and serve fifteen feet
down.
Mter backstay, from the seizing of the eye to the
commencing of the service, will be three feet more
than the topmast, top-gallant mast, and royal mast is
from hounds to heel, and serve twelve feet down.
F ORE ROYAL STAY,

9
9
8
2

0
0

3

0

0

6

3
2

52
52
I04

2

6

3

0

5 6

3}~ -1:>.

ROPE.

For example:Directions for the length:l'thm. FL

ln.

From the royal mast-head to the flying
jib-boom end will be
And from ditto to knight-head will be

z6

4

o

I6

2

0

Length of rope required will be

43

0

0

Splice an eye in the end, after it is served, to go
. over the royal mast-head; length for the eye is once
the round of the mast-head, and once the round of
the rope.

1.'>2
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The strands of the splice are put m once and
a-h:tlf, and are served over.

DECK STOPPERS.

These are cut from the remnants, after the lower
riggino- and pendants are cut out, they are six in
numb~r. The length of each will be two fathoms.
There is a double wall knot made at one end, and a
shackle and thimble spliced at the other.

FORE PENDA..'HS.

FoR example:Mter the fore and main shrouds are cut out, the
re~ants of the hawsers will cut out the fore and
mam pendants and deck stoppers.
The length to cut the starboard pair will be six~
sevenths the length of mast from deck to lower side
of trestle-trees.
To prove it.
Fthm. Ft. ln..

The length of mast being g-fthms. 1-ft 6-in.
· Lon~ leg fi:om seizing of the eye to the
thtmble will be
3
Short leg from ditto t~ .ditto
.. ·
2
Length it will take for the eye i~- ~nee the
round of the mast
1
And two-thirds of one square wijj be
0
It take: up once the round of the rope ~- ·
formmg the eye
.. .
.. .
.. . 0
Len~th of rope it takes for the two
thimbles
. ..
. ..
0

Length of rope for the starboard pendant

7

0

2

:

0

3

5

.>lAIN STAYS, 13in. ROPE.

For example:Directions for the length to cut them.
Fthm. Ft.

I

6
0

Take the length from the after part of the
masthead to the cross piece before the
. 18
fore mast, that w-ill be
And the length of masthead for the half
collar
3
Twice the circumference of the rope for
0
splicing it

ln..

3

0

2

8

2

2

I

IO

6

Length of rope to draw for one stay

7

What the rope stretches will make the Flemish eyes..
These stays are fitted the same as fore_stays.
.
Take the same d irections for the mam and mizen
rigging, and topmasb, top-gallant, and royal rigging
and backstay;;, as are stated for the fore.
If wire, it will take nine feet more for the two eyes
and splicing.

II

0

6

If wire rope, it wiii take si.1c feet more
th
·
.
. .at e :ope st:retches will allow sufficient end to
splice the thtmbles m.
Th~ po~ pendants should be cut six inches longer
that will_gwe thre~ inches on each leg, and will allo~
for the nse at masthead.
Tl1ke the same directions for the main pendants.

Wh
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MAIN TOPMAST STAYS.

For example : Directions for the length for the upper stay:
From the after part of the topmast head
_ to the block, at foremast head, above
the eyes of rigging
.. .
r8
From the block to the deck will be
11

o

o-

2

O·

154

Allow the length of the masthead for the
half collar
Allow for splicing the half collar
Length of rope required for one stay

Fthm.. Ft.

ln.

r

6

o

3
2

o

31

I

6

ScREW SHIPS' MArNTOP!IIAST STAYS.-There are two
iron-bound clump blocks fitted with lugs, to connect
to the bands that are round the foremast head, which
are fitted with eyes; they are on the after quarters of
the mast, as low down to the eyes of the rigging as
they can come, allowing sufficient room to peak the
gaff-foresail; the peak halliard block shackles on the
same band as the lower main-topmast stay on the
opposite stay.
The stays are rove through the blocks, and set up
each side of the trysail-mast to iron-bound hearts in
the deck.
Paddle-wheel steam vessels have only one maintopmast stay, which reeves through the fore cap, and
sets up to a strap placed on the foremast head, under
the third pair of shrouds.
LOWER TOPMAST STAY.

THIS stay reeves through an iron-bound clump block,
bolted to the after part of the foremast, under the
upper stay, and sets up to a heart in the deck.
MAIN TOP-GALLANT STAY, 5-in. ROPE.

From the main top-gallant mast-head to
the fore cap

Fthm. Ft. ln.

r8

o

o

Fthm. Ft . Io.
3 0 0

From ditto to the fore top

0

21

l .ength of rope required

0

This stay is fitted the same as the fore top-gallant
stay.

What the rope stretches will make the Flemish eyes.

DIRECTIONS for the length:-
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MAIN ROYAL STAY, 3in. ROPE.

DIRECTIONS for the length ::from the main royal mast-head to the fore
topmast cross-trees
From ditto to the fore top
•
Length of rope required

r8

o

o

9

0

0

27

0

0

This stay is fitted the same as the fore-royal stay.
NG DEAD EYES IN
DiRECTIONS FOR TURN I
THE
THE MIZEN SHROUDS BEFORE
-;\<lAST IS STEPPED.

length of ~st from deck to the upper
part of bolster ts . · ·
· ··
···
The fore part of channel below deck
THE

9
0

Draw a perpendicular line· for the length of
mast at ...
·· ·
· ··.
·:· 9
And a horizontal one to the nght of tt,
for the breadth of beam 2I-ft., that woul~
be from the mast to the outer edge o
.channels, abreast of dead eye N I.
It will be found that the breadth of beam
0
gives

0

6

1

0

6

°·

3 6

Then the length of foremast shroud from
the upper part of bolster to the channels
5 o
would be
· ·· _9 _ _ _

li>6
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Table for turning dead eyes in mizen shrouds, cutter stay
fashion, before they are put over the mast -head.

I

Fthm Ft. l n.

,,fr.__ -- -- --in.l'~t. ;n.,'-·
ft.

N umber of de>d eyes in channeL< . . jNo. •j No.2,:-<o. 3, N o. • 1No.'; ·:\'o.61

D istance the eres are 3JXlrt

Commencing from upper
_bolster to t he_c~nods. .

p.~~t
_.

ofi 1-_-

in.lt- in.

irL,ft. in. ,* fL

~--..Ll~~j-!_ .!._?1 ~

I .'

t 59 o_.,o to ;58 to sS to 39 o 5~

2

Dt.tance the semng of the <re will be J 1
f
J
from the mast ..
..
..
f l ~~ r o_!~~- ~j __t_ ~
I .
.;S 0 .>7 10 ,57 1 0 . .)7 tO .)8 Ol.;S 2
\ '""- th L
·'f'na.t
eco1anne n..~aft
..
.. _
f _2 • -- ~~ --2 -~~-7

s.trin~

js~ o,;~ a,;~ '&
1

/ Drift from channel for
the 1
6
;;;7 6;>7 71
shroud up
..
..
-~
o; _ o·_ _o; __
o ~~_!_~
_
.~.;r 8sr 6j51 - s• 6 -t 7
What .'he shro ud nses at t he mast-head !
;J
~~ u>f' 1

tJ

St~dmg
1>-"' of >hrund ta ke; up in J
g omg half round the dead e\·e
jl

Length fro:n lm,-er part of dead eye l
to the nip
..
_.
..
i
Len!tt_h of starboard shn:•uds frnm tl 1e J
selztnf!:S of the eye to t he nip . .

\Vh:at the port .ihroud rises abo,·e the

6r

I

2

2. 2

I

'l. 2

4 .:'1-l

--•j --~~l
Len~h of port shrouds from seizing 1.1_
to mp
..
..
..
..
t >-' to""' 6 5.f
star!>oard

..

..

..

;-

-·

n

'

6I

61
1~

2• 2

7 .H

,

z
9 5-f.

2

!)

6]
~

2

~" o .,.,

'

.---;;1',.-_.c-. -_-. /.-

,- ""'
1

6

:!

i-__-

I

(

2J ..2

_? __
8 153

2js.>

I

3

Draw another mast the len!rth of the foremast
shn;md, wit~ J}in. rake to e~ery six feet, and a
honzontal hue to the left of it, for the le ngth of the
channels, or from No. I dead eye to No. 6. which will
be twelve feet
·
For all other information, refer to the fore shrouds
and engravings.

I
l

MIZEN BURTON PEi\'DANTS 5! -rx. ROPE.

The Iength t h e pendant will be from theFthm.
fo~k of the eye to the thimble is onethu-d the length of mast from deck to
trestle-trees

FL To.

5 5

0

Length it will take for the eye
Allow for splicing it ...

I

I

0

0

2

0

Length of rope required

7

z

0

If wire rope, allow six feet more.
What the rope will stretch will allow sufficient for
splicing the thimbles in the lower ends.
Serve 3-ft 6-in. each side of the centre, leaving
2-ft. in the centre not served, for splicing the eye; it
should be cut at the centre, and a cut ~plice made to
form the eye.
After the eye is spliced, it is set up and wom1ed
with six-yarn spunyam, from end to end.
The splices are tapered and marled down, they are
parcelled, tarred, and served over with fi ve-yam
spunyarn, from end to end.
MIZEN STAY,

I

FoR example:'
Length to cut this pendant wiil be five-sixths the
length of mizen mast from deck to lower side of
trestle-trees, that will be 7-fthm. z-ft.

175

f

9-I N.

ROPE.

DIREcriONS for the length :From the after part of mizen mast head to
the eye bolt in the deck at the side of
the main mast, will be
14
And the length of the ma.St head for the
half collar
z
And for splicing it
0

4
I

0

z

0

Length of rope required

I

0

(
I]

0

"What the rope wiJI stretch will be sufficient to make
the Flemish eyes.
If wire rope, allow 6-ft. more.
This stay is fitted the same as the fore stay.
If the stay is to set up with two legs, one each side
of the mast, splice a piece of the same, r6-ft long,
into the stay, 14-ft from the end.
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Turn the thimbles in for setting it up, viz., to tum
a thimble in each leg, at 84-ft. from the back of the
eyes, that will allow 4-ft drift.

Gz~ide.
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RIGGING A PAIR OF SHEERS, TO PUT
A SHIP'S ilfAST IN

MIZEN TOPMAST STAY, 6-IN, ROPE.
Fthm. Ft. 1n.

Length from the topmast head to the eyes
of the main rigging will be
Length of half collar when fitted
And for the splice
Length of rope required

II

5 0

0

6

0

I

0

13

0

6

What the rope stretches will be sufficient to make
the Flemish eye.
It will take 2-ft. ·3-in. to make each eye.
The eyes are made the same as the fore, and ihe
stay is fitted the same.
From top-gallant mast head to main cap
From ditto to top

ro o
3 2

o

Length of rope required

13

0

0

What the rope stretches will make the eye.
This stay is fitted the same as the fore top-gallant
stay.
:'>IIZEN ROYAL STA \".

From the royal mast head to the main topro
mast crosstrees
xo
From ditto to top

5 o
o o

Length of rope required

5

20

This stay is fittt>d the same as the fore royal stay.-

l

I

MIZEN TOP-GALLANT STAY, 3}1,"1:-;. ROPE.

2

I

o

I

I

FoR A L INE-QF-BAlTLE SHIP : Parbuckle the sheers on
board, with their heads aft.
H ang long spars
over the ship's side for fenders, and have the waist
netting well chocked and shored up. Rig two derricks
over the waist netting, with their heels secured on the
main deck, and lashed to the skids ; lash a block to
the head of each derrick, and reeve the end of a hawser through each block, from out in, and through a
leading block at the heel of the derrick, and take it to
the capstan ; overhaul the bights down, and put them
under one of the sheer legs, haul it taut up over the
waist netting, and secure it on the main deck. For the
standing part, pass two slip ropes out of the main deck
ports, round the sheer leg, to ease it over the netting ;
man the capstans and heave round, take in the slack
of the slip rupes, and ease the spar over the netting.
Get the other spars in the S!lme way.
Then transport them aft. Lay chocks of wood or
casks under them, to raise their heads while lashing
them and the blocks.
For small vessels, you may land their heads on a
spar from one netting to the other, or land them on the
taffrail.
For a frigate or small vessel's mast : H oist them in
through the stern port ; to do so, rig a small pair oi
sheers over the taffrail, hook the purchase to a strap
about six feet from the heel ; when the heel is high
enough to enter the stern port, hook the double block
of the fore and aft purchase to it, the single block
. being hooked as far forward as it will reach, and haul
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the spar in as far as you can ; then fleet the purchase
down to the water's edge, and haul on the fore and aft
tackles as the purchase lifts the spar. When the spars
are on board, place them as before directed
In crossing the heads of the sheers, always put the
off leg _on top; that is to say, if the mast is to be
taken m the. starboard side, put the port leg on top.
Lash them with tl~ree or four inch rope ; it will take
from twenty to thtrty fathoms according to the size
spars. Pass the lashing on both ends, commencing
from the c~ntre! and work both ways ; put on ten
turns, and nde wtth nine turns; work both ends towards
the centre, and reef knot the ends.

PURCHASE.

the tall, and the lower block fon,·ard to the
knight head, and lash it there ; lash it with a hawser
throuoh the strap of the block and the two bow parts,
and ;lack it off to the length required, that is to say,
till you have fall enough to reach the capstan; lead the
fall through a snatch block, and take it to the capstan.
REE\. E

LASHING SMALL PURCHASE BLOCKS.

THIS block lashes on the after side of the sheers with
s-in. rope, so fathoms. The lashing is passed the
same as the other, allowing the block to hang below,
just clear of the other. Take the lower block forward
and reeve the falL

PURCHASE BLOCKS.

SHEER HEAD GUYS.

IF the_y ,are not pr~vided from the rigging house, use
the sht_P s blocks, ~ : for t?e main purchase, strap the
careemng blocks with I o-m. rope. One is a 3o-in.
four-fold block, the other is a 30-in. three-fold block
for a line-of-battle ship. ·
'
For the ~mall purch~e, take the fore and main jeer
blocks, whtch are 24-m. blocks, or the propeller purchase blocks.
For the topping lift blocks, use the fish davit head
blocks.

TAKE two 8-in. hawsers, make a clove hitch round the
sheer heads, with the cross on the fore part for the
after guys, and the cross on the after part for the fore
guys, that will give the guys more_ spread fo~ the
entrance of the mast, and less stram on the lutch ;
after the sheers are rose, put a luff tackle on eo.~h guy,
to haul them taut.

MAIN PURCHASE BLOCK.

LASH the upper block under the cross, allowing the
block to hang low enough to s1vino- dear of tb·e sheer
legs ; if _the bloc~ is strapped with ~ double strap, pass
the lashmg as btght and bight; if strapped with two
separate straps, pass the lashing round and round over
~he cr?ss, and through the strap of the block. Lashmg, s-m. 40 fathoms.

1
I

I

TOPPI NG LIFT BLOCK.
l

I'

THIS block is lashed on the after horn of the sheer
leg, above the guys, for the mi~en mast ; then shift it
on the fore part for the bowspnt.
GIRTLINES.

PuT one girtline on each sheer head.
BELLY GUYS.

LASH the fore and main runner blocks, one on the
fore an,d one on the after side of each sheer, nearly
){
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half way down ·
. th
----- - ' ree"e e runner throuah
them take
0
one tiom·ard and one r:t
h ·
fast
au eac Side, and make ' them
SHOES OR STEPS

-t SH~~

FOR. THE SHEERS TO
IN.

is a pie~e o~ wood about four feet long. two
eet WI e, and mne mches thick, with a hole 'i~ the
. centre for the ~hee_r to step in, and an eye bolt at earh
corner for lashmg It to the sheer leg.
Place the heels of the sheers on the shoes and lash
theml
eye bolts in the shoes : nail cle~ts on the
hee otof ththe
e sheer-" to p revem th e 1as h"mg shpping
.
down.

DIRECTIONS WHERE THE MAIN PURCHASE
SHOULD BE LASHED ON THE i\IAST.

HEEL TACKLES.

DERRICK, OR A SMALL PAIR OF SHEERS.

IF it is to r:'lise a large pair of sheers, rig a denick

o~ a small pa!r ~f sheers abaft the heads of the larae

s eers, to assist m raising them.

0

TO RAISE THE SHEERS.

1\~AN the fo~e and main capstan; when the head is as
high as the small sheers will lift, then pr.ul the main
capstan and take the fall off.
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Heave round the fore capstan, and top the sheers
up; attend the gu_ys. Wben the sheers are perpendicular, paul the capstan, wet the deck in wake of the
heels, man the after heel tackles and guys, and transport the sheers aft to plumb the mizen mast hole.
Put a good lashing on the sheer leg opposite to the
side the mast is coming in, about eight feet from the
deck, to ring bolts in the ship's side, to prevent the
heel from rising; a luff tackle hauled well taut, and
the remainder of the fall expended in the same direction, is the best lashing you can have. ~ail cleats on
the sheer leg, to prevent the lashing slipping down.

~TEP

LAsH the fore and main tackies on the heel of each
:heer, I o~e. fon,·ard and one aft, hook the single block
h~uf th~s m?" llthrough the ports or some secure place.
.
m n-e taut, and secure them, put a good lash~
~g 1on;he h~~l o_f the sheers, from aft, to prevent the
th! s ~~ s 1 PP~ng fon,·ard in raising them. Put a
art -hlp . lashmg on the tn·o heels, to prevent too
r:~~fe a isStram COrning up~>n the water ways-a luff
f;
fl
the best ; haul It well taut, and expend the
a11 hrom one heel to the other, and frap all parts
toget er.
· '

Gt~,ide.

the length from the upper deck to the lower part
of the purchase block at the sheer head, and six feet
less than that will be the length from the heel of the
mast to the upper part of the lower purcha~e block,
when lashed to the mast.
For the mizen-mast, lash the small purchase block
at the length above given.
TAKE

I

S ~tALL

PURCHASE.

LAS H the small purchase block to the bead of the
mast, until the mast is above the gunwale, then fleet it
down, if required ; the topping lift will do for the
mizen mast.

HEEL TACKLE FOR )fAI::\ .Um ;\IIZEN MAST.

PuT a tackle on the mast, to keep the mast fonvard
for entering between the sheer legs ; take the main
stay tackle, pass the pendant round the mast, above
the main purchase block, and book it to its own part ;
hook or lash the single block to the cat head, and a
M2

IG4
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leading block for the hauling part of the fall.· haul the
mast well fomard with that tackle, before ;ou heave
round the purchase.

the fore-part, to act against it; when the mast is high
enough, haul on the after tackle till the heel is over
the mast hole, then lower the mast, and when the
mast is nearly low enough, put two slue ropes round
the mast, and with two capstan bars slew the mast;
when the mast is on the right slew, lower it into the
step, wedge the mast in the hole, unlash the purchase,
and overhaul it down.

HEEL PENDANT FOR THE FORE MAST.

IF there should be .a buoy or a ship ahead, lash a
snatch block to the buoy or the ship's taffrail, send a
hawse: out o~ the hawse hole opposite to the side the
mast 1~ commg in, reeve it through the block, and
make. It fast to the mast, above the purchase block ·
haul It well taut, and put a tackle on it · haul th~
mast forward. If there is no ship nor bu~y ahead,
bend a hawser to the ~tream anchor, and lay it out
ahead ; ke_ep the hawser m the boat, and lash a snatch
block to It; then reeve the hawser through the block
for a heel rope, as before stated.
Hang _long spars up and down the ship's side for
fenders, m wake of the mast coming up the side.

TRANSPORT SHEERS FORWARD.

I

TAKING IN THE Lm\·ER i\-fASTS AKD BOWSPRIT.

THE masts are alongside, with their heads aft
Take the mizen mast in first.
. Overhaul the small purchase and topping lift to
\\·ater's edge, and lash them to the fore part of the
mast, as before directed.
HEEL ROPE.

PuT a heel rope on the mast out of the main deck
port, to ease it on b~ard, heave round the capstan;
when _th~ mast-head IS up to the gunwales, lash the
hvo grrtlmes to the mast-head.
HEEL TACKLES.

\-\ HEN the heel of the mast is on board, put two
tackles on the heel, one on the after-part, and one on
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FoR taking the main mast in, man the fore guys and
heel tackles, slack the after ones, haul the sheers
forward, place them over the mast hole, and secure
the heels, as before; shift the spars from aft fomard
for the main mast, and lash the main and small purchase on the fore part of the mast, as before stated ;
after the mast is stepped, transport the sheers forward
for the fore mast, and secure them as before.
TO PUT THE FORE MAST IN.

I

j
I
I

THE mast is alongside with the head aft. Take the
same directions for lashing the purchase blocks, &c.,
as are given for the main mast.
PLACE THE SHEERS FOR THE BOWSPRIT.

LASH a snatch block each side of the fore mast head,
for the sheer guys to lead through; if there is no
block in the ship large enough to take the guys, lash
the lower block of the small purchase to the masthead, and a leading block for the hauling part oi the
fall. Lash the runner tackles to the mast, take them
aft, and haul them well taut to support the mast.
DROOP THE SHEERS.

the after guys, man the heel tackle, and haul
the heels as far forward a.S you can, then droop the

SLACK
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- - - - - - -- - - --- - - - -- - - TO SEND THE TRESTLE-TREES UP.

sheers as much· as is required; put a good lashing on
the heels from forward, in addition to the tackles and
lash the off leg down as before stated.
'

LASH three more girtlines to each masthead, one on
each side, and a small one on the after part, to send
the men and their tools up.
Make a bowline knot in the girtline, and lash the
bight with a strand to each score of the trestle-trees,
hoi~t them up and place them to the mast, pass a
strand round both, on the fore and after par):, and
heave them close to the mast with treenails.
Send the stage up by the other two gittlines, and the
men and their tools, &c., by the after girtlines.

TO LASH THE MAIN PURCHASE.

!HE purchase block should be lashed on the bowsprit,
JUSt outside the housing mark.
TOPPING LIFT.

PUT a pair of s-in. slings round the bowsprit inside of
the bees, and ~rou~h the hole in the cap; lash or
toggle the toppmg lift to it, and take the fall to the
capstan.
Put a man rope on_ each side of the cap, and a heel
rope on the bowspnt through one of the ports, and
heave rotmd both capstans when the bowsprit is high
enough.
Lash the single block of a luff tackle to the heel
and the ?o~bl~ round the stem, and haul the beei
forward ttl! tt _1s fa!r for going in the hole, then walk
back the toppmg ltft, and the purchase as required
put a tackle on each man rope to haul the bowsprit
mto the step.
~f the bowsprit is on the wrong slew, slack up the
mam purchase, la~d the bowsprit on the bed, and slew
the slmgs :oun~ m the direction required for slewing
the bowsrmt fair for entering in the step ; then heave
round the purchase, and haul tl1e bowsprit into the
step.
When the bowsprit is stepped, unreeve the purchase
falls, haul the heels aft, and lower the heads of the
sh~ers on chocks of wood or casks, unrig them, and
hmst them over the side.

BOWSPRIT.

I
i

I
f
I

FoR example :-A first-class ship.
Commence with the gammonings of the bowsprit,
the spar being properly secured by the mastmakers,
and the gammoning-fish fitted on.
GA-"1:1\IOXINGS.

gammonings of the bowsprit are two in number,
viz: inner and outer, IJ-r6 inch chain.
Ascertain the length of each gammoning in the
following manner :-First the outer ; take a small line,
pas~; it over the bowsprit, where the first turn would
come through the hole in the cutwater, and bring the
end up to the bowsprit, and haul it well taut, then
measme the length of the one turn, say 27 feet.
There being 8 turns on the bowsprit, and 3 for
frapping the same, making I I turns, the whole length of the oukr g:uumoning will be II multiplied by 27,
which will be -l-9 fathoms 3 feet.
Measure for the inner gammoning m the same
manner.
THE

II
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two stages, one each side of the gammoninoholes, the men stationed there, as well as tho~e in th0
head, are supplied with tar, mallets wedues spun~
0
yam, tallow, &c.
'
'
Take t~e chain into the head on the same side as:
you are gomg to put the the purchase on, pass the end
over ~e bowspnt through the hole in the cutwater
up agam over the bowsprit, shackling the end to it~
?"'rn part undemeath the bowsprit in the centre keepmg the_ s~aclde close up. Thus, having o~e tum
passed, It IS ready for the purchase.
RIG

GMIMONING ALONGSIDE THE DOCKYARD.

THERE
. an er e.
.is a 7.!..in
~
· pendant, I z-fms. 1ong, With
SI_>hced m one end and a salvagee rove through it .tO'
h1tch to the gammoning.
'
. The other ~nd of the pendant reeves through thestrap o~ an r8-m. tre?le, double-scored block, hitched
and Seized at the distance required the other block
for the purc has
· an 1 8-m.
· double-scored
'
. e ~s
dou ble
block, the fall IS 4 mches, and len!rth 6o fath
A
t
h
bl
k
.
.
b
oms,
..
sna c
oc 1s requJied for the lead ina part,
Jtgger tackle for overhauling the ptlichase, a~ bloc:
!lladehafast over the bowsprit, and a rope rove throuuh
0 ·
It, to_ ul the pendant on board.
Hrtch the salvagee to the gammoning, one end over,
andd ~e other u~der, dog the ends along the chain
an setze them With sptm-yam.
'
OUTER GAMMONING.

HEAVE
.
. . the.
.round the capstan, and contmue
stnkmcr
eham With mallets to make it render The gam 0 ·
being hove as m_uch as it will bear, ~edge the ~~~~
the hole, and drive four nails through the links. of the

J

I

I

i
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chain into the gammoning-fish, overhaul the purchase,
haul the pendant on board, take off the salvagee (this
turn is the after one on the bowsprit, and the foremast
turn in the hole), pass the next turn from fonvard aft,
inside of the other part, and aft in the hole, pass it up
from aft, forward on the bowsprit, inside of the other
part, seeing it clear of turns before putting the purchase on, every tum reeves inside of the other parts
between the bowsprit and cutwater, which is called
thorough footing. :Hter the last turn is hove on pass
the chain down alongside of its own part, and tar it,
that it might render through the piece of hide about a
foot long, and 8 ·inches wide, well greased, and lashed
over the last· part of the chain, with three parts of sixyam spun-yam laid up. T he lower edge of the hide is
about r-ft. from the cutwater, and the chain is passed
over the cutwater, round all parts of the gammoning.
Put the purchase on it, and heave on it till it is as taut
through the hide as the other parts, then pass the stop
to prevent the chain from startipg back.
The stop is passed by a piece of spun-yarn made
fast to the standing part of the chain, and rove through
a link of the last part hoye, haul it taut, pass it round
the standing part, and through another link of the part
last hove, then hitch it to the standing part ; this spunyam is called a bull rope.
Stop every frapping turn the same way, the last
two turns from a figure of 8, the chains cross in the
bosom with the end underneath its own part; if any
chain is left, cut it off, and seize the end link up to
the standing part.
The outer gammoning should always be hove on
first, if othenvise, in heaving on the outer would slack
the inner one.
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fi!!Ure head and the other near the tackles, then lay
n~o or three long planks fore and aft each side, and
nail them to the planks underneath.

INNER GAMMONING.

PASs and heave the inner gammoning on the same
way as the outer.
TO GAMMON THE BOWSPRIT ON HOARD.

the runner> and tackle, and lash a snatch· block
to the cutwater, in the direction required for the
gammon to lead through; the runner will lead through
the hawse hole, and the fall is taken to the capstan.
USE

CLOTHING THE BOWSPRIT. .
BOBSTAY COLLARS.

FRAPPING TURNS.

IF heaving the frapping turns on, heave one turn of
the outer gammoning, and one tUrn of the inner, and
continue heaving turn and turn until finished.
Iron hands screwed down over the bowsprit to the
knights-head takes the place of gammoning in many
·
ships.
:\fAN ROPES FOR BOWSPRIT.

are two; they are spliced round a thimble
through an eye bolt each side of the cap, and a
thimble spliced in the other ends to set up to the
s~anchions at the knight-head, "1\-i th a lanyard.
There is a stirrup spliced round a thimble on each
and is seized up to the fore stay.
THERE

RIGGING A STAGE FOR CLOTHI2'<G A
BOWSPRIT.

TAKE two spars the length of the studding-sail boom•
put them out of the head port over the rail, hook a
double block of a tackle to the bowsprit cap, and
lash the single block to the end of the spar; haul
them out and secure their heels in the head, spread
the outer ends open, and lash a spar athwart them to
keep them open, put a lashing round them over the
bowsprit, outside of the figure head; lash two short
stout planks athwart the two spars, one close to the

r
f

_To. 1 is the inner collar, and is lashed on at ~vo
thirds the length of the bowsprit from the kmghthead to the outer edge of the cap. .
No. 2 is the middle collar, and IS l~hed on the
diameter of the bowsprit outside of _the mner collar.
No. 3 is the outer collar, and IS las~ed on the
diameter of the bowsprit outside of the m1ddle collar.
Lash one eye to any convenient place, put a_ tackle
on the other, and haul the collar well open; Ja_m_b a
pi,.ce of wood three inches long close to the selZI~g,
to-keep it from closing, or put it round the cable b1ts
and wedge it out round.
.
Place the · collar round the bowspnt, reeve two
turns of a strand through the eyes, then . pla~e a
chock of wood fore arid aft on the bowspnt, w•th a
score cut in the under part wide enough to lay ove_r
clear of the lashing ; place a long b_olt or a spar honzontal on top of it, for a Spanish wmdlass ; the ends
of the strand being on at each end, pass. them round
the bolt or spar, and ·heave it round WJth ~wo other
bolts until the collar is taut round the bowsp~t..
To secure the collar while passing the se~zmg, put
a strand round the bowsprit, over the collar, JUSt ~lell;f
of the eyes, put a bolt through the strand, and tw1st 1t
up as taut as possible, and stop the bolt down out of
the way.
d
Take the Spanish windlass off, unreeve the stran

r
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out of the eyes, lash the eyes wrth 3-in. rope, length
6-fms., pass the lashing rose seizing fashion, heave on
both ends with a Spanish windlass over the bowsprit,
pass eight turns through the eye, and heave every tum
well taut.
Reeye the crossing turns, one each way, between
the lashing, and heave it taut, pass another turn with
each end, and form a half knot at the.side of the lashing, heave it well taut, pass the ends up between the
centre turns, unlay the ends, and make a wall and
crown knot Vt-ith the strands ; lash a bolster to the
collar above the heart, to project it from the bowsprit.
The best way to heave these collars on and lash
them, is as follows :-Instead of heaving the Spanish
windlass on top of the bowsprit, have one each side;
have two stout short spars hung perpendicular each
side of the bowsprit, and lashed or frapped to each
other, under and over the bowsprit ; then lay the large
bolt for the Spanish windlass, horizontal outside of the
spars, one each side of the bowsprit, and bring the
ends of the lashing to them, and heave them ,v;th
small bolts ; the spars must be shifted out as the work
proceeds.
It_might appear to give a great deal of trouble, but
there will be both time and labour saved by it, particularly for the fore stay collars and the bale sling
collars.
BOWSPRIT SHROUD COLLARS.

THESE collars are opened out and hove taut round
the bowsprit, and lashed the same as the bobstay
collars.
No. I is the inner starboard collar, and is lashed on
outside and close to the inner bobstay collar.
No. 2 is the inner port collar, and is lashed on close
to No. 1.
·

No. 3 is the outer starbo_ard collar, and is lashed on
-outside and close to the mtddle bobstay collar.
No. 4 is the outer port collar, and ts lashed on c1ose
to No.3·

FORE STAY LONG COLLARS.

THE two birrhts of No. 1 are l~hed together, the
lashina is p:Ssed rose seizing fashiOn, under_ thehbowd
sprit, o outside and close to No. 2 bowspnt s rou
collars.
No. 2 collar is lashed outside and close to o. 4
bowsprit shroud collar.
FORE STAY BALE SLL G COLLARS.

No

I

collar is lashed outside and close to No_d 2

bo~s rit shroud collar, with the heart the port st e.

The ~trand is rove through the eye, and through the
grommet that is round the collar under the heart, a~d
is hove taut with a Spanish windlass the same_ as t e
bobstay collars, which is much better than lashmg the
e e to the collar under the he~t.
YNo. z collar is lashed outstde and close to No. 4
the starboard
bowsprit shroud collar, the h eart on
side and secured the same as No. I.
.
.
h
These collars are often lashed on tnstde of t e
I bobstay collar, with a large chock cleat to keep them
out in their place.

.

FORE STAY COLLARS, WARPED.

THESE collars are lashed on the bowsprit the sa~e
way as the bale sling collars; they requrre no fiddtng
out, as they are warped round a cask.
BOBSTAY No. 1.

REEVE the bobstay through the . upper hole . in the
.· cutwater, let the two parts of senmt come square wtth

.
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' round the two parts of bobstay near the stem, reeve
the hauling part through a block hooked to a str~p
round the bowsprit, haul it taut, make a eat's paw m
it, and hook the double block of a_nother luff tackle
to it, and the single block to the kmght head_ Man
the fall; and haul every turn taut ; when the last tum
is taut, rack the end to the other part.
Sometimes the bobstays are set up on both ends of
the lanyard ; if so, one end muut be rove through a
leading block round the bowsprit
If wire, the lanyard should be the same size as
bobstay.

each other through the hole ; reeve a rope through
the heart of each collar, and make it fast round both
ends of each bobstay, haul them up to the collars, put
a luff tackle on each rope, and haul them up taut to
their respective collars.
Drift for setting the bobstays off for splicing :-Set
th~ inner one _off the diameter of the bowsprit, the
middle one 3-m. less, and the outer one 6-in. less,
that will be from the lower part of the collar down the
bobstay: there make a chalk mark to marry the splice.
If wire, T-ft. drift would do.
SPLICING BOBSTA YS.

the ends and marry the strands, bringing the
two chalk marks together ; let it be married slack, so
that the fid can be put in by hand each time ; put the
strands in once and a-half each way, taper the ends,
and marl them down, so that it \\;u be a good taper to
lay round the heart. Parcel and serve over the splice.

BO\\.SPRIT SHROUDS.

UNLAY

SEIZING THE HEARTS

I~

BOBSTAYS.

STOP the back of the heart to the centre of the splice
with a small strand nippered with a bolt, put a st:r:!p
through the heart, hook a tackle to it, haul the bobstay out straight in a line with the stern, put a strand
round the two parts close to the heart, and leave
the two parts dose. With a Spanish windlass, put
a stop of syunyam on to keep the two parts close,
·take the strand off, pass the seizing six and five turns,
and three crossing turns.
Lanyards should be half the size of the bobstay_
Splice a running eye in ont: end, put it over the heart
on the collar, rt:eve the other end through the heart in
the bobstay, pass two turns, well tar and grease the
parts ; set them up with luff tackles, hook the single
block to the lanyard, the double block to a strap
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THERE are two each side for large ships, and one for
smaller vessels, with a slip at one end; the slip is rove
up through the eye bolt in the bow, and a heart _or
thimble in the other end, to set up to the collar with
a lanyard.

FORE 1JrEAST.
ToP tackle falls are used for girtlines.
The girtlines are lashed · round the mast-head ;
before the mast is stepped, put man ropes on the
mast-head.
FORE CROSSTREES.

,.

IF the crosstrees are sent up the port side, bend the
port girtline to the centre, and stop it to the _st~rbo~rd
horn, that will take it up endways; when It 1S h1~h
enough, cut the ~top and bear the crosstree to Its
place, Send the other crosstree up the sa~e way.
The mast makers will bolt them before anythmg else
is done aloft.
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FORE TOP.

LOWER PE::\'D,\:\'TS.

To send the starboard half up, take the starboard
girtline, pass it under and take a round turn round
the top, reeve or stop it to the third futtock plate
hole, and take two half-hitches round the standing
part; the girtline to be kept at the underneath part of
the top, and stopped to the fore part with a strand.
Put the main girtline on the after part of the top,
man the girtlines and walk the half top up, keep it
clear of the trestletrees with the main girtline; when
the stop on the fore part of the top is close up to the
block, cut it, and the top will hang square in the
girtline, and may be easily placed.
Send the port half-top up by the port girtline, in the
same manner.
Mast makers bolt the top and nail the bolster on.

LASH one side of the eye to any convenient place, put
a jigger on the other side, and haul the eye open.
Make the girtline fast to the starboard penda?~ w1th a
rollino- hitch about three feet below the se1zmg; let
the hitch be ~n the after part, which wvuld be the long
leg, and stop it to the eye ; make a small rope fast to
the centre of the eye to haul it over the mast head,
and when the pendant is high enough, haul the eye
over and place it at the centre of the m~st; unreeve
the girtline out of the block, and reeve 1t the reve~e
way for the port pendant. The hauling part that IS
between the eye and the mast, remains there until all
the shrouds are over the mast.

LOWER CAPS.

THESE blocks are lashed to the thimble of the long
leg of the pendant, and are frapped together on the
after part of the mast

SEND the lower caps up into the top before rigging the
mast, there being more room in the lubber's hole for
it to go up, and there is sufficient room in the fore
part of the top for it to lay without obstruction to the
eyes in the rigging ; to do so, double the girtline by
reeving it through another block, and make the end
fast to the mast-head; lash the block to the fore part
of the cap, and land it on the fore part of the top,
with the after-part the same side as the top block is
lashed.
RIGGING FORE MAST.-BOLSTER CLOTHES.

T HERE are si..x parts of canvas the length and breadth
of the bolster, well tarred and nailed on the bolster.
Lash a girtline block on the after-part of the masthead, as high up as you can lash it, for sending the
lower pendants and shrouds up ; a 3-in. girtline i5
large enough for a 1 2 -in. shroud.

PE~DANT

FORE

'

BLOCKS.

RU~:\'ERS.

Two in number : they are rove through the blocks
that are lashed to the thimble of the long leg ~f the
pendant, and made_fast round the bows~nt, outs1de_of
the inner gammonmg ; the lower block and leadmg
block are hooked to a bight of the same pendant
STAYING THE :\lAST.

MAN both tackle falls wben the mast i~ stayed well
forward, rack and hitch the falls to therr own parts,
and coil them up out of the way.
Frequently the mast is stayed with one runner onethird down the mast, and the other half way down,
with salvagee st:-:1ps round the mast.
N
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h
k to the standing part of the
·shrouds a~d stop t e ~:~nd to its own part, and h_e~ve
shroud, bnng the _end
d nd bolts . put the se!Zing
the two parts to wtth a stran a
l , hroud down to
nd
beat t 1e s
d
·
.
on, put the d ea eyJ m ~ 5 et the shroud up as before
it ; reeve the lanyar , an
stated.
FORE STAYS.

FORE TACKLE BLOCKS.

THESE blocks are lashed to the thimble of the short
leg of the pendant.
LOWER SHROUDS.
OPEN the eyes, and bend the girtline to the shrouds,
the same as for the lowc;r pendants, and send them
over the mast-head by their respective numbers, commencing No. I starboa rei, No. 2 port, and so on, placing
No. I and No. 2 well forward.
Set each pair of shrouds up as they are put over the
mast-head ; put a luff tackle on the shroud, and the
up and down tackle on the luff.
With a mast that has nine shrouds on each side, it
is considered best to put the singe shroud on first,
which is the after shroud; by doing so, it gives more
spread for the other shrouds, and the seizings will lead
clear of each other.

tl
by placin" the upper
HoiST them both up toge ler, h
the forks of the
one on top of the lower one, :~:m to ether, put a
the crutch,
collar fair with each other, lash h £ k
seizin" of spun-yarn on under t e or
and t~o ot;t e~ch side ofhth~dha~ff ~~~a~ast h~d, send
Put a gtrt\me on eac Sl e
d them both on
the ends down the lubber's hole, ben
d
to the
h
d t
the starboar one
below the crutc , an sdo~ ort one to the port half
starboard half collar, an t e p h the eve abaft the
collar, hoist the stays up an~ ~~ " . the lashin" is put
mast, above the eye_s of the nggrn., '
.,
on rose seizi~g ~asln_on.
d. ~
full due, and well
After the nggmg ts tu~~e dm ;:ro~er the eyes of the
pulled up, place the co ar O\
rigging.

;f

TURNING DEAD EYES IN.

IF the dead eyes are not t urned in, put a strand round
the shroud, reeve it through the dead eye in the channels, and haul as much as the strand will bear;
after all the shrouds are over the mast and all
taut a like, then mark them off for turning the dead
eyes in. Put a mark ou the forward and after shroud,
five or six feet from the channels, according to the size
ship ; fasten a small line to the mark on the forward
shroud, and haul it taut to the mark on the after shroud;
then ma rk every shroud abreast of the line, that will
be for the lo\ver part of the dead eye; the length below
the mark is wanted for going half. round the dead eye
and the nip, viz.: take half the round of the dead eye
and once the round of the shroud ; put a yarn round
the shroud for a mark at that length, then let go the
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-IE"ARTS IN FORE STAYS.
TUR!-.' L T(; THE l

DIRECTIONS for the length:.
of
Send the end of
the
the lubber's h~l~, an ma . et~en measure with a line
collar, and hau. tt taut up '
the u er part of
from the after part of t~ast~he~~e:~ than
is will be
the collar, and four or ~ ve ee e es to the lower part
the length of the stay ,rom the
round of the stay
of the heart ; then a\~0\~ o~ce rt ~or going half round
and half the round 0 t e 1ea ·
· din the same
the heart and the nip. The heart lS setze
way as dead eyes in shrow:ls.
N 2

tl~ gi~l~~ ~~"~0 ~~~ ~~a~t~~

ttfit

th
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Lanyards: splice a running eye in one end to go
round the collar; render it taut underneath the heart.
If it is the long collar, splice the lanyard into the
heart of the collar. Reeve the lanyard through the
heart of the stay and through the heart of the collar;
put a luff tackle on the stay before hauling it out.

f.
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d reeve them down through the
o
d the shrouds up one at a
holes m the top nm ' s~n
time, and shackle them on.

{uttoc~ plates up, _an .

MAIN il!AST

SETTIXG UP FORE ST.\\"!'1.
FRAP the short legs of the pendants together abaft
the mast, for setting the stays up. Let the men in
the top attend with a strand each side of the lubber's
hole, to keep the stays close to the cross-trees. Put
the fore tackle on the lanyard and haul the slack
through, then rack the lanyard, unhook the fore
tackle, and hook the double block of the luff; the
best way is to have a strap and toggle, take a round
tum with the lanyard round the toggle, :u1d a round
tum with the strap round the two parts of the
lanyard under the toggle, and hook the double block
of the luff to it, and the fore tackle to the hauling
part of the luff Set both stays up at one time, haul
on the fore tackle until the stays are well taut and
the nmners slack, then rack the lanyard, reeve another
turn, and haul it taut as before. Every turn of the
lanyard is hauled taut and racked, and the end seized
to its own part; then take the frapping off the pendant, and take the fore tackle and luffs and set the
fore rigging up.

TOPMAST FUTTOCK SHROUDS.

forward shroud is chain, the remainder are made
of iron rods ; the upper part is fitted with lugs to bolt
to the futtock plates, the lower part is fitted with a
shackle, to shackle to the necklace ; they should be
parcelled and served over with spun-yam. Send the .
THE

the same directions for rigging the main mast as
.
for the fore mast.
l
are giVen half to ) up the same.way as the fore, on y
Send t~e
. tlt.ltle . for the after part of the top.
~
use the mtzen gtr

TAKE

JfJZEN .J.lfAST
at halliards are used for girtlines, with
and thro
.
.
two blocks strapped wtth lashmg eyes.

PEAK

~UZEi\ TU \'-:\ \\" IIO LI:: TOP.

abaft the mast reeve both git t.
To send the top up each side tbr~uoh the lubber's
lines under the t~p, ~~: second futtock~ plate hole~ a
hole, and throud~he top hitch the end to the standmg
round turn roun
1 a.' tlines at the fore part of the
part, put a s_top ?n _t le .,tr
ut on the fore part of
top (the ma;n fr~l:vee/~~~ ~~Jt-head), make_ a rope's
the top to 1au
art and stop it to the tore part,
end f~~ \~ ~~te t~f~~e faffrail, to. keep the top clear of
and ta
When the top lS up to the mast-head,
the trestle-trees~ the fore part of the top, haul on the
cut the stops o
the top is entered on the mast-=~'ines, and as soon as
guu
~

-------·--;---------·~------...
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MIZEN BURTON PENDANTS.

THEY are fitted the same
th
.
Put them over the mast h~s e top burton pendants.
together abaft the mast, ho~~ t~nd l~h t~e lower ends

~~eth~e~~':~Ie~eh~i~~
~; :~wer
~l~~~nto ~~~n~~~:l:
mast.
e mam mast, and stay the
RIGGING THE MIZEN MAST.

the same d.trections as are given for the fore

If there are no cheek blocks
.
mizen mast for the boom t
.
~t th e SJde
of the
opl?mg hfts to reeve through,
you must lash th b
mizen shrouds e oom toppmg lift blocks before the
.
. are put over the mast-head T k h
. .
a e t e
same dtrectwns for turning de d
the drift for setting up is one fo~t t7s~~ m as the fore ;
MIZEN STAY.

THERE is only one mizen sta th
.
legs, one each side of the
_y, at sets up wtth two
the deck.
mam mast, to eye bolts in
TO HOIST A TOPMAST ON BOARD FROM
ALONGSIDE.

ALWAYS
tid the
Th s pare topmast first, to ascertain that it
is
all right.
ship as the to; ~tC::Sh~~~d behthe sa~e side of the
1as ed, wtth the head
fonvard.
canLash the top block_ as high up the mast-head as ~u
' the fore and nuzen the starboard st.de, and ythe
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main the port side. Reeve a hawser through it from
.aft, down through the live sheave in the heel of the
topmast, haul enough through to reach the topmast
head, stop it to the other part, and rack the two parts
together, at one-third down from the bounds, sufficient
to hold the weight of the mast. Put three go¢ lashings round the hawset and the topmast, one close to
the head, one at the hounds, and one 1o-ft. below the
bounds. The reason there should be three lashings
on, is as follows :-In some ships, when the mast-head·
is up to the trestle-trees, the heel is not dear of the
netting, then cast off the upper stop and let the head
go over the other side ; if it does not then go far
enough to clear the netting, cast off the middle stop ;
when the heel is clear, lower the mast and point the
head through the trestle-trees.

head,and
haulb on
· gJrt
· 1-~ne! and the top will fall
over
cr the m3:m
and place t:"t~~~are m the gtrtlmes, then lower away

TAKE
mast.

The Rigger's Guide.

TO PUT THE LOWER CAPS 0::'1".

the cap up above the eyes of the lower rigging
with the top burton tackles, fair for the topmast to
· enter ; let the after part be the same side as the top
block is lashed ; put the two up and down tackles on
the heel, to assist the haw~er ; put a small spar in the
fid hole, with a rope fast to it, and when the mast-head
is three feet through the cap hole, slue the mast one
square forward ; then lash the cap to it with two pieces
of rope, dove hitched round the topmast head, and
through the eye bolts in the cap, one forward and one
aft each side, for the cap to go up square.
Heave round the capstan, man the up and down
tackles by hand. When the cap is above the lower
roast-bead, slue the mast till the cap is fair for going
on, then lower the mast, and beat the cap on with a
commander; then make the end of the hawser fast to
the forward eye bolt in the cap, keeping the weight of
HANG

i
f.
I

___ -

___..
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the mast in the tackles, unlash the top block, and hook
it to the after eye bolt in the cap, heave taut the
hawser, take the tackles off the heel, and the lashing
off the mast·head and cap, and the racking off the two
parts of the hawser, put a girtline on the after part of
the topmast head, and heave the mast one-fourth up
for the cross-trees.

TOP TACKLE.

k the top tackle blocks and reeve the fall, and

RIGGI=-<G TOPMAST WHEN FIDDED.

SE:-~D

HooK the top block to the after eye bolt in cap, port
side, reeve the top tackle pendants through it, and
through the dumb sheave in heel of topmast, and
make it fast to the foremast eye bolts in cap, starboard
side.
·

H

haul~; taut, the standing hook will be the upper block;
the swivel hook, the lower bldock.
the starboard top
Unreeve the hawsers, an reeve
1 h l.
t hook the blocks, reeve the fal ' au tt
tackle pendan ,
taut, and rack the falls.

TO SEKD TOPMAST CROSSTREES l'P.

one end of the girtline down abaft the top, make
it fast to the centre fore part of the crosstrees, bend
an after girtline on it to keep it clear of the top and
cap, sway the crosstrees above the cap, slack the after
girtline, let the fore part rest against the mast, and the
after part on the cap, make a strand fast to the after
part of the crosstrees, and to the eye bolt'i in the cap,
to prevent them slipping off; lower the topmast down,
take the girtline off the mast, and the crosstrees will
gradually come down on the cap and over the t0pmast
head, then sway the mast up and tid it, to ascertain it
is all right, then take the fid out and lower the mast
below the d eck. Then rack the two parts of the
hawser, cast the ends off from the cap, put a good
lashing round the hawser and topmast head, for
lowering it on deck ; take the heel aft for stowing it
on the booms, and the heel of the main fomard.
Unreeve the hawser, a nd reeve it through the live
sheave of the other topmast, and secure as before,
sway it up high enough to rig it.
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b
· ·g!!ino- the mast, fid
To save both ttme and 1a our m n "'. "'
the first .
the second mast with the hawser, the sam~ as
put ~
when the cross-trees are four fe~~ea~f~;: ptar~ ~~he topgirtlin~ a~d t~~::e ~~~et~~~\ocks to the forward leg
mast ~~cklace and the jib-stay block to the after leg~
of the.d . th \b halliard block to the after leg, star
port s1 e, e J
board side.
h b ton pendant
Nail the bolster cloths on, put t _e ur
d hook the burton tackles to It
o\~ the sail tackle pend~nt round tht~ ~~~;_n~~~
for -taym" the mas ,
b"' _ ·t cap the main
below the cross-trees,
"
'
lower block of the for~ to ~he ow,pn
in the fore top, and mizen m the ~am to~~rd
well fon
.h .
F .ld the masts' and stay bthem
k ta up by t e1r reSend the shrouds and ac ·s Y~ .
N
.
b
B nd the gtrthne on
o. I

:~~~:~d ;afr e:r·s_hro~ds, t~~; ~~~t ~~~o~~r~~ ;'p~
0

seizing, ~nd stoph It tot ~~~d~ then· bana the shroud
and put It over t e mas - stra'nd cast th~ girtline off,
with the_ rna~ ~o~e ~~o~k and the eye of the shroud,
unreev~t 1\~~ ~everse way through . the block, . and
:!~~e it on deck for the port prr~e s~re:~~~~~
After the shrouds are all on, ~en t
r d
_ a:e ~P~~~e
stays up, which are one each ~d~~ tgirtlin~ey
together to form the eye. Ben

0

-

·-.- ----
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In Portsmouth dock-yard the jib stays are fitted to
reeve through an iron-bound clump block, shackle~ to
the necklace at the topmast head, on the port s1d_e,
under the eyes of the rigging, and connected to a shp
.at the jib-boom end, and set up_ on _deck, abaft t4e
mast with a long tackle block spliced mto the end of
the ;tay, and a double iron-bound hook block for the
-deck.
.
.
The jib halliards reeve through a smgle 1ron-bo'!nd
block shackled to the necklace on the starboard s1de.
Th~ fore topmast stay sail halliard block is lashed
the port side.

feet below the eye, t~e ~ort side, and stop it along
the starboard leg; ho1st 1t up, and cut the stops as
they come to the block, and send the end of the backstay down the other side. Send the other two pairs
up the same as the shrouds.
If the dead eyes are turned in, set the shrouds and
oockstays up as soon as the eyes are placed, and the
stays can be lashed for a full due down over the eyes
of the rigging.
If the dead eyes are not turned in make a strand
fast to each shroud, reeve it through the dead eyes in
the top, and haul them all taut alike; put a mark on
tl~e shrouds at two feet six inches from the top, that
w11l be for the centre of the nip that goes round the
standing part of the shroud.

MAIN TOPMAST STAYS.

IN sailing ships, the upper stay leads over a chock
between the fore trestle-trees ; the lower one leads
through a clump block bolted through the fore m~t,
under the top; both are set up to iron-bound hearts lD
the deck.
In all screw ships, they both lead through clump
blocks at the foremast, above the rigging, high enough
to clear the peak of the gaff foresail, and are set up to
iron-bound hearts in the deck.Paddle-wheel steamers have but one stay, that
t"eeves through the fore cap, and sets up to a collar
.
under the third pair of shrouds.
The mizen topmast stay s~ts up to a th1~ble strapp_ed
round the eyes of the roam shrouds ; m sere~ sl~tps
there is an iron-bound clump block above the nggmg.

TOPMAST STAYS.
PLACE them one on top of the other ; put a good
seiZing on the crutch, and two on each side of the
collar ; send the ends of the girtlines down before all ·
make them fast to the crutch, and stop them to th~
eyes, sway th~m. up, and lash the eyes abaft the mast
aho':'e the ng.,omg; pass the lashing, rose seizing
fashwn.

FORE TOPMAST STAVS.

PuT the banks on the inner stay. Reeve the ends of
the stay through the hol~s in the bees of the bowsprit,
put a tackle on each, and haul them taut through.
'
JIB STAY.

THis collar is fitted the same as the topmast stays.
Stop it on top of the topmast stays, and send all three
up at one time.

TO PUT THE TOPMAST CAP ON.

FoR a large ship, put it on with the top-gallant mast;

in smaller vessels it is put on by hand.
Lash the fore and mizen top-gallant mast rope
block the starboard side of the tepmast head, and the
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PREI':\RE FOR RIGGING T HE FORE

main the port side; send the mast rope up through
TOP-GALLAXT ~lAST.
the lubber's hole, reeve it through the block from aft
rST.-Put the top-gallant stay on the_funneL
.
forward, down through the mast hole in the crosstrees, ,
2 nd.-The flying jib halliard block IS strapp~d With
then through the thimble of a lizard, through the
a short eye, and a grommet worked through 1t to go
sheave hole in the heel of the top-ga llant mast, and
over the funnel.
through a thimble of the other lizard; haul enough
., d - Put on the flyina jib stay. Then send the
through to reach the royal mast-head, and rack the . ~~~e down before all, a;d make it_ fast to the stays,
two parts together; reeve the lizard that is on the
six feet below the funnel, and stop 1t to the f~nnel;
hauling part through the royal sheave hole, and hitch
hoist it up <tnd place the funnel over the hole m the
it to its own part; the lizard on the standing part is
topmast cap, stop the stays to the cross trees; send_ the
rove through the top-gallant sheave hole, and hitched
girtline down abaft the top for the starboard pa1r of
to its own part. The lizards are two pieces of rop.:
shrouds, and place them over the funnel, then ~end
half the size of the mast rope, about six feet long.
the port pair up. Next send the_ starboard pa1r of
with a thimble in one end of each.
backstays up, and then the port parr.
Sway the mast up and point it through the top-mast
'ROYAL FUNNEL.
crosstrees. Overhaul the girtline down before all,
THERE·
is
a
block
of wood fitted ~o go one-fourth
bend it to the cap, and hoist it to the mast-head; pur
down the funnel, and fastened to tt by screws; the
the other gi.rtline on, and hang the cap up square
upper part is of the same shape as _a royal ma_st-~1ead,
above the eyes of the rigging, fair for the mast to
with the lightning conductor and spmdle hole m_ ~t.
enter through the round hole, then sway the mast up
Put the royal stay and backstays on the IL.~ne~,
two feet through the cap, and lash it fair for going on
reeve the signal halliards and put the truck on, ho1st 1t
the topmast head, sway the mast up, and when the
cap is above the topmast head, slue the mast until ~ up to the mast-head, place it over the top-gallant
funne~ and ship the vane staff.
the cap is fair for going on, then lower the mast and
JIB-BOO~L
beat the cap on, then unreeve the mast rope out of the
block and reeve it through the sheave hole in the cap;
To get the jib-boom out, hook the double block of
if there is no sheave in the cap, hook the block to the
a tackle to a strap round the fo_~e stay; hook the smgle
after eye bolt in cap, and make the standing part of the
block to a strap round the Jib-boom; haul on the
mast rope fast to the foremost eye bolt in the cap,
tackle and point the jib-boom through the bowspnt cap
lower the mast and let the weight come on the standfar enough to rig it, then ree_ve the heel rope, hook a
ing part, with the same racking on; then unlash the ' sinale block the starboard stde of the cap; _reeve the
block, and hook it to the after eye bolt in the cap.
hecl through it and through the sheave hole m the heel
· Haul taut the mast rope, and take a turn with. it
of the jib-boom, and make the end fast to an eye bolt
· ~ the port side of the cap.
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There is a funnel fitted to go over the jib-boom,
with an iron band round it with two lugs in it; the one
on top is for the slip of the jib stay, the one underneath is to shackle the martingale stay.

guys. 4th.-The after guys and spritsail martingalesome call it a jumper.
Put a clump block on the gaff, outside and close to
the o-uys, for the fore swinging boom guys. Fit a
double strap round the gaff, half"way out from the
jaws, with a thimble seized in it, for the flying jib
sheets to lead through.
Shift the tackle block two-thirds out from the jaws,
to keep the outer end of the gaff up till the jib-boom
is out
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TO RIG THE JIB-BOOM.

FIRST, put a grommet on the funnel, close to the iron •
band. 2nd, put th!! foot ropes on; 3rd, the starboard
jib or spritsail guy; 4th, the port guy. Then seize the
foot ropes on to the guys, about eighteen inches from
the eye, shackle the martingale stay on, and secure the
jib stay to the slip. Reeve the jib halliards, and make
the end fast to the jib-boom, to top it up when going
out; then put the flying jib-boom iron on the jib-boom
end.
There ought to be a jackstay on the jib-boom, for
the men to hold on by in going out to the boom end,
many a man having fallen overboard for the want of
it; and also a stirrup at the centre of the foot rope for
large ships.
:;PRITSAIL GAFFS.

IF they are on board, put the jaws through the bow
port, put a tackle on the topmast stays, hook the
single block near the jaws of the gaff, man the tackle,
and haul the jaws out near the bees of the bowsprit;
there is a score cut in the jaws, for the topmast stay to
lead through.
TO RlG THE SPRITSAIL GAFFS.

IST.-The brace, put the eye on the gaff, the other
end reeves through a block at the eyes of the fore
rigging, and sets up in the channels. 2nd.- Put the
lift on, reeve the end through a clump block strapped
through the upper eye bolt in the cap, and set it up to
an eye bolt at the knight-head 3rd-Put on the fore

MARTmGALE.

PuT a jigger on the cap, hook the single block
below the jaws, and trice it up close to the bow~prit,
and tu the cap, reeve a lanyard through the jaws
each side, ree\·e them up through a hole each side
in the bees of the bowsprit; an eye is spliced in one
end, the other lanyard reeves through it, haul it taut
and hitch it.
To rio- the martingale: shackle the martingale stay
to the forward eye bolt in the martingale, and the
guys or back ropes to the after eye bolt.
RIG THE JIB-BOOM OUT.

t

I

the heel rope, haul the boom out and secure the
heel· it is secured with two chains fitted with slips,
one is called the heel chain, the other is called the
crupper chain. The crupper is pa;;se_d round the
bowsprit and over the jib-boom, the shp 1s put through
one of the end links and securtd.
The heel chain is fitted in two pieces, one end
shackles to an eye bolt the port side of the cap, and
leads round the heel of the jib-boom, about two feet
on the opposite side; the other piece of chain is
shackled to an eye bolt the starboard side of the cap,
and has a slip in the other end to connect the other
chain to it.
MAN
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the hounds as the mast goes up, and reeve the roy~!
and top-gallant yard ropes; fid the mast and stay It
forward.
Reeve the top-gallant and royal stay over a half
sheave at the jib and flying boom en~, and through
the martingale, and set it up to the kn~ght-head.
The main top-gallant stay reeves through a
hole in the after part of the fore cap.
The royal stay reeves through a sheave hole at the
after part of fore topmast crosstrees; turn a thimble in
each, and set them up to thimbles strapped rountl
the lower rigging.
.
The mizen top-gallant stay reeves through a hole m
the main cap.
The royal stay reeves through a ti:im?Ie strapped
through the eye of the main topmast ~1gg~ng~ and sets
up to thimbles strapped round the mam nggmg.

To set the rigging up: rst.-The martingale guys,
commonly called back ropes; znd.-Spritsail guys;
3rd.-Reeve the spritsail martingale through an ironbound clump block at the stem; tum a thimble in the
end, and set it up to an eye bolt in the knight-head,
and set the jack stay up to the bowsprit cap.
FL\"1:\'G JIB-BOO;\!.

M.u;.E a tail block fast to the boom iron, reeve a rope
through it, make the end fast to the heel of the flying
jib-boom, put a stop on the head, haul on heel rope,
and point the boom through the iron.
RIGGIXG THE FL\"lXG JIB-BOOM.

rsr.-Put on a grommet close to the hounds; znd.
-Put on the foot ropes; 3rd.-Flying jib guys; 4th.
- Flying martingale stay; sth.-Reeve the flying jib
stay through the sheave hole; the royal stay leads
over a half sheave in the boom end.
Splice an eye in the ends of the foot ropes, then
take a half hitch, and seize it round the jib or spritsail
guys, and put another seizing on before the hitch.
Reeve the stays through the martingale as follows:
I St.-Fore top-gallant stay;
znd.-Flying jib stay;
3rd-Flying martingale stay; 4th.- The fore royal
stay; all in succession.
Walk the boom our, and step the heel in the bowsprit cap, and lash it to the jib-boom. Set up the
rigging flying martingale stay, royal stay and flying
jib stay to the knight-head. Reeve the guys through
the ends of the spritsail gaffs, and set them up to the
cat head.
FID THE TOP-GALLANT MASTS.

T ~KE the racking off the mast rope, and sway the
mast up; place the royal and top-gallant funnels at
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NECKLACE FOR TOP-GALLANT RIGGE\G.

I

THIS is an iron band round the topmast, with a hi~ge
on the fore part, with two iron rollers on each stde,
and connected together with a screw eye bolt abaf,
the topmast. It is a most excellent plan, and ~uch
better for the top-gallant rigging than the old fashtoned
plan, and it does away with the catharpm legs and
futtock bolts.
Reeve the shrouds through the horns of the crosstrees and through the rollers of the necklace that '"
round the topmast; tum thimbles in the ends, and s~l
them up to thimbles strapped round the dead eyes m
the top, or splice the two together and a ~ouble block
seized iri the bight. The lower block ts secured to
the eye of lower shroud.
0

l

•! '
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BACK STAYS.

THE forn-ard backstay sets up with a tackle abreast
of the mast; turn a thimble in the after backstay, and
set it up to an eye bolt in the after part of the
channels.
Stay the royal mast, and set the backstays up; the
forward leg sets up abreast of the mast with a tackle,
the after leg sets up with a lanyard at the after part of
the channels.
~lAST

HEAD SLING CHAINS.

THESE slings are placed two-thirds up the mast head
over a thumb cleat, the two ends lead over a chock
through the forward hole in the fore part of the top,
and the slings of the lower yard are connected to it
with a slip.
TO LASH JEER BLOCKS AT :\lAST HEAD.

SE:m both girtlines down through the after hole in
fore part of the top, make them fast through
sheave holes and stop them to the strap, hoist
block close up under the top and lash the eyes at
after part of the mast.

the
the
the
the

RATLINE THE RIGGING.

PuT two swifters on each side, and swifter the rigging
well in; mark the fonvard shroud all the way up, for
the ratlines to be fifteen inches apart, then lash the
spars five feet apart, parallel with the sheer pole.
The rope for the ratlines should be well stretched,
commence putting them on as follows:Splice a small eye in one end, form a clove hitch
round the shrouds, seize the eye to the forward
shroud with two-yam nettle stuff, let the eye be
three inches from the shroud ; after the hitches are
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all hove taut round the shroud, splice the other eye,
allowing it to be three inches from the shroud. Every
fifth ratline is seized to the after shroud, that is called
a catch ratline; all the remainder are seized to the
after shroud but one. Every man should be furnished
with a thin batten 14% inches long, to measure between
the ratlines, that they may be all square with the sheer
pole ; the batten should be held perpendicular between
the ratlines, and not with a rake the same as the after
shrouds, which are four or five feet longer than the forward shroud.
During the time of rigging the ship, the men going
up and down the rigging will cause the ratlines to ·
stretch; after the ship is fully rigged, ready for blacking down, heave taut and square the ratlines, and the
eyes will come close or near the shrouds, and may not
require shortening.
TO SE:\'D t;p TOPSAI L YAROS.

SLINGS should be fitted with an eye in each end to all
the topsail yards. Reeve the slings round the yard,
outside of the tye blocks, and lash them to the opposite quarter of the yard with a good lashing; hook the
lower block of the sail tackle to it, hoist the yard up
high enough to rig it ; reeve the braces. The fore topsail braces reeve through the main bits, up through
leading blocks at the cheeks of main mast, through
leading blocks on main stays, send them forward outside of all the rigging up through block on the yard;
send the end up to the main topmast head, form a
clove hitch above the rigging, splice the other brace to
it, r~nder the hitch back for the splice to be on the fore
part of the mast, the two parts are seized to the main
topmast stays. Main topsail braces, reeve them
through mizen bits, up through blocks on the:: mizen
02
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mast, _up through blocks on the yard ; send the end to
the mizen topmast head, reeve them through clump
blocks strapped round the after crosstree under
the eyes of the rigging, and then made fast to the after
part of the mizen channels.
Reeve the lifts through the_ sister block, through
block at yard a~ and d?v~ hitch the ends round topmast head. Mizen topsail lifts are single lifts, put the
eye over the yard arm, reeve the end throu<>h the sister
block,_ tum a thimble in each, and set the~ up in the
top with a lanyard. The fore and main set up in the
channels with a tackle.
Put the topmast studding sail halliard blocks over
the goose neck, and put the boom iron on.
Hoist the yard _up, cast the lashing off, and square
the yard by the lift and braces, keeping the yard two
feet above the cap. Pass the parrel round the mast
the long leg round the yard, which is lashed to th;
short leg.
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PUT LOWER YARDS 0~ THE GU~\VALE.
T HE yards being on shore, or alongside the ship, the
jeers will not reeve full ; reeve the jeers through block
at mast-head, then through a block on the yard, then
up through mast-head block, then reeve it through the
other block on the yard, hitch and seize it to its own
part
The up and down tackles may be put on to assist
Put a tackle on the centre to ease it off from the
shore, and a small guy on each yard arm.
Take the jeers to the capstan, man the tackle and
walk the yard up, chocks of wood being placed in the
hammock nettings to receive the yard ; place the yards
on the chocks.

REEVE FORE .\)iD

:\l.-\1~

LIFTS.

the double blocks to the caps, if strapped
with chain j but if they are strapped with rope, they
should be fitted in the eye bolt in the cap before
sending aloft
Reeve the lift up through the fonvard sheave of
double block at cap, through block at the yard arm,
up through the after sheave of block at the cap, splice
a running eye and put it over the yard ann.
SHACKLE

TOPSAIL TYES.

REEVE the ends through the blocks at the mast-head,
through blocks on the yards, let the fly block be in a
line with the lower cap, haul the ends taut round the
topmast head, hitch and seize it to its own part, stop
the spare end dovvn the foremast shroud, hook the
lower halliard blo~k to the after part of the channels,
and reeve the halhards.
The mizen topsail yard has only one tye block on
the yard, and a sheave hole in the topmast
Topsail yards are frequently sent up with a hawser
rove through one of the hanging blocks and made fast
to the centre of the yard, and stopped out on the
quarter with a good lashing.

REEVE THE FORE flRACES.

REEVE t he end through main bits, through block at the
cheeks of the main mast, take it fonvard outside of all
the rigging, reeve it through blocks on the yard, from
out, in; splice a running eye round the same eye bolt
as the block is strapped on at the cheeks of QWI1
mast
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REEVE THE !\'lAIN BRACES.

THE after brace-reeve the end through leading
block at ~he quarter! through block at the yard arm,
from out m, and splice the end into an eye bolt at the
quarter.
Preventer braces-reeve the end up through double
block at the cheeks of the foremast, through block on
the yard, and down through the other sheave of the
double block, then both ends will be on deck reeve
them through the sheave holes in the after fore bits.
Reeve the jeers ~ull, take them to the capstan, heave
the yard up, take m the slack of the lifts when the
y~ is high enough, shackle the slip to the mast-head
slings; the to_ngue of the slip is put through a shackle
at the yard slmgs ; put tackles on the lifts, and square
the yard by the lifts and braces.
FORE AND MAIN TRUSS PENDANTS.

CHAIN trusses-reeve them through clump blocks at
the after part of the trestle-trees, through the thimble
of the truss strap, take it round the after part
of the mast, and shacke it to the other truss strap ·
the end that leads t~ough the block comes half way
down the mast, mth a double iron-bound block
shac~ed to it. A small ~hip w~:mld have a single
block. The lower block IS a smgle block and is
hooked to an eye bolt in the deck abaft the m'ast, and
a fall rove through them; there is a tricing line seized
on each_ truss half wa,y down, and leads through a
block seiZed to the after shrouds.
Man the truss falls and truss the yard close to the
mast.
CROSS JACK YARD.

Ptrr it on the gunwale with the the mizen burtons.
Reeve the braces through the block at the necklace
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of the main mast, also through the block on the y~rd,
and splice a running eye through one of th~ lmks
close to the block. Reeve the lifts, put a runnmg eye
over the yard ann, reeve the othe~ end through a
block at the cap, splice a thimble on tt to set up to an
eye bolt in the deck with a lanyard.
Man the Burton falls and sway the yard up.
CROSS JACK TRUSS PENDA::'{T.

REEVE one end up through the port truss strap, pass
the other end round the mast, and up th~ough _the
thimble of the starboard strap ; shackle a smgl~ non
bound block on each end ; there are sheaves m the
after part of the trestletrees, reeve the falls and truss
the yard close to the mast.
Square the yards by the lifts and braces.
TO SEND UP TOPMAST STUDDI~G SAIL BOOMS.
SEND them up by the top-gallant yard rope, or put
a whip on the topsail yard half way out, make the end
fast to the boom, a little outside o~ the centre, and
make the heel lashing fast. to the whip to form a span,
so that the boom will go up. square; sway the boom
up, and place it in the _boom_ Irons_on the lo~ver yards.
Put the lower studdmg sa1l halhard block and topmast studding sail tack on the boom end. . ·
Lash the span blocks over the topmast cap, for the
topmast studding sail halliards to lead through.
SENDING TOP·G ALLA:'-iT STUDDING SAIL
BOOMS UP.

SEND them up by the royal yard rope, or put a whip
on the crosstrees, make the end fast to the ~oom a
little outside of the centre, make the heel lashmg fast
to it to form a span; stop the whip to the heel of the
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boom, so that it may go up perpendicular to clear the
lower stays, and when it is ~p to the topsail yard, cut
the stop, and the boom will hang square · point the
en_d of the boom through the iron, toggle the studding
sat! tack block to the eye bolt in the end· secure the
heel with a lashing.
'
REEV"E TOP-GALLA NT BRACES.
Fo~

ships above a sixth-class frigate, the fore and
mam go do~ble; they are rove up through blocks
under the matn and mizen topmast crosstrees, through
blocks on the topmast stays, which are seized just
below the collar, then throt!O'h the yard arm blocks
and the end is made fast to the stay close to th~
blocks.
_The mizen are . single, and lead through blocks
. setzed to the mat~ topmast rigging. For vessels
under a fi_fth-class frtgate, the braces go with a pendant
and a whtp; one end of the pendant is spliced round
a _hlock w~tch hangs one-third down the lower mast
wtth a whtp rove through it; the other end is rov~
thro•Jgh the blocks under the crosstrees and stays and
an eye spliced in it to fit the yard arm.
'
REEVE TOP-GALLAKT UFTS.

A~ eye is spliced in one end. to go over the yard arm,
and the eye of the brace block marled to it· the other
· en.d re~ves through a roller thimble or a sister block
seized In the top-gallant shrouds, and leads down in
the top.
.
TO REEVE ROYAL BRACES.

TH_E fore an~ main lead through blocks seized to the
mam and mtzen top-gallant shrouds, or a grommet
worked through ~he eyes of the block straps, to go
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over the funnel, which is put on before the riggi~g;
the mizen goes to the main topmast crosstrees, sphce
an eye in the end to fit the yard arm.
ROYAL LIFTS.

AN eye is spliced in one end to go over the yard ar~
and is marled to the eye of the brace; the other end
leads through a thimble seized in the royal backstays,
and leads down in the top.
TO

:ut:::-m TOP-GALLANT

AND ROYAL YARD
ROPES.

REEVE them through the grommet at the yard arm,
throuah the thimble of the lizard, and make fast to the
slings~ if there are no slings, make f~t to t~e centre of
the yard, the same way a_s in a studding ~ail ben~.
A lizard is a small ptece of rope wtth a thtroble
spliced in one end, the other end is rove throug_h the
thimble of the quarter strap, and through t~e thimble
of the short strap of the par~el, _and a half httch take~
with the bight, ready for slippmg, when the word lS
given to sway across.
.
. .
Stop the yards up and down the nggmg.
STEA:\lERS GAFF F ORE SAIL AND MAIN SAIL.

THEY are fitted to nm on the gaff with iron rings,
instead of lacing the sail to the gaff; the gear they
. .
require is as follows:Peak and throat halliards, outhauler and whtp,
inhauler and clew-tricing lines, sheets, vangs, and
middle brails.
.
Peak halliard block for the gaff is a double ironbound block.
The block for the mast head is. a treble iron block,
· .two sheaves for the \,alliards and one for the outhauler.

------------- . .- --==--
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Throat halliard block for the gaff is a double ironbc;>Und block, and a chock between the trestletrees
wtth two sheaves in it.
The outhauler is chain, and is rove through the
block at mast head, through sheave hole in gaff end,
and shackled to the head of the sail. An iron-bound
block is ~hackled to the other end with a whip rove·
~hrough Jt; strap two blocks in the eye bolts in the
Jaws of the gaff for ~he inhauler and clew-tricing line.
Vang blocks are tron-bound, with clasp hooks.
. For the sheets, there is one clump block and one
smgle block. The clump block is strapped with the
end of the sheet; the single block is fitted with a
hook ; reeve the s~eet ; put the bight of the sheet
through the clew thtmble, and toggle it close to the
clump block, then reeve the end throuah the single
block and through the clump block, th~t forms the
sheet.
In small steamers, peak and throat halliard blocks
for the gaffs are single blocks.
All paddle and screw ships are fitted this way in
Portsmouth dockyard.

the snatch on the boom, and sets up under the boom
with a tackle; they are two long tackle or fiddle blocks
and two single blocks fitted with hooks.
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SPA:\KER BOOM.
]ACK stay-make a Matthew Walker knot in one end
reeve the other end through eye bolts on top of th~
boom, fror_n aft fonvard, splice an eye in it, and set it
up to the mner eye bolt.
Foot ropes-:-splice a short piece at the centre, to
fo~ a cut sphce to go over the boom end, splice an
eye m the ends, and seize them to the boom inside of
the taffrail.
. To reeve the topping lift, the standing part is s·pli~ed
mto eye bolts at the boom end, the other ends, reeve
through the clump blocks at mast head, and through ·

SPANKER BOOM SHEETS.

.FoR all large screw and sailing ships there are two
double and six single blocks. .
For small screw and paddle-wheel steam vessels
there are two double and two single blocks.
Some large steamers have four double ?locks .
Where there is a stem gun, the blocks m the quarter
should be fitted with a shackle.
Outhauler-there is a clump block strapped in the
clew of the sail, and a sheave in the boom end.
Peak. halliards- there is one double iron-bound
block for the mast-head, and two single iron-bound for
.
the gaff.
Throat halliards-there is a chock fitted m the after
part of the trestletrees with two sheaves, and a single ·
block for the gaff.
Peak brails-the outer brails are two single blocks
:fitted with a span to go over the gaff, about two-thirds
out ; tl1e inner peak brails ire two double blo_cks fitted
with a span about one-third out, one sheave ts for the
lead of the outer brails ; there are two double blocks
:fitted with a span to go over the jaws of the gaff, for
the lead of the outer and inner brails.
Throat brails-they are two single blocks, and fitted
with a span to go over the jaws of the gaff.
Middle and foot brails are single blocks, and are
seized to the eyelet holes of the sails:
Small ships are fitted the same, but they have only
one peak. brail.
·
Each brail is a single rope, middled at the leach of
the sail.
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. There are two blocks strapped into eye bolts in the
Jaw_s of the gaff; one is for the tack tricina line and
the other is a clump block for the gaff tops~il sh~et to
lead through. .
REEVE RUNNING RIGGING.

FoRE and main tack and sheet blocks are fitted with
a thi~1ble to_shackle to the clew of the sail. Splice a
~nnmg eye m the fore tack, and put it over the bumpkin; reeve the other end through the tack blocks on
t~e clew of the sail, through the blocks on the bumpkin, and through sheave holes in the bulwark.
Mai_n tack-splice a hook in_the standing part, and
hook It to an eye bolt in the deck, near the block;
reeve the ·other end through the tack block on the
clew of the sail, and through the block on the deck,
from forward aft.
Fore and main sheets-hook the standing part to an
eye bolt abaft the charmels; reeve the other end
through the sheet blocks on the clew of the sail and
through ~heave holes near the standing part.
'
Topsail sheets for large ships are double ; they are
rove up through the quarter blocks, under the quarter
of the lower yards, through sheave holes in the yard
arm, and through blocks on the clew of the sail· the
standing part is clinched round the yard arm.
'
Smaller vessels have chain topsail sheets .
. To mea~ure for the length of chain, make a small
hne or a p1ece of spunyarn fast to the eye bolt in the
lower cap, reeve the other end down through the
sheave hole at the yard, in through the roller at the
quarter of the yard, and two feet below that will be the
length of the sheet; ~e upper end is fitted with a clasp
hook, the lower end IS bolted to the lugs of an ironbound block.

A whip rove through the block; make one end fast
to an eye bolt in the deck, r~eve th~ other end
through a block or a sheave hole m t~e bits.
Top-gallant and royal sheets are smgle; they reeve
through the quarter blocks, through sheave hol~s at
the yard arm, and are bent to the clews of_the sa1L_
Fore and main clewgamets and to~sail clewlmes
are rove up through the quarter blocl{s, under thequarter of the yard, down thr_ou~h bloc~ at the clew
of the sail; the standing part IS umber hitched round
the yard, outside and close to the block:
Top-aallant and royal clewlines are smgle ; they are
0
rove up through blocks under the q~arter of the yard,
and made fast to the clews of the sa1L
Topsail reef tackles-they are rove up t_hrough the
sister blocks, down through sheave holes ~ the yard
arm, through blocks on the leach of the _sa1_l, and the
ends are clinched round the goose-neck, ms1de of the
topmast studding s~il h~lliard bloc_k.
The main bowhne IS fitted w1th a ~endant and_
tackle; the pendant is rove through a t~m1ble on the
bridle, and made fast to the fore b1ts, ready for
slipping.
·
·
d
All other bowlines nave an eye spliced m one en ,
to put over toggles on the bowline bridles, the other
end leads forward.
The fore bowlines lead through blocks that are fitted
....-i.th a span, round under the bowsprit, outside of the
inner fore stay collar.
.
The fore top bowline leads through a sheave hole m
the bees of the bowspril
The main top bowline leads through the block lashed
to the eyes of the fore rigging, and down through the
lubber's hole.
.
The mizen top bowline leads through tlie same ·
block as the cross jack brace. .
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T~~ fore top-gallant bowlines lead through blocks at
the Jib-boom end; these blocks are fitted with a span
round the funnel, or seized to the eyes of the jib
guys.
Th: main top-gallant bowlines lead through sheave
holes m ~e after part of the fore topmast crosstrees.
_The mlZen toJ?-gallant bowline leads through blocks
setzed to the mam topmast shrouds.
Fore and main buntlines-hook a double block to
the fonva:d eye bolt each side of the lower cap, reeve
the buntlme through the upper shoe block, then reeve
both ends through the double block at the cap, from
aft forward, down through sheave holes in the fore part
of the top ; haul the shoe blocks close up to the
double block~ then toggle or clinch the ends to the
foot of the ~ail
The whip is rove through the lower shoe block, and
both ends lead down through the lubber's hole on
deck, an? are r~ve through blocks or sheave holes.
Topsail buntlmes reeve through sheave holes in the
topm~t crosstrees, or blocks, down through a thimble
of a hzard, above the topsail yard, round the tyes and
are toggled to the foot of the saiL
'
The t?p-gallant buntline is a single rope with two
legs, whtc~ are toggled to the foot of the sail; the
other end ts rove through a block seized to the eye of
the top-gallant ~tay, and leads down into the top.
Fore and mam leach lines- they are rove through a
double_block under the top, out through a block seized
to the Jack stay, down before the sail and are clinched
to the leach of the sail ; there are ~o each side
Fore and main slab lines-they are rove thr~ugh a
~ouble block at ~he quarter of the yard, on the fore
~Ide, abaft the sa1l, and through blocks seized to the
Jack stay, betweel) the .yard and the sail, and are
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clinched to the leach of the sail ; there are two each
side.
The bunt slabline is a single rope rove through a
tail block fast to the slings of the yard, it leads down
abaft the sail, and is clinched to the foot.
•·

TO REEVE STl' DDING SAIL GEAR

THE swinging boom topping lift reeves through a
clun1p block that is seized between the second and
third shroud of the fore rig,uing, and through another
clump, fitted with a tail for a lizard, to take out on ~he
fore yard, when the boom is to be got out; then splice
the end round a thimble through an eye bolt at the
boom end ; splice an eye in the other end, and seize a
double block in it, tl1e lower block is a single one,
hooked to an eye bolt in the channels ; reeve the fall.
Reeve the fore guys through a fair lead in the forecastle bulwark, through a sheave on the bees of the
bowsprit, out through a clump block on the spritsail
gaff, and splice it round a thimble through an eye bolt
in the boom.
R eeve the after guy through the lower sheave at the
after part of the waist netting, and splice it round a
thimble through an eye bolt in the boom.
Reeve the lower studding sail tack through the
sheave hole above the after guy, through the block at
the boom end, and bend it to the outer clew of the
sail, when required.
Reeve the lower halliards up fonvard of the top,
through the span blocks, out through the block at the
boom end, send the end down on the forecastle, and
bend it to ilie studding sail yard one-third out.
The tripping line is rove through a b~ock on ilie fore
shroud, down through a block on the mner yard arm,
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through a thimble in the after part of the sail, and ts
made fast to the outer clew of the saiL
. TOPMAST STUDDING SAIL.

THE halliards are rove up through span blocks at thetopmast cap, down through a block on the goose neck
of the topsail yard . arm, between the yard and the
boom, down abaft the lower yard, inside of the brace,
and bend it to the studding sail yard one-third out
Take the tack up outside of the back-stays and
lower rig.,aing, out upon the lower yard, under the
brace, reeve it fonvard through the tack block at the
boom end, then in over the fore brace, down on deck,
and bend it to the clew of the sail.
Topmast studding sail boom topping lift-splice a
running e~ in one end, and put it over the boom, and
a thimble in the other end to hook a tackle to. The
tackle consists of two single blocks fitted with hooks,
one is hooked to the topping lift, the other is booked
to an eye bolt in the topmast cap. Frequently officers
have it different : they have a long tackle block in the
lower studding sail halliard span, with the topping lift
through the upper sheave, and the lower halliards
through the lower sheave; some will have a double
block in the span. The down haul reeves through a
block on the outer clew, abaft the sail, up through a
thimble on the outer leach ; splice an eye in the end,
and put it over the outer yard arm.
TOP-GALLANT STUDDING SAIL.

REEVE the halliards up through span blocks at the topgallant mast-head, through a block at the top-gallant
yard arm, before the yard, into the top, and bend it to
the yard about one-third out
Reeve the tack out through a block at the after
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dead eye in the top, and up under the _topsai_I brace,
through a block at the top-gallant studdmg sat! boom
end, in over the brace, and bend it to the outer clew
of the sail.
.
The down haul is made fast to the mner yard arm,
and leads down in the top.
. .
.
If the topmast studding sail is set, and tt lS blow~ng
hard, how would you martingale the topmast studdmg
sail boom down?
Put an over-hand knot in the bight of the lower
studding sail halliards, above the bl~ck o~ th~ boom,
put a toggle in the knot to prevent tts bem~ Jambed,
then haul on the underneath part of the halhards, and
that will martingale the boom down.
POINTS FOR TOPSAIL AND COURSES.

THE points are mad~ to go. round the yard, or jack
stay ; some prefer haVLng two Ja~k s_tays; the first a:"d
second points to go on the bendmg Jack stay, the thud
and fourth reef on the after jack stay.
Directions for the points, and how to m:tke them :
They are made from four-yarn spun-yam, _with four or
five parts in the eye, and worked down '1\'lth seven or
nine parts · and the length of spun-yam on the two
parts to ~ake a point, is once and a-half the length
the point is required to be made.
.
. .
The eye is made round a toggle, whtch remam~ m
the point. If they are fitted to go round the jaCk
stay, plait down six inches from ~he t?ggle, then separate the foxes and plait an eye erght mches I_ong, t~en
plait down nine inches solid, whip the end With t'l\'lDe,
and it is finished .
.
In Portsmouth dockyard the pomts are fitted to go
round the yard, with a short eye to ~o over the toggle,
and the toggle part is seized to the jaCk stay. ,.

....
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Directions to make them : Plait down from the
toggle four inches longer than the round of the yard
where it would be placed, then separate the foxes and
plait an eye four inches long for large ships' courses
and fore and main topsails ; three inches will do for
smaller ·vessels and mizen topsails ; then plait down
four inches solid, and plait another eye eight inches
long; then plait down nine inches solid, whip the end
with twine, and it is finished.
The distance between the points when on the yard
would be five inches; every odd point is for the first
and second reef, the even numbers for the third and
fourth reef; or there is one sennit point and one rope,
that is to say, every other one is a rope point made
from four-strand rope.
See diagram, pages 2 I z and z I 3·
Directions to make them : The length to cut the
rope. is 3-ft s-in. longer than the round of the yard.
Splice one end round a toggle, pu t a whipping round
the rope at four inches longer than the round of the
yard from the toggle; then divide the rope in two up
to the "·hipping, and form an eye four inches long,
with rwo strands each side; then lay up four inches
solid, and form another eye eight inches long ; then
lay up nine inches solid, and whip the end with
twine.
To finish the two eyes, take a strand of the same
size rope, four times the length of the eye, reeve it
through the rope at the lower part of the eye, and
lay one end up each side of th.e eye to form a threes :rand rope, splice them into the standing part of the
rope, and it is finished.
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TO FIT TilE SAIL.

is a jack stay of two-in_ch rope at each _re~
band, on the after side of the sail, the len::?th of ~~ ~
two feet longer than the width of the sail, ~d 1t 1S
spliced through the eyele_t hol~s of the reef cr:ngle: .
There is also a reevmg !me on the fore _side, 1t 1S
passed through. the ey~let holes round the Jack stay,
the same as lacmg a sail to a yard; commence at_ the
centre, and work both ways ; the ends a!e spliced
throuah the eyelet holes of the reef cnngle ; the
Jen!!th of it is once and three-eighths the breadth of
0
the sail, or 2-ft. 7-in. to every clo_th.
.
.
At the third reef band there IS a p~ _ ~f pomts put
in the sail at each yard arm, and two pair m the fourth
reef.
Rope bands for topsails and cours~s are re-manufactured rope; the sizes are from half1~ch up to one
inch, and the le~gths are fr?m 2-ft. 6-Ul. u~ to -1-ft.,
according to the s1ze of the sa1ls ; they _are spliced mto
the eyelet holes in the head of the saiL. In the .two
centre eyelet holes there should be a piece of two-me~
rope, six feet_in l_en~h, to denote the cent~e of the s_at~
in bending 1t; 1t ts made fast round the Jeer blocks,
if a topsail, it is made fast round the tye blocks. Fre·
quently, when the ~ails are fitted on board, the rope
bands are made with rope-yarns, or two-ya~ spunyam rove through the eyelet holes and plaited up
as sennit.
. b
Find the lenoth
of the yard and multiply 1t Y I 2,
0
to bring it into inches, and divide it _by the nu~ber
of holes in the sail, to seize the pomt on the pck
stay.

THERE

•p 2
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Example, 23 feet.
12
48)276(6 inches
240

The number of points to be seized on the jack stay
for line-of-battle ships:-

36

Fore course
Main ...
Fore topsail
Main ...
Mizen

4

48)144(3 quarters
144

The distance to place each point on the jack stay,
as follows:Length from centre to shoulder, 23-ft.

Mizen Topsail Yard.
1 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 IO 11 12 1314 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Bound of
y a.rd. 4-ft.

--- ----

Short Eye.
Solid.
Long Eye.

Solid.

----- -:- ----___.

~_.

Yard-arm.

~----------------------------------~
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DIRECTIO:\'"S TO FIT FORE

A~m

:\lAI:'f COURSES.

R~EF pendants are spl~ced int? the second reef earring
~nngle, and should be a suffictent length, when the sail

bent, to reeve through the block and come along the
yard from nine to twelve feet.
Length to cut bowline bridles:Once and two-thirds the length from cringle to
cringle ; and, after they are spliced in, they will be
once and one-third.
A main course has two bridles, the upper one is
spliced into the second and third cringles, one end of
the lower bridle is spliced into the lower crinale, the
other end is spliced round the other bridle after the
thimble is rove on it. · There are two thimbles fitted
with a double strap, one is rove on the lower bridle;
the pendant reeves through the other when required.
The fore course has but one bowline bridle · there
is a thimble and toggle fitted with a double s~p, the
thimble is rove on the bridle, the ends of the bridle
are spliced into cringles.
There are four toggles strapped with a grommet
strap through eyelet holes in the foot of the sail, for
the buntlines.
Earrings are from 2}in. 6-fms. down to x}iu. s-fins.
IS
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A main topsail has three bowline bridles : the lower
bridle is spliced into the first and second cringle, the
upper bridle is spliced into the third and fourth
cringles, the centre bridle is spliced round the upper
and lower bridle, and a thimble and toggle travel
on it.
Fore and mizen topsails have only two bowline
bridles : the upper bridle is spliced into the second
and third cringles, one end of the lower bridle is
spliced into the lower cringle, the upper end is spliced
round the upper bridle, the thimble and toggle travel
on the lower bridle.
Sheet b locks-they are clump blocks fitted with a
grommet strap round a thimble in the clew of the sail
Take a four-strand rope to make a three strand grommet For the length to marry the strand, take once
the round of the block, once the round of the thimble,
and half the round of the rope.
Buntline toggles- there are two toggles strapped
with grommet straps into eyelet holes in the foot of the
sail. Earrings are from 2 inch 6 fathoms. down to
1-} inch 5 fathoms.
DlRECTIO::\S TO Fh D OUT THE LENGTH OF
REEF POINTS FOR TOPSAI~. IF THEY
ARE PUT IN THE SAIL.

DlRECTIOKS FOR FITTING TOPSAILS.

loFrom a First-class Ship to a Fif[h-da.ss Frigate.)

REEF pendants- the length to cut them should be
four times the length from cringle to cringle; one end
is spliced into the cringle below the fourth reef cringle,
the other end is whipped.
Bowline bridles-the length to cut them is once and
two-thirds the length from cringle to cringle, and after
they are spliced, they will be once and one-third the
length from one cringle to the other.

TAKE once the round of the yard at the centre, that
will be the length ofthe after legs of the first reef; the
foremast reefs are one foot less, except the fourth reef,
which are both one length. The second reef points
are six inches longer than the first, and the third six
in~hes longer than the.second, the fore and after legs
of the fourth reef are the same length as the after leg
of the third ree£
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For mizen topsails and small ships the after points
are only six inches longer than the foremast point.
For example:The fore topsail yard was 5-ft. 6-in. ; main topsail
yard, s-ft. ro-in. ; mizen topsail yard, 4-ft.
FORE.

No.
,
of
Reefs
1St

2nd

3rd
th

Fore

Legs.

MAIN.

After
Legs.

Fore

Legs.

--ft.

in.

ft.

4

6

5 6

5

0

5 6

6

6

6
6
6

in.
0

6
6

~!!ZEN.

After

Legs.

m.

4

10

5

10

5 4
5 10

6
6
6

10
10

6

10

Fore
Legs.

------

ft.

ft.

m.
4
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ft.

in.

3 6
0

4
4

6

5

0

After

Legs
fl

io.

4 0
4 6

5
5

0
0

All topsail yards that are less than three feet in circumference at the centre, give the round of the yard
for the foremast leg instead of the after one, and allow
the after leg to be six inches less than the foremast leg.
Length of reef points for courses should be 3-ft.
6-in., from a first-class ship down to a fourth-class
frigate ; 3-ft. 3-in., down to a sixth-class frigate;
3-ft., down to an eighth-class frigate; and 2-ft. 9-in.,
for the remainder.
ADMIRAL ELLIOTT'S EYE IN HEMP CABLES.

Directions for making the eye in all size cables :Put a good whipping on the cable at the undermentioned lengths from the end. The following table
also shows the size and length of the hitching for the
eye, the size and length of the seizing, the length of
rounding for kackling, and the length to kackle each
cable.

End.

Hitching.

Seizing.

in. ln. in.

feet.

in. fthms.

in. fthms..

26 25 2-1
23 22 21
20 19 18
17 16 15
14 13 12
ll and 10

14

1 27
l 26
t 2-2
19

Cables.

13
B ·
ll
10
9

t

~

!

16
14

Roundin.

Length
tackle.

to

H

~~

9!

8~

lt s
If H

1! 7
1 6~

in. fthms.

feet.

50

9

46
2! 40
2f30
2 25
1! 19

9
8
7
6

3

21

5

Directions for making the eye in 24-in. cable : Put a good whipping on the !Able at 14-f~. from
the end· lash the cable to any place that ts convenient ilien unlay the cable to the whip~Jing ; take
' well out of the strands, put a tac"
'-!e on
the turns
them, haul them well taut one at a time, and beat
them with a commander; the more they are _beaten
the better the strand will lay in for the long sphce.
Place one strand round the thimble and meet it
with the other, to ascertain the length to marry the
splice, so ..that the tucks will come clear of the
lono;:,
thimble and se1zmg.
.
Unlay the strands and m~rrr them together two
feet six inches from the wh1ppmg, put a good stop
round them, leaving out the first strand to be unlaid
round the eye, and as you take out o ~e strand, lay
in the other one, keeping the tum well m the str~nd_;
for if the tum is allowed to go out of the strand, 1t
will swell, and not lay in level with the other strands. ·
Mter the strand is laid in round the eye, so that
the tuck or splice will come between the two splices
on the opposite side, half knot the st:an~ and heave
them well in ; do not tuck them m till the other
strand is laid in, for fear the lay should come. out of
it ; you must put a good stop on it to keep 1t from
rendering back.
Take off the stop from the marrying part, and take
out the strand that is to be ~aid, put the stop on
Q
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again, unlay and lay in the other strand as close upto the whipping as you can splice it ; half knot the
strands and heave them in, take the stop off from
the marrying part, knot the two strands and heave
them in ; tuck all the strands once with two-thirds of
each strand, leaving one-third out.
Put the thimble in, and put the third strand round
it to ascertain the length for the single eye, put a
strap through the thimble and hook a tackle to it,.
haul it well taut to see that all parts bear an equal
strain, for that is the principal point in making the
eye ; if the single strand is too taut, slack the stop
that is on to form the eye, and render it round the
thimble ; if th~ single strand is too slack, ease uP'
the tackle and take up some of the single strandr
haul taut the tackle, and if the strands all bear an
equal strain, put a chalk mark on where to splice it.
The fork of the splice should be nine inches from
the thimble, that will allow for the seizing and crossing
turns.
Take the thimble out and splice the eye in the single
strand the same as for an eye splice, put the strands in
once; they are not cut off, but brought down the lays
of the cable for wormings. Whip the strands of the
long splice close to the rope, and cut them oiL leaving
four inches end,
Lay the cable up, and place the strands of the single
ere in for wormings, put the eye on a fid and beat it
down till the eye is large enough to take the thimble ;
after the hitching is on, take the eye off the fid, and
hitch the two parts together with one-inch rope-it will
take 27 fathoms; hitch the eye all round in wake of
the thimble, to secure the ends of the hitching; lay
the ends under the seizing between the two parts of
the rope, and after the seizing is on, pass two crossing

turns with the hitching round the seizing, the last turn
comes under its own part, put a crown knot on it, that
crossing secures the riding turns of the seizing as well
as the hitching.
Fid the eye out and put a thimble in, then set it up
with a tackle, put a strand round the cable close to the
thimble, and with a Spanish windlass heave all parts
close to the thimble, put a stop of spun-yam on where
the first turn of seizing should come to, then take the
strand oiL
Seize the thimble in with ode and a-half inch rope,
the length it will take is nine and a-half fathoms ;
there should be eight lower turns, seven riding turns,
and three crossing turns; the seizing being finished,
secure the hitching as before mentiened.
Kackle the cable ; the size and length of the rounding should be 3-in. rope, 48 ~athoms, ce1_1tre the
rounding, and commence puttmg 1t on 4-ft. 6-m. from
the thimble, and work both ways ; it takes three men
each way to put the rounding on, one man to pass it
round, another hauls it taut, keeping a strain on it,
while the third beats it taut round the cable with a
mallet.
.
Finish the kackling at nine feet from the thimble,
take one strand out of the rounding for the last six
turns.
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ROPES.

SHROUD rope : this is made with four strands, hawser
laid. The sizes range from two inches to fourteen and
a-half inches ; the lengths are ro6 fathoms.
Hawser laid, common : this is made with three
str.mds. The sizes are from half.inch up to ten inches;
the lengths are I 13 fathoms.
Bolt rope : this is made with three strands and hawser laid. The sizes are from three-quarters up to seven
Q2
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and a-half inches; the lengths are I22 fathoms, and
are made from the best Italian hemp.
Cable laid rope (se<; page 7). The sizes are from
two inches up to twenty-si.x inch cable ; the len,uths are
I or fathoms.
It is also requisite to know the size ropes to reeve
in all sizes of blocks, viz. : For a common thick block, take one-third the length
of the block: for instance, a I2-in. common thick
block will reeve a 4·in_ rope.
For a clump biock, take half the length of the
block, say a 1 2-in. clump block will reeve a 6-in. rope.
For a thin block, take one-fifth the length of the
block, say a r 2-in. block will reeve a 2-}-in. rope.
For a long tackle or fiddle block, take one-sixth the
length of the block, say a I 2-in. block will reeve a
2-in. rope.

JlEANCEU17UIVG SHIPS AT SEA.
CLOSE H-\ULED ON OPPOSITE TACKS.- The ship on
the port tack is always to give way, if necessary, either
by keeping away, or going about.
SHIPS WITH THE WI~D FREE give way to those
on a wind; therefore, the ship on the port tack stands
on.
T WO SHIPS HAVING THE WIND LARGE, and meeting
nearly end on, are to pass on the port side of each
other; therefore the ship to the eastward keeps away,
and the o ther hauls up.
UNDER STEAM, and marly end on to each other,
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both port their helms and pass on the port side when
meeting not end on.
A STEA>IER always gives way to a sailing vessel,
and it must be remembered that every vessel under
sail with steam readv, though not using it, is consid~red a steamer in the event of collision.
EvERY VESSEL UNDERWEIGH is to carry a green
light on the starboard, and a red lig~t O? the port
side; steamers in addition carry a whtte hght ~t t~e
foremost head. The side lights to be fitted \nth mboard screens, projecting at least th~ee feet forw~d
from the light, so as to pre,·ent tl~e hght from bet?g
seen across the bow. Vessels towmg, carry two whtte
mast-head lights.
DuRING Foes, vessels under steam are to sound a
steam whistle; vessels under sail to use a fog hom;
at anchor, ring a bell.
The signals to be sounded once at least every five
minutes.
MAKING PLAIN SAIL.-"Ciear lower deck;" "make
all plain sail, starboard tack;" "~pper y~rdmen aloft ;::
man the tonsail sheets and halltards. ·Away aloft;
"trice up, lay out;" "hoist the jib ;• ."_let fall, she_et
home ;• upper sails to be kept up unttl the topsatls
are nearly mast headed; then let fall by order, sheeted
home and hoisted.
As each sail is let fall, the loosers should lay in, and
mo,·e smartly down from aloft.
"Port brac.:;;-.:_"fore and main tacks;" "brace forward;' "let run, haul on board"-when the sails are
set, and yards braced up; "haul taut wheater braces,
lifts, and trusses;" coil down ropes.
TACKING.- Keep the ship full for s_tays, and give
the word "Re::tdy, 0 :" to enfo~ce ::ttttntwn. Eau the
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helm down, that her way may not be too suddenly
checked. Haul over the boom ; and, when the helm
is down, "Helm's a-lee!" on which the fore and head
sheets are let go and overhauled. When the wind is
out of the mainsail, "Raise tacks and sheets," keeping
the fore tack fast till the main yard is hauled, for as
the foresai! bellies in to the mast (which it always does
to a certam extent when the fore tack is let go), it
be<-:o~es ~ back sail and retards the ship in coming to.
Th1s IS stlll more the case when, in a strong breeze, it
becomes necessary to check the fore bowline to
relieve it of the undue strain brought upon it. 'The
top-gall~nt bowlines at the same time are let go, the
lee mam tack shortened in, the preventer braces
a~d l~e maintop bowline manned; and when the
wmd IS ahead, as a general rule, or in quick working ships, ~ little before, taking the main top-sail
as your gUJde,-the weather leech of which will be
well aback, or, in a dark night judging by the shaking
of the spanker- " Haul well taut; mairJSail haul!"
The after yards are swung and braced up as far as the
fore yard will allow-the lee head braces in short
ships being checked for that purpose, the main preventer brace run away with, and a tum taken before the
main-yard can fly back again, main tack boarded, and
sheet gathered aft, head sheets shifted over, and boom
sheet eased off. When all safe, and the after sails
begin to fill, the head bowlines are let go, the head
yards brace round, and the fore tack boarded, to the
order "Fore tack, head bowlines-Of all haul ; " if,
howe~·er, she -has paid off too rapidly, the head yards
should not be braced up till she has come to or is
coming to the wind. The main yard is now braced
up, and the sheet hauled aft. The helm is righted if
she loses her way, and shifted over if she gathers

stemway. The lee breast back-stays, when used, are
borne abaft and the weather one crutched and pulled
up in stays.' Finally, the yards are all trimmed, the
weather braces hauled taut, the lifts bowsed up, and
the bowlines hauled. When done, pipe the sweepers,
and coil down ropes.
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TOP-GALL..;\NT BowLINES are let go, when you raise
tacks and sheets because, when the sails are aback,
if the lee braces ~re not quite taut, the whole strain of
the top-gallant sail, and great part of that of the topsail would come upon them ; and also that they may
be cleared away in good time before the yards are
hauled.
THE LEE FoRE TACK is not shortened in like the
lee main tack, because, by doing so, you would make
.a back sail of it, and prevent the ship coming to.
TACKING IN LIGHT WINDS. Keep away a little
and get as much way on as possible, before putting
the helm down.
Man the head sail downhauls; ease the helm down;
check the lee head braces, and head bowlines.
" Helm's a-lee · " haul down the head sails ; brace
the head yards up as she comes to the wind ; when
nearly head to wind, brace ~ou~d t~e yards on the
mizen mast · and when the wmd 1s farrly round on the
other bow, 'h_aul the main yard, and hoist the head
sails.
MISSING STAYS.-On port tack.-Haul aft the
head sheets, put the helm a-starboard, raise the main
clew-garnets, brail up the spanker, and square th~ after
yards. Then, when she fills, either brace up agam on
the port tack, and try it again; or, let her come ro~nd
on her heel, squaring the head yards when the wmd
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comes aft, shifting the helm as she gathers way, and
bringing ~er to the wind on tl1e starboard tack.
TACKING IN A BREEZF.- £ase away the weather
head-braces with a tum, keeping a strain on them
when the yards fill, and standing by to belay in time;
for, if let go and o\·erhauled, as in moderate weather,
a sprung yard would be the possible consequence.
THE LARGER HELM, carried in the freshening
breeze, is occasioned by the increased immersion of
the bow, which throws her up into the wind; and,
owing to the oblique direction given to the rudder as
the ship heels over, much cf the effect is lost, and a
greater helm is required in consequence.
ABouT SHIP, UP A'lAINSAIL- Instead of "raise
tacks and sheets ; " it ,,;ll be, " raise the fore-tack ; "
"up mainsail" and main-topsail haul;" instead of
"mainsail haul."
THE AcriON OF THE RuDDER causes a ship to
rotate on an ·axis before the centre; the exact position
of which depends upon rhe bui!d and rig of the ship.
A Chinese cargo-boat will fly round with the bow
almost stationary.
To FORE-REACH IN STAYS.-Ease the helm down
very gradually, haul the main yard the moment you
can insure her staying, and, in a fresh breeze, keep
fast the fore sheet if the ship works well.
·
To Avom FoRE-RE..4.CHING.-Round to quickly,
check the lee head-braces, and make a late haul of the
main yard.
STEAM AND SAIL~Tacking with the watch, look
out and haul the after yards quickly, or you will have
a bother with both them and the head yards if she
gets on the other tack before you.
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TAKEN ABACK.-.-\.s she will lie her course on the
other tack, pipe "about ship;" raise tacks an~ sheets,
brace round the after yards, board the mam tac~,
attend to the helm, and haul the head yards as m
tacking.
Should she refuse to come-to to starboard, and has
lost her way, port the helm, up mainsail, in spanker,
square the after yards, and wear round.
When taken aback with the wind on the lee bow,
there is, of course, no help for it but to go round; but
if the wind is ahead or on the weather bow, and you
do not wish to go on the other tack: yo~ box .her off
with the head yards; that is, if Hattemng m, easmg the
boom over &c, are not sufficient.

"\-VEARING u::.:DER PLAIN SAIL.-Up mainsai~ and
in spanker: put the helm up; "let ~o tJ:te bowhnesround in the after yards;" keep bracmg m as h~r head
pays oft: shivering the mizen toi?sail? but k~.ep~ng the
main just liftino-. When the wrnd IS aft, raiSe the
fore tack"-"square the head yards.". Brace forward
the after yards and bring her to th~ mnd ; haul out the
spanker, brace up, set the mainsatl,_ and h~ul aft ~he
head sheets. It is a good plan, particularly if weanng
with the watch and usino- steam, to brace the head
yards right up on the ne~ tack, after squaring them,
before manning the after braces.
WEARI~G SHORT ROUND-- Starboard tack ?efore
goino- round. ·Throw the ship up in the wmd to
deact"'en her way; haul up the mainsail, and brail up the
spanker; brace the head yards a-box, and square the
after yards; put the helm a-port_ when she gathers stemway, amidships when she loses 1t, and a starboard when
the after sails fill and she gathers headway. Square
the head yards as in wearing, and when you have
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brought the wind on the port quarter, brace up the
:!:~. yards, haul out the spanker, and board the main

TAKING IN STUDDING-SAILS. - "Hands shorten
sail-studding-sail downhauls." "Away aloft." "Top
up the lower booms." Lower studding-sail tripping
. lines, topmast and top-gallant studding-sail down hauls,
boom jiggers and after guys manned; then "Haul
taut, trip up the lower studding-sail, shorten sail."
Lizards, both for topmast and lower studding-sails,
are an improvement on rope-yarn stops. For this
purpose a strop, with a thimble seized in, should be
fitted to the outer artn of the topmast studding-sail
yard, and the lizard spliced close outside it, round
the yard. After the sail is rolled up, a tum is taken
round the sail and halyards, and through the thimble,
passed along the sail to the bunt, and hitched round
the sail; the bight being jambed between its own part
and the sail, so that when hauled upon, or a tum
taken round the lower lift and the halyards hoisted on,
it comes adrift For the lower studding-sail, a strop
attached to the lizard is merely put round the sail; a
toggle, into which the lizard Is spliced, put through
the bight, a tum taken on the forecastle when high
enough, and the sail hoisted.
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"~EARING IN A GALE, with a heavy sea runnin
requues. great ~are, and a temporary lull in the weath~
should if posstble be taken advantage of T
preventor braces rolling, and relieving tackles m:ts~
caref~ly attended; plenty of way should be kept on
the shtp, that the helm may be well answered.
~EARING UNDER STAYSAILS.-Put the helm U
br~Il up the after trysails, and tum the yards as ·thp,
sat! set. I n a very h eavy sea it may be necessary
wtto
drop the ~eefed foresail f?r the purpose of keeping way
on t~e shtp, and preventmg her being pooped, even at
t~e nsk_of not bemg able to furl it again. In the mean
time shift th~ sheets over, and steady them aft; when
before the w!Dd, set ~he after sails and haul do\\o'TI. the
fore and mam s~ysatls, setting them again as soon as
the sheets are shtfted over.
SE'I!ING .STUDDING-SAILS.-"Trim and make sailstuddmg-sruls both sides" "Away aloft." "M .
cle~v-ga.rnets. and buntlines, spanker brails." "t~
ma~nsatl, brrul up."
uw·eather braces, lifts and trusses.
Ratse th~ fore_ ta7k, round in." When ready with·
the studdmg-satls, ·' Boom topping-lifts, fore guys, topmast and top-gallant studdrnu-sail halyards , "H 1
t t, "R.
.
o
.
au
au .
tg out, tnce to hand." On which the lower
boo~s are toppe~ up, ~nd hauled forward, topmast and
top-oallant studd~ng-sa~l boom rigged out, topmast and
top-gallant s!ttddrng-satls triced up to the yards, head
stops cut, sails launched over the brace blocks, and
the slack of the tacks taken down. The lower balJ?-rds are then manned by the hands from the toppinglifts an~ fore guys, and at the word "Hoist away,
everythmg goes out together.
'

AFTER sETTING A T oPMAST STUDDING-SAIL. --Steady
taut the deck sheet, get hold of the short sheet, reeve
it through a tail-block on the quarter iron, bend it to
a ropes.end out of the top, haul it up, haul aft and
belay it; then come up the deck sheet, bend it to the
downhaul, and pay them down before all; afterwards,
shift the boom jigger for rigging in,-or, instead of
·shifting· it, overhaul the hauling part, hitch it to the
heel of the boom, an~ rig. in wit~ the single part. AFTER TAKING IN ·A ToP:\IA-5'£ STUDDING-SAILUnbend the tack and halyards, and bepd them to:gether; s'ving the halyards in to the bands on the yard,
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who haul them up,. dip them abaft, and pay them down,
when they are agam bent ready for settina · take the
burt(;m _off the topsail yard, and shift the b~om jiaaer
tor ng,arng out.
oo
FoRE ToP)IAST STUDDING-BOOM UNCL.u\tPED.Round down _on the lower halyards, put a knot in them,
pullkup and lift the boom, l_ea\o-ing end enough below
tl1e ·not to round down agam.
. HEEL LASHINGS.-Tbat of a'topmast studding-boom
se:ured round the quarter iron ; of a top-gallant
stud_dmg-boom, through the quarter strop and round
the Jackstay.
IS

T~E _ADVANTAGE OF A STUDDING-SAIL BEND is,
tha~ It lies close to the yard, and consequently permits
of little or no drift between tile yard and block.
DIPPING A TOPMAST STUDDING-SAIL BEFORE-ALL.S~nd a couple of hands on the lower yard : lower tile
sail well down, and let them gather it in until they get
hoi~ of ~e outer leech which is tilen gathered down,
until the mner yard-arm can be canted before the leech
of the topsail, then let go, and hoist away.
It should be remembered that a touch of the helm
m~y help a good deal in setting and taking in studdinu.
0
sa1ls.
DIPPING A ToPMAST STUDDING-SAIL ABAFT-ALL.Gather down on the inner leech.
HITCH 'WITH TffE DOWNHAUL ROUND THE CLEW.
-Let the boom come in, gather in on the foot, lay
hold of tile clew, and then clear the downhaul.
REEFING T?PSAILS- Topmast studding-sail set;
lower the topsail wl10z t/ze burtqn or preventer lift is oJT
the yard, the studding-sail being in.
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CoMING TO TffE WIND.-T ake in the royals, and
one or two reefs ; the jib, and a reef in the spanker if
necessary. While reefing, bring the ship to the wind
under the courses.
GETTING SHEETS HOME.-Always get tile lee sheet
home first ; tilen ask tile officer of the watch, if
necessary, to give her a luff up, and get the weather
sheet home while the sail is lifting.
LEE BooM-SHEET.-By hauling it taut, you would
endanger the boom.
ToP-GALL>\NT LIFT AND BRACE OFF.-Lower the
sail, get hold of the leech, cant the yard, and rig it
from the topsail yard.
REEFING ToPSAILS.-'' Clear lower deck," "reef
topsails," " two reefs ;" " weather topsail braces,"
"hands by the topsail halyards," "away aloft ~· "let
go the top-bowlines, round in ;" " lower the topsails,"
then haul out the reef tackles, turn the yards to the
wind and haul taut the braces, steady taut the topgall~t clewlines to keep the sheets :I~ar of th~ men
.-eefing ; " trice up, lay out ;" th~ sail IS then hghted
out to windward, the weather earnng hauled o~t, then
to leeward ; pass the beckets through the reef-hne and
togale them; " lay in down from aloft," "let go the
reef tackles, attend the braces." " H oist the topsail."
REEF-TACKLE CARRIED AWAY.-Clew the sail up,
pass the leech along, and reeve the reef-tackle afresh ;
•
haul out, take the reef in, and sheet home.
AFTER TAKING IN A THIRD REEF, get the preventer braces and preventer parrals on.
TAKING IN A CLOSE REEF.-Man the weather
brace, rolling tackle, and clewline, round in, lm':er the
topsail and clew down; check the lower- b~ces If on a

..
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wind, ha~ the reef tackles clos.e out, easing the sheets,
and haulmg up on the clewlines at the same time ·
haul taut both buntlines, secure the yard (not foraetting
t~ haul taut the halyards, as it is hanging by th~ lifts),
tnce up and l~y out.
.REEFING COURSES.-Haul the clew-garnets twothrrds up, and haul up the reef-tackles and buntlines..
If on a wind. round in the weather-brace, to clear
the sail of the stays; haul taut both lifts, and rolling
tackle if on, and truss to; lay out and light over.
TAKING IN A CouRSE.-Man the weather clewgarnet and leechlines, and both buntlines; ease off a
fathom of the main sheet, before starting the tack, lest
you spring the yard by suddenly relieving it of so
great a strain; then ease away the main tack and
bowline, and haul up the weather clew, take in the lee
clew, haul the gear close up, round in the weather
brace, and secure the yard for furling (which may be
done over all, without tricing the booms up). When
fmled, place a mat, or old hammock, over the sail in
the wake of the stays, previous to bracing up.
SmrnG A STORM STAYSAIL.-Haul the sheet aft
before hoisting, having seen the hook moused; ease
away as you hoist, and haul aft again.
SENDING ToP-GALLANT MAsTs DOWN AT SEA.Get bmtons on the backstays, to ease away as you
sway to unfid and to steady taut as you lower. Send
the mast down through Iubber's-hole with a heel rope
through a block on deck abreast of the mast, well
manned. and kept taut as the mast comes down.
SET THE FoRE STAYSAIL. -Then shorten sail in
the usual manner.

.

WEATHER MAIN-TOPSAIL BRACE GoEs. - On a
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wind, put the helm down, le~ go the lee ma~ bra~e,
square the main-yard and bnng her to the wm_d \~Ith.
the topsail aback, lash the yard to the topmast nggmg,
lay out, and put on the preventer brace.
WITH THE WIND ON THE QUARTER.-Watch trim
sails; keep her away, let go the halyards, bring thewind on the other quarter, get a preventer brace on,
trim and make sail.
PREVENTER BRACES.-Yard-tackles for the lower
yards, and the long 3}inch top-whips for the topsail
yards.
"WEATHER MAIN-TOPSAIL SHEET AND CLEWLINE
GONE.- Haul up the buntlines, reef-tackles, and leeclewline · band the leech in, pass a gasket round the
sail to steady it, and reeve the clewline afresh. If,.
however, you cannot get hold of the leech, unre_eve
the main top-bowline from the ~ore top, send a haulingline down for the end, reeve It through the quarter
block haul it up and so confine the sail till you have
passed a gasket: then reeve the bowline again, and
the new clewline and sheet.
PARRAL GONE ON A W'IND.-Heave the sail aback
and clew the yard down, hook a coui:Ie of jiggers from
the cap for rolling tackles, clew up if necessary, and
get the preventer parral on. If before the \vind, haul
the sail taut up to mast-head, and put a temporary
parral on.
TORliiAST-STAY CARRIED AWAY.-Keep the ship·
away, shorten sail, get up and haul taut the _sail-tackle ;.
and replace the stay with a hawser, bowline-knotted
round the mast-head.
}IB-SHEET CARRIED AWAY.-Mindyottrweather-he/m,
haul down the jib, trice the tack of ~he spanker up,..
and clear away the fore topmast staysail.
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MAIN TACK ANn CLEW-GARNETT GONE.- Bearup or
wear, and haul the sheet aft.
·
'
TILLER-ROPE CARRIED AWAY.-When this occurs it
may be assumed to b~ blo·wing fresh_ The first th~g
to be done, therefore, IS to steady the rudder, which, in
a sea-\~ay wo~ld By from side to side with great violence. fhe_q?Jckest way of doing so will be by means
of the remammg rope ; and as the chances are that the
weather wheel-rope will be the one to ao jamb the
helm down, shorten sail, and heave to ~th the head
yards ~-bo~ if you do not want to come round.
~therwtse, If there is _a s~ip close astern of you, for
mstan~e, haul the mamsail up, and square the main
yard m stays. Should the lee rope go, put the helm
up, hea_ve to on the other tack, and shorten sail as soon
as poss~ble. If unsafe, from the position of the ship,
~o do etther, <:hock the rudder up (which, by the way,
IS not done m a moment when the tiller has taken
charge) ; man the head sheets and cross-jack braces,
and steer the ship by the sails. In moderate weather
t~e relieving tackles will probably be hooked before i;
wtll be necessary to touch anything. In all cases, send
hands down to hook, and work them, and reeve new
wheel-ropes.
LOWER SHROUD CARRIED AWAY, AND NOT LONG
E::<OUGH F~R TURNING IN AFRESH.-Tum the deadeye ou~ strop it \~th rope of equival~nt dimensions,
a"1d setze a large thtmble in ; knot the shroud, reeve it
through the thimble, and seize the end up· reeve the
· lanyard again, and set the shroud up.
'

JIB DoWNHAUL CARRIED AwAY. - Unbend the lee
top-gallant bowline, make a bowline roimd the stay
and haul down. Should it . carry away, send th~
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downbaul up by the wea ther bowline used as a
hauling-line, bend it round the stay, and assist it, if
the lacing jambs, by hauling down six feet at a time
with a rope's-end rove through the lee bowline block
at the boom-end.
MAIN YARD SPRUNG ON THE WEATHER QUARTER;
SHIP RoLLING HEAVILY.-Unbend the sail, clew up
the top-sail, reeve the jeers and take them to the
capstan.
Send the studding-sail booms down to
lighten the yard, and to get them out of the way.
Send an up-and-down on each side through lubbershole, lash them to bolts in the cap, and hook them to
butt slings round the qnarters of the yard. A little
further out, on each quarter, hook the top burtons to
strops on the yard, and on deck to bolts in the fore
port of each gangway. Lower the yard-tackles down,
cross them and hook them in to the ship's side abreast
of the mast. Unshackle one truss, and reeve a stout
piece of rope down through one thimble, abaft the
mast, under the necklace, and up through the other
thimble of the truss stop; to each end hook a burton
from the cap, haul taut, and unreeve the other truss.
Heave round the jeers, swaying on the quarter tackles
at the same time, knock the slip off, and walk back,
attending the lifts, yard tackles, preventer truss, and
braces, and steadying the yard forward by the burtons.
Land it across the nettings, :md lash it there. Strip
it of everything in the slings, and knock off the
battens and casing to have a good overhaul. If found
sprung where it was supposed, place a topmast studing-sail boom on the top of the yard, and another on
the fore side-supposing the fracture to have occurred
there; fill the space up above and beiO\\' the
spring with capstan bars, and handspikes, &c.
Get sufficient of 3-inch and 3}inch rounding, or
R
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umove rigging, if you have it; divide it into six lashings, three on each quarter, outside the clothing.
Pass the lashings on both ends, each turn bowsed
well taut with a jigger, rack each turn as it is bowsed
taut by ?riving naiis through it into the yard, and
when fin_1shed ta~tene? up ~vith wedges. Then put
on the slmgs, wh1ch Will requrre lengthening; lash the
clothing on, having tailed the lashings; and sway the
yard up, in the same manner in which it was lowered
down.
For a slight spring, an iron fish will probably ·be
sufficient to prevent it opening out and spreading
further.
FoRE YARD CARRIED AwAY IN THE WEATHER
QUARTER.- Clew the topsail up, confine and steady
the weather yard arm by slip-ropes, and unbend
the sail the best way you can; hook an up-and-down
from the cap to the weather quater, bend the fore
bowline round it, and land it on the forecastle
Reeve four parts of the jeers, and send the lee yardarm ~own. Land a spar on the knight-heads, and
lash 1t to the foremast on the lee side, level with
the nettings, and :!.cross it lay the lee portion of the
yard. On another spar from the knight-heads, on the
weather si?e, suspended by a luff from the rigging,
and steadied by guys, place the weather yard ann.
Bring the broken parts together by luffs and buttons,
crossed from opposite sides of the deck, and fish the
yard with studding-sail booms. Place one on the
after side, above the batten, another on top of the
yard, and a third on the fore side; fill up with capstan
bars, would the whole together, and wedge it up taut
While this is being done, the fore tacks and sheets
may be singled and shackled to the clews of the fore
topsail, and the sail set flying. When finished, sway
the fore yard up, bend, and set the sails.

BmvsPRIT BADLY SPRUNG.-Shorten all necessary
sai1, according to the breeze; send fore top-gallant
mast down, sec.ure foremast with runners and tackles,
and top-mast with sail-tackle, and.slacken up the stays,
if circumstances require it. Get head sails and flyingboom in; and, if the bowsprit is so badly sprung as
to lead you to think that it would be unsafe, when
fished, to carry the jib with the boom rigged out the
full extent, rig it in for a fish until the heel buts the
stem. Place the flying-boom on one side, and a topmast studding-sail boom on the other, and would all
together, wedging and chocking up between. Out of
the head-ports on the forecastle, rig, on one side, the
spare jib-boom, and, on the other, a hand-mast, or
spare mizen-topmast; secure the heels inboard, and
lash the heads securely to the head of the bowsprit
on either side. Round the centre of one of the
shores, secure the standing part of a lashing; reeve it
down through the gammoning hole in the cutwater, up
and over the opposite shore, down through the cutwater again, over the first shore, and so on until
sufficient turns are passed, finishing off with a few
frapping turns round the.lashing and over the bowsprit. The jib may still be set outside the bowsprit
cap.
If you intend to get the jib-boom out again, fish the
bowsprit with one or two spare anchor stocks hollowed
out, assisted with the shores as before.
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BROUGHT BY THE LEE.-Put the helm down, and
brace round ·directly, unless in the mean time she
answers the helm, and· brings the wind on the weather
quarter again; though the probability is that you will
either loose the masts or be thrown on your beamends.
R 2
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LAYING A SHIP T().-Haul the foresail up; and,
if you find that you can run her with safety, for a
short time under the topsail and staysail, furl the
foresail before bringing her to the wind. If, however,
there is such a sea running, that you cannot keep
before it after shortening sail, look out for a smooth,
down with the helm, and round short to, to avoid
exposing her broadside to the sea a moment longer
than is absolutely necessary.
BROACHING TO, or coming up into the wind, is
exclusively applied to a ship in bad weather, when
it becomes a situation of great danger to the ship and
spars. When running free, with the sea on the
quarter, want of attention at the helm is the common
cause of such a mishap. Put the helm up, lower the
topsails if they are standing; and, if she does not
pay off; box off or "brace up, as the occasion demands.
Should, however, the ship be going over, let fly
everything, of course, instantly.
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cross-piece or battledore, on the outside of the bitts,
and the bight thrown over the bitt-head. A bittingtackle is used to rouse the bight up; the pendant rove
through a swivel-gin over the bitts,
PA.SSING NIPPERS.

THE rafio~tale of passing a nipper rests upon the .
necessity for bringing the messenger to the cable, as
you cannot bring the cable to the messenger, and at
the same time rousing the messenger up to prevent
its getting underneath the cable. Two or three turns
are first taken round the messenger by a hand inside;

BITTING CARLES.

BoTH chain and hemp cables are bitted the same
way. Facing fomard, as in the cut, the starboard

cable is bitted with the sun, and the port against it;
the cable from the hawse-holes leading under the

the coil is then passed over the cable to the hands
outside, who, facing aft, pass it round, messenger and
cable, as the latter comes in; on the port side with
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the sun, and on the starboard side against it, rousing
each turn taut as it is passed. The end is then dogged round the cable, and twisted up "";th the end of
the next nipper; both ends are held on by a hand
who walks aft with them, and, when far enough aft,
the nipper is started and passed fonvard again.

· . · -·- -- -- -- --
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link in turn binding in its corresponding indentation.
To bring to, put the slip on, unbit, and haul the
bight of the cable, round abaft the capstan, drop in

HEAVING THROUGH ALL

well with sand, pass the turns thick, and, if
that is not sufficient, take here and there a r ou1ld tur!l
round the messenger, and another round the cable.
They are called racking turns.
When obliged to use a deck-tackle to break out,
heave on the capstan and haul on the tackle togeiiJU,
giving the time by a slow pipe. It is amazing the
difference that this makes.
STREW

A DECK T ACK.LE

Consists of a runner and long tackle, separately fitted,
the double block of the tackle hooks to the runner,
the single block and the other end of the runner are
secured abaft. The block of the runner is secured to
the cable; the tackle may be used without the runner.
Small vessels not fitted with capstans, usually have the
double block of the tackle fitted with a claw to hook
over a link of a chain.
BRING TO, PATENT CAPSTAN.

BRowN's patent capstans are now in general use, and
the days of messengers and nippers, are fast coming
to an end. These capstans are fitted with spocket
wheels, corresponding to .the J.ioks of the cable, each

the roller and lift the chain into the sprocket wheel;
the slack' chain is hauled clear of the capstan with
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Iron chain hooks. Ships fitted with these capstans,
also have a controller, into which the links of the
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STAY-PI="S.

them, the cable would become full of kinks;
.and, were they removed, the links would also collapse.
WITHOUT

A GANGER.

CoNSISTS of one or more lengths of chain, shackled
to the sheet anchor and brought into the hawse holes,
or just outside, and renders the operations of bending
.or unbending sheet cable much easier.
ADVANTAGE OF HEMP CABLES.

THE one great advantage is, that they allow an anchor
to be laid out farther from the ship by boats, being
much lighter than chain, but in other ways they are
more difficult to handle than chain cable.
STOWAGE OF HE:\lP CABLES.

cable suc~essively sink as you heave in, and which of
course relieves the capst4n of much strain, the cable
is thrown in or out of the controller by a lever at the
side.
NUMBER OF SWIVELS IN A CABLE.--0ne in every
other length.

*

.·\ LEi'IGTH OF CHAIN CABLE

Is 12 fathoms. They are marked inboard from the
shackle, and sometimes on both sides, with a piece of
wire or tin round the staypin of the link, a link for
every shackle; the one next the shackle without a
stay-pin not being recokned. At the tenth shackle
when the cable is of that length, you commence agai~
(though a cable, as supplied, is only of eight lengths).

COILED with the sun; the starboard cable in the port
tier, and the port cable in the s~board tier. Whe? ,
both ends are fitted with an Elliott's eye, the end 1s
generally attached, by a slip-shackle, to a chain. strop
round an orlop-deck beam. When not fitted Wit~ an
eye, chain tails are shack).ed to the strop, and sphced
into the cable.
STOPPERL'iG HK\fP CABLES.

IN addition to the deck-stoppers used for chain cables,
bitt, ring, and hatchway stopp~rs are required. .
A bitt-stopper is a stout p1ece of rope, m1ddled,
with an eye which goes over the bitt-head above the
The
·cable, marle by seizing both parts together.
ends are selvageed, brought aft and under the. crosspiece, and dogged round the cable bef?re the b~tts.
A ring-stopper is a piece of rope middl~d, w~th t~e
ends coach-whipped or selvageed. The bight IS lrud
·over the cable abaft the ring; the ends passed through
.the ring and dogged round the ~ble.
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A hatchway-stopper is a piece of stout rope middled,
and the ends coach-whipped. The bight is laid over
the cable inside the hatchway, and the ends are passed
through a hole in each side of the corner and dogged
round the cable outside; so that, the greater the strain
on the cable, the harder the stopper will jamb.

longer scope is required, one abaft should be passed
before the second ts slacked off.
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HEMP MESSENGER.

Tm: ends are fitted with long lashing eyes, with the
splice grafted over; but they are not brought close up
to each other, as they would not lie fair round the
capstan, the crown of the eyes, when brought together
forming so great a rise: a drift of two or three feet is,
therefore, allowed between them. Four turns are
taken round the capstan, the heaving-in part being the
lowermost When the opposite cable is to be brought
to, the ends must be unlashed and passed the contrary
way, which may be done, without heaving the turns
off; by slacking them round the capstan, and dipping
the afterrnost end through; the parts then placed fair,
and the ends re-lashed. Hands must be stationed to
haul back on the upper part as it comes round the
capstan.
AFTER UNBITTING.

You lift the cable up on the cross-piece, or battledore,
on which the messenger should be already placed forfacility in passing the nippers.
HEMP CABLES.

ARE stoppered below, round an orlop-deck beam, for ·
bringing up at a short or long service, according to
whichever it is intended to ride at; the bight, round
which the lashings are passed being left outside so as
to be easily got at If intended to veer to the latter,
the first must be previously taken off, and, when a
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PREPARING FOR LETTING GO.
RUN up a range of cable, before the bitts, sufficient

for the depth of water; and, according to the weath~r,
get a long range up abaft. Stand by to clear away m
the tiers, lead the hook-ropes along, see. stop~ers
attended, and a good kackling on where reqmred
iri bringing up.
THAT Eii!D OF A CABLE

Is shacked to the anchor, which brings the bolt of ~he
shackles and the cup of the S\vivels aft ;-othenvtse,
they would catch the bitts, &c., in running out.
BEFORE S URGING.

THE cable should always be bitted; and also stoppered
if the cat-fall is old.
PUTTC~G

A S WIVEL OK

VEER or heave in on the
ridini-cable, if necessary, in
order to bring the shackle,
where you intend to put _the
swivel on, before the bttts.
On slip before a!~ unshackle
and shackle the ends to an
-upper and lower link. Stopper
the other cable inboard, or
hang it by the small slip
attached to a length of stream
chain unshackle, haul each
end in alongside the ridingcable by a small hawser passed
round the cut-water-the bigh~
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being kept up by a bull-rope from the bowsprit, and
shackle the ends to the remaining links of the swivel.
Off stoppers of both cables (that of the riding-cable
last), veer the swivel out clear of the hawse-hole
haul in the slack of the other cable and make ali
fast. Ride,
th~ way, by one cabie inboard, for,
when the SWivel ts hove up amidships, the copper
corrodes the cable, and the cable chafes the copper.
In ~~e. weather,. as soon as the swivel is put on
the ndmg-cable, tt may, if you prefer it, be eased out,
and the other cable shackled in a boat under the bows.
If you_ ~k it undesirable to heave in, you can unshackle tt m a boat out-board. Riding, therefore, as
before, ~nd with the swivel hove up on the starboard stde, pass the small slip attached to a length
?f stream chain, out of the spare hawse-hole, and put
It o~ the port cable below the swivel; heave taut
on It, ~shackle, shackle the ends and off slip.
Proc~ed m th<: sam~ manner with the riding-cable,
hangmg the swiVel wtth a hawser to rouse it in by.

'?

should be kept up and
tallow put into it occasionally.
'

together, taking care there is not a turn in the cable
in the hawse-hole, bouse to the lee compressor, see
the cable clear off slip ; this will bring the lee cable
into its proper hawse again.
Put the slip stopper on the weather cable outside·
the swivel; walk back the capstan, heaving on the
compressor until sufficient cable is up, to allow the
swivel to be taken off and the cable bitted ; off nipper ; .
unshackle both parts of the weather cable from the
swivel, and shackle them together; bitt the cable;
bouse to the weather compressor of slip.
In bad weather the weather cable must not be unbitted; if the moving swivel is being taken off for a
gale of wind, it may be left on the weather cable and
veered out.
l\TUN BUOYS.

IRON nun buoys are now supplit.d
fitted with a ring and swivel at
either end, to which the buoy
rope is bent, with a sheet bend,
and the end seized.

THE CuP OF THE ·swrvEL

HOW IS THE :M OORING SWIVEL TAKEX OFF?

to the weather cable and heave round unbitt
an? pay th~ chain down into the locker; this will
bnng the swiVel inboard, ~vith the outer or riding parts
of both cables, and the mboard end or bridle of the
!ee cable shackled to it; having three parts of chain
m the hawse-hole, put the slip stopper on the riding
part of the lee <?-ble and hang the bridle ; walk back
the capstan until the stopper has the strain · then
paul the capstan and bouse to the compress~r · do
not take off_ the nipper, unshackle the two par~ of
the lee chain from the swivel, and shackle them
BRING
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TO SLING A WOODEN
BUOY.

NUN

are two grommet straps,
one is placed round the buoy
at one-third the length of the
buoy at each end. Length of
rope required to make those
straps is three times the round
of the buoy where it would
be placed on, and three times
the round of the rope for splicing
it; length to marry the strands is
once the round of the buoy and .

THERE
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once the round of the rope; length of rope required
for the slings is ten times the length of the
buoy. T here are four lengths ; each length should
be two and a-half times the length of the buoy,
that allows for splicing the ends round the grommet, the four ends of two straps are spliced round
the lower grommet, and four ends of the other
two straps are spliced round the upper grommet, then
reeve the two bights of the upper strap through the
lower grommet, and the bights of the lower strap
through the upper grommet, that secures it round the
buoy, then seize all four parts together at each end of
the buoy and marl and parcel together, which forms
the eye; the buoy rope is bent to it when required;
splice a lanyard in the eye at the upper end of the
buoy for convenience in handling it. See diagram,
page 245.
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TABLES.
A Tll:ble showing the Number of Yams in a Rope, and the
Wetght of Hawser-laid and Cable-laid Rope. Hawser-laid
Rope up to 3-in. is made from 3o-thread yarn and
Cable-laid rope is made from 20-thread ya~.
S ize.

No. of
Threads.

ln.

!

f

I
I!
I!
If
2
2!
2t

zf

3

3i
3t
3f
4
4±
4!

5

5t

6
6!
7
7!
8

8!
9

9!
IO

6
9
12
18
24
30
39
51
63
75
90

87
I02
117
IJ2

ISO
168
207
252
300
3SI
4o8
468
534
6o3
675
753
834

Weight of
n3 Fathom,
Hawser-laid.
Cwt. q1. lb.

I6i
2Si

I
I
I
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
7

8

10
II

13
IS
17
19
2I
2J

I 5t
I 20
2 8
2 24
3 20
0 24
2 0
3 4
0 16
I 26
3 !8
I 10
3 2
I 4
3 5
3 18
0 22
2 8
0 3
2 17
I 13
I
0
0 25
I 4
2 I
3 8

Size.

No. of
Threads.

l n.

2
3
4

s
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25
26

27
54
90

135
189
252
333
423
$22
630
756
882
1026
1172
1332
1512
1692
I881
2o88
2304
2422

2763 .
Joo6
2267
3528

Weight of
101

Fa.t hom.

Cable-laid.

c"~· q r. lb.

I
I
3
4
6
9

II

IS
18
22
27
31
36
42
47
54
6o

67
74
82
90
g!S

107
116
126

0 I
3 20

024

3 8
3 0
0 0
3 16
0 12
2 16
2 0
0 0
2 0
2 16
0 12
2 8
0 0
I 20
0 20
2 8
I 4
I
8
2 20
I I2
2 20
0 0
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IT is very requisite that every sailor should know the strain that
each block, as also the rope that reeves in them should. bea~.
I will give the proof strain of. blocks and rope, beari~ m
mind that the strain the blocks wtll bear depends on the pm of
the block, and as the single block has the same size pin as
the double or treble block, and of the 'same quality, I shall only
give the strain of the single blocks ; also the size strapping, the
length to cot each strap, and the length to marry each strap.
Dcscrip
tio:ns of
blocks,
common

single
tlllclo:.

Strain
whicb
each
block
ought
t o bear.

T he
length

The size
rope to
reeve in

to cut

6
7

2 &2t 02 S
2! c.~ 2~ OJ 0
03 s
2i

2

8
9

2f
3

2!

II

3~

3

12

13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
21

l..
I

4

4-l

~t

s~

7~
9
10

6
~

7

22

23
24
2S
26
27
28

4

s

12

7~

}

8

8l
9

9~

Fm. ft. in. Fm.. ft. in.

Inches.

2~

10

strap.

strap.

Inches.

IS
2~

2J

3

3 II
04 3
0

{

02 J
02 7
0 2 IO

t

5

5~ {
6

~

~IIOOS
~ I~ ~ !
I I

4

~s"

I

94.)1

I

OJ-

0

5

II905S •
122IOo !
{ 12SI04
8 1

3 0 I 0
7 { IJ2II2
7!
I 4 0
I I
6
8{I46II 9
149 [ 2 0
8!
I50123
·9
1$JI26
9! 1 1 5 6 I 2 9

!

I

J
1
1
1
.

the compar:tti,•e strength of \Vire Rigging, H empen
R1ggmg and Ch,un ; also the weight of each per yard
ant! the Breaking Strain, ami the number of yams
in the hempen rope, including the heart

Wire Rope.

H emp Rope.

§ ~ ~ \Veight
.~ ?.
~r
u ~ r Yard.

~ lb.

I

:j~

Yarru..

2 '

zt1

\Veigbt

per

per
Yard.

f

2.\

zi:

i

[

0 {

1a

1

4

I

'I= '

2

I

I

2! 2 4
2! 1 2 I2

3

3 !2
4
3~ I s 4
3i I 6 0
4 17 o
4± 7 8
4t • 9 0
3.t

4't
5

4

110

2

4
5± itz 2
st !IJ s
5! 14 10
6 j16 4
6! 17 8
6! I9 0
6t 10 8
7 I2 3
7! I3 I2
1II

~ 3t
~~
(

!2 {

2~ 3 4

3±I

:1

38 I .;-

Yard.

lb. oz.
0
:>

9

~9) ~~ I
10~ )I : :
I I5

7~ )

53.>

6o~ ~

828
r o~ ; 9 13
,, 1003
II ~ 1<>97
I2 I 195
12~ 1297
13 I404
13!11510
14 1626
14~ 1741

\.

Stralu.

I

6

6

3·l i
± I

t 5· [ 6

6t ~I

a

l !~

~

~ ~~ l

I

2

0 .•

°{

3
3 IO J

I

4

3
3

I

8

0

2

2

4

0

~

I

!

I7

I

4
8
6

2

0

l: ~ :o ~0
o8 { ~5 I~ ~

! ;

2
S± i
2 z~ t
3 ! J I 9·! 6 IO
4 8
~
[2
- 5 5
1!- !6 1 14
6 It
1 I IS
7 0
13·! 6 1 20
~ 1 8 21
k
,4
:J 9 2
15-16 ; 8
~ !0 ~l
[ 31
,;...
1\11 6f I 1-16' 34
01
12 9
I!
J7
13 I3i 1 3-I6 +<>
I5 3'1
16 10~
18 2f
19 9~
21 5
122 9!
24 9!
26__:6~f......!._ _.!.__

I

0

t zoo
2 2 o

7- 16 1 86
!

1

2991
-lO)I
;:
466 >I
.350

I 6jO
I

I

:l~

9~ 7)1

tO

0

The
Breaking

1 lb. oz. ton.cwt.qr.

in.

5 I 1·-;; I o •o!i
6 ; • ~ o 12t)
;j I '=? o I 4 I

-l~ r66
:>
z09
,5~1 2.)2

0 I
6~
7 '
;~I
8 ·
8t!

Chain.

\Veight

1! 1 30 I .2 0

Ij
l

~ ~ ~umber I
?;
or ~
§

~l--!if. 2 ) ) :=

oz.

I

l

OIII

3 &> 3! OS
0 4 s 0 3
2
OJ
4 { 05604
14!

I

to=~- .

each

each
block.

Inches.

T he
length

Sca~e ~f

A

THE TESTING STRAIN OF BLOCKS AND ROPES.
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0

18 o
O {

8
8
0
8
o
o

s

8
0
o

_

7 2
8 14
!0 6
12 0
!J 16
IS 16
18 o
20 4
22 12

0
0
0
o
o
0

25

0

27
30
J3
36
40

4

2
0
0

18 0
o o
12 o
0 0
S 0
~ 0 0
j4S 5 0
52 5 0
56 0 0
_:::6o::.._.:::O___.:::j0

s
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A TABLE FOR THE EYES OF STANDI NG
RTGG T:'\'G-WI RE ROPE.

INDEX.
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length from the inside centre of the eye to the seizing isnine-sixteenths the round of the mast -head, or half the round ot
the mast and one-fourth of one square.
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THE

-Round of
Mast.
ft.

I

3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6

Leng th of
the Ere.

in.
0

fL
I

2

4
6

8
10
0
2

4

6
8

10
0
2

4

6
8

10
0
2

4
6

8
10

I

in.

8
9

I
I

10

I

II

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

I

3

Round of
~(a.st..

fl.

in.

7
7

0

7

4

7
7
7

s

2

6
8
10

0

8
8
8
8

6
8

9

10
0

10
0

9

2

9

I

9
9

4
6
8

4

5
6
7
8
9

2

s

3

9

4

10
10
10
10
10
10

5
6
7

9
10

Length of
the Eye.

2

4

10
0
2

4
6

8
10

ft.
I

in.

3
4

II

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

I

5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
6
6

0
2

3
4

I

1•.-\C IIt

Backstays
Bitting cable;;
Blocks, purchase
- -- straps and seizing; for
Bobstay colla rs, hemp
- - - - ---to cut out and fit
- - -- - - wire
Bobstays, to cut and fit
Booms, seizing up topmast studding-sail
- -- top-gallant studding -sail
Bowsprit shroud collars, hemp
wire

Bowsprit, running in

6

- - - - gan1n1oning:-;

7

- - - - clothing the
Braces, reeve the fore and main
- - - to reeve
Bring to, patent capstan
Carried a"·ay, topmast stay
- - - -- -- jib sheet
- - - - - main tack and clew-gamett
tiller rope
- - - - - - lower shroud .. .
- - - - - ·- jib downhanl ...
- - - - - - fore yard
Compass ...
Courses, to fit fore and main ...
Cross jack ya rd, to rig a
Deck tackie
E yes of standing rigging- wire rope
Fogs
...
...
. ..
Fore shrouds, turning dead eyes in
Fore stay collars

8
9

10
II

0
I

3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10
I
2

194
2:~6

160

39
56
!'i7

58
144

199
199

63
65
115
167
171
197
200
238
2:ll
231
2..'32
2:l2
232

232
234
l

214
l\18
238
250

221
J:-15, 142

67

252
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Fore stays, to cut out
- - - - t o fit the
- - - - - :o stretch and serve the
- - - - - t o tum the heart in the
Fore mast, rigging the
Grommet
..
Gunwale, to put lower yards on the
Guys, martingale
- - Ayingjib
- - ~pritsail
Hemp cables, Admiral Elliott's eye in ..
Hemp cables
Jib boom, to rig the
Jib stay, three-strand rope
- - - ropemaker's eye in a
- - - Flemish eye in a
Knots, f01ming
Laying a ship to
Lead line
Lifts, reeve fore and main
Log line ...
Main yard sprung on the weather quarter
to rig a ...
Main mast, rigging the
Martingale
Masts, tripod
- - -heel tackle for main and mizen
---lid the top-gallant
- --heel Fendant for the fore
Mizen mast
Nun buoys
Parrel gone, on a wind
Paunch mat
Pendants, fore and main truss
- - - - cross jack truss
Pointing a rope
Putting a swivel on
Questions and answers
Reeve running rigging

137
138
138

139
176
28
197
12-2

123
116

216
2-U
190

35
35

36
i -24
2:)6

3
197
4
2:~

108
181
191

6
163
192

164
181
2-!5

231
25

198
199

27
243

75
204

253
1".-\CB

Reefing topsail-;
Rigging~ ratline the
Ropes
Royal yards
Sail, to fit the
- - lengthen the rope of a
Sea gasket
Sennit, French
---common ...
Sheers, rigging a pair of
- - - t o mise the
- - - shoes to step iu
- - · droop the ..
Ships under steam
Shrouds, starboard
- -- -cutting fore

- - - -cutting fore topmast
----fore top-gallant
- - - - t o mark the
- - -fitting the ...
- - - -formi ng the eyes in
- ---~eizing the eye in fore
- -·· - length of . . .
..
- - - - seizing the
- - --warping- the
----turning dead eyes in topmast
- - - - turmng dead eyes in the mizen
Spanker boom
...
...
Spanker boom ;;heels
Splicing a rope round a thimble
Splicing an eye in the end of a rope
Splice, long
---short
---Grecian
- - - mariner's ...
Stays, flying martingale
- - flying jib
...
mizen
topmast, fore topmast...j.ib
main topmast
.. .
..
. ..
- - rigging the fore top-gallant
.. .
. ..
Strength of wire and hempen rigging and chains
. Studding-sails, setting

229
194

219
112
211

36
24
24

25
159
lGZ

162
165
220
80

125
141
148

129
129
131
131
133
136

143
14-!
155

20'2
203
34
34

30
:31
31
32
124
124

157
186
187
189

249
226

254
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38TH
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Sword mat
Tacking . ..
Tackle pendants ...
···
·· :
···
Table shewing number of yams and we~ght of rope
Testing strain of blocks and ropes
....
Topsail and courses
Topsails, length of reef pomts for
Topsail tyes
...
Topsail yards, ~_el
- - - - - nggmg
..:..___ _ _ _ to send up
Top-gallant yard~ rigging ...
Topmast crosstrees, to send up
Topmast, rigging ...
Wire rigging
- - - - cutting out
Wearing under plain sail
Wearing short round
Wearing in a gale ···.
Wearing under staysails
Yard arms, to rig the

29·
221
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Nares' Seamanship. 4th Edition. 330 Illustrations. 21s.
Alston's Seamanship. -~ew Edition. 200 Illustrations.
Revised by Commander R. H. Harris, R.K. 12s. 6d.
Nautical Surveying. Reprinted from the above. With Charts. 2s. 6d.
It is hO\vever the treatise on nautical surveying which more particularly d.istinguished
this work. and which \VC can earnestly recommenQ. to the officers of the service generally.
as it is 'veil otculated to instruCt them on a subject very little understood outside the
:mrveying !'en.·ice. This trt1rise: wa..;,; origin..1.1ly written by Staff-Commander Richards.
no w in comTTl3nd of H.~(_ sur.·eying vessel • Lightning, • an officer of very large and
v:lried experience, and "·ell kuon-n to be one of the best practical surveyors m the R oyal
~a"·r. 'llle rreatisc is simple and clear in arr::mgement, and written with the especial
object o f instructing the officers of the na\-al s ervice in g eneral, and only deals with the
use of such instrument$ as are found on board of e\·ery man-of-war. \Ve have ne"·er
met with :1ny tre:~.t.ise on n:lutic:ll.sJuvcying hr any means so weH calculated to aoswe.T"
the purpose for which it u·as \,,;nen."-lVa~al Scitnu, Apn"'-, t872-.
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Harvey's Sea Torpedoes. rz Plates. 2s. 6d.
Traverse Tables ; with a brief method of Correcting Compass Courses.
Ry Capt. R. .-\.. Edwin, R.N. ss. 6d.
Memoir of Adml Sir H.. D. Chads, K. C.B. With Portrait. K
The Manual of the Hydrometer.
Dy Lionel Swift, Esq., K.X. Illustrated. 3s. 6d.
On The Defence of England, by Lieut.-Col. Synge, R.E. rzs.
History of H .M.S. "Victory," with Illustrations, by
Com. J. W. L. Wharton. R. :-<. 6d. In cloth, with addition,;, Is.
Annual of the Royal School of Naval Architecture & Marine
Engineering.
1s. 6d.
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Watch, Quarter, Station, and :Fire Bill.
Admimity Fonn, ~o. 2. 2s . 6d.
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Watch and Quarter Bill, By Captain G. S. Nares, R.N.
:For :Frigates, Js. 6d. Corvettes and Sloops. zs. 6d.
Station Bill. By Captain G. S. Nares, R.:'<. Is. 6d.
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:Field Exercise. r8jo. Is.
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